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You are already a subscriber to ENC Focus: A Magazine for Classroom Innovators. You don't need to fill
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If you value ENC Focus, why not share a subscription card with a friend

or colleague? They won't want to miss these upcoming issues:

Making Schools Work for Every Child
ideas and materials for ensuring equity in your classroom.

Partnerships with Business and the Community
Improving math and science through unique collaborations.

The Standards-Based Classroom
What math and science teachers need to do to achieve true reform.

Every issue of ENC Focus is filled with teacher innovations and information

about high quality resources cataloged in ENC's comprehensive collection

of K-12 materials. All issues of ENC Focus are also online at enc.org

Ask your colleagues to subscribe in one of the firing ways:
Call (800) 621-5785, send in the subscription card, send email to

editor@enc.org, or subscribe online at enc.org/order
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This icon Invites you to visit the Internet for more information.

more resources. more Ideas for your own classroom innovations.

The online version of this publication will help you get started.

Visit encorgrtocustrealworld

Update: Around the Clearinghouse and the Nation
This rection features educational nein.

ednortak essays, classroom stories. and

columns on topics of interest to classroom innovators.

4 Editorial
Beyond Curriculum: Getting Real nith our Students

h Annette Thorson

6 Innovators' Forum Online
Pak acipate in ENC's discussion for all those interested in educational

improvement.

ENCrs Partners
6 Summit on Science

by Steve weaver
ENC joins in a sweeping effort to publicize the need for science

literacy for everyone.

8 Eisenhower Regional Consortia and ENC Demonstration Sites

Check here for complete contact information for ENC's primary

partners.

10 ENC in Action
In on the Ground Floor:
ENC Helps One School Get off to a Good Start

by Bob Riddle
ENC Online helps make Internet information more manageable for

this Missouri science teacher and his colleagues.

11 Using the Internet
Designing a Classroom Web Page

by Kimberly S. Roempler
Teacher-created web sites can be an excellent way to connect school

and home.

14 Students VVrite
Publication Opportunities Encourage StudentThinking

by Michael J. Calhoun and Middle School Science Students

Ibis middle school science teacher from Virginia explains how he

motivates his students to write; excerpts from their work demon-

.. state their enthusiasm.
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Focus on Mathematics and Science in the Real World
fhb swum presents articles on the theme ol MUG.

78 Real-World Learning:
A Necessity for the Success of Current Reform Efforts

1+.1. Robert E.Thgcr

This leader in science education reminds teachers that all

children start nut full of curiosity and quvtions about the

world around them, Fostering this in the classroom setting

is an important challenge.

20 Exploring Science Through the GLOBE Program

lsy Kai' Berglund
A Maryland elementarY teacher shows that fourth graders arc

not too young to join older students in providing scientific data

that inform Internet users all over the world.

23 Cockatiels to Kittens:
Animal Behavior in the Real World
b,s, Leah M. Melber

An informal education specialist at the Natural History Museum

of Los Angeles County describes how pet investigations can pro-

vide a chance for children to study animal behavior.

26 Mathematics Projects that Foster
a Critical Look at Our World
by Fanny SOMA!
This Indiana teacher asks seventh graders to solve practical

problems that require Internet research and critical thinking.

30 Water on the Web
by Bruce H. Munson, George E. Host. Cynthia A. Hagley,

and Richard E Axler
Internet data on water quality in Minnesota can serve as a basis

for real-world science in classrooms all over the country.

33 Architecture:
An Across-the-Curriculum Project Connects

to the Community
by Lim Schroeder
An art teacher in Missouri describes an award-winning project

that helps elementary students look at their community with

more awareness.

35 Aquaponics Encourages Fourth Grades

to Eat Their Vegetables
Crystal McGee

Elementary students in Pennsylvania eat the results of their sci-

ence lessons. You can't get much more real world than that!

36 Using tedutology and Real-World Connections

to Thad, Secondary Mathematics Concepts
by Hollyiynne Stohl Drier, Kara M. Dawson, and Joe Garofalo

Some specific advice on how to use Internet data to make math

relevant to students.
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39 Design Challenges Propel Earthly Problems
into Orbit
by Anne Ireland
The director for Educational Materials Development for

the Challenger Center for Space Science Education
describes standardsbased activities that bring the excite-

ment of space exploration into the classroom.

42 Math from the Toy Store
br Robin Cohen
Use of scaled replicas make learning about ratio and pro-

portion funand meet NewYork state standards. in this

reacher's middle school mathematics classes.

43 Hunting for Asteroids, Comets. and Novae

by Dennis Erickson
This Chicago teacher shows how you can empower your

students with the tools and techniques that could make

them famous and maybe save humankind from extinction!

Focus on the Collection
This season presents abstracts ofmatcrialsfrom the Mt

Collection chosen to illustrate this issue's theme.

46 Resources to We You Bring the Real World

Into Your Classroom
by Tense Herrera and Carol Damian

47 Featured Resources

All the articles and
resources in this
magazine are also

available in the
online version. Visit:

enc.orgtfocus /reaWorld
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BEYOND CURRICULUM:
Getting Real with our Students

by Annalc Mosso!

When we launched ENC fvcus:A MagazincI.or Clawoom Innovators more than a

year ago, an important goal was to fill the publication with articles written by

teachers. The problem, we thought, would be encouraging these busy people

to find time to write. Apparently, as this issue illustrates, finding the right topic

is the key. As soon as we announced the topic Mathematics and Science in the

Real World, we were deluged with inquirie --and articlesfrom classroom

teachers.

Anyone who understands teachers knows why connecting mathematics and sci-

ence with the Real World intereststhem so much.Teachers strive to put the

needs of their students first, and that means trying tomake what happens in the

curriculum relevant to their lives. Teachers' interpretations of ways to accom-

plish this are illustrated in the articles you will find in this issue.

Approaches are varied. Leah Melber shows how primary grade children can

study animal behavior by obserting their pets (page23), is Fanny SosenIce's

middle schoolers plan a vacation budget (page 26). Liesa Schroeder's students

use digital cameras to analyze the architecture of buildings in their community

(page 33), and the fourth graders in Crystal McGee's class use aquaponics

to grow their own vegetables (page 35).

Anne Ireland (page 39) and Dennis Erickson (page 43) help students

experience the vast reality of outer space,while Robin Cohen's students learn

ratio and proportion through hands-on work with toy miniatures (page 43).

A number of teachers felt that the Internet connects the real world to the class.

room. Kay Berlund shows how her fourth graders contribute data through the

GLOBE program (page 20), Bruce Munson and colleagues describe a web site

they designed especially for science teachers (page 30), and Hollylynne Drier

and colleagues suggest ways to use Internet data to teach mathematics concept

(page 36).

Part of our process for defining this and other Focus topics is through discussion

with ENC's teacher advisory group,
which meets for dinner at our offices

about once a month during the school year. When we asked the group to tell

..--Armr-rsrata- --"."1"..

Let us know how ENC can serve you by calling or sending a message

via email or US mad to the following departments:

General Information Acquisitions Reference Desk

Hours: Monday-Friday: Tetepnone: (614) 292 -8389 Telephone: (614) 292 -9734
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Telephone: (614)292.7784 Publishing Tedsnical Help Desk
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Email: infoeencorg Email editOrtencorg Email: help pent org

For the most up-to-date Information on our latest projects,

visit ENCs web site: encorg
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us what Mathematics and Science in the Real Wirld meant to them, their

ideas were similar to those of the teachers who had contributed articles to

the magazine.

However. group member Joan Smith, who teaches in Westerville, Ohio,

took our request one step further she asked her second grade students at

Emerson Elementary School to do a "quickwrite" in their Learning Logs

on what the real world meant to them. One child echoed the underlying

message of many of the teachers:

The real world is what we live in. It is our home.

There is no place like it in the universe. Its the only

planet that has plants or animals. It is a cool place.-Alex

But many of these seven-year-olds had different perspectives. Here arc

some excerpts:

The real world means if you stealsomething you can get

arrested But if you steal something when you are a kid.

you can't get arrested... The real world can be rough. In

the real world you can get hurtand arrested.-Matt

...you have to be realty responsible. You are here for a

reason-to be a good person and make people feel better

and help another person.-Emily

I think the real world means get with the action. Also

don't go on your own little cloud in your own lithe

world... Do what you are supposed to be doing. Find your

brain and use itl-Olivia

...when you are young you are not in the real world

because you always get another chance, but when you

are a grownup you don't get another chance... When you

are young you are in an Jasier world.-Mike

I think the real world is like a place for grownups

because when you are lithe you are in the little world and

you go to school and learn from your mistakes. Then

when you grow up. that's when you are in the real world.

and when you are in the realworld you go to work and

have kids.-Myssa

I think the real world is something that is not in your

imagination. Like if you thought that there was a monster

under your bed. in the real world there isn't Or if you

thought dogs could talk in the real world dogs can not

talk So I think that the real world is what is happening in

your real life. and not your imagination. -Sarah

The real world nreans...a planet that we live on...the real

world is the only place that you learn how to do math

problems. - Keaton

RESTCOPYAVAILABLE

I think the real world means that you...can't always

depend on someone to be there when youneed some help.

It also means you can get in more trouble. When you are in

the real world you aren't in the kid world or the baby

world-Heather

I think the real world is a grownupworld not a child's

world. I also think that no one looks after you. You can't

count on your teacher to tell you if it is right or wrong.

You have to figure it out on your own.-Brooke

Maybe some of thesy real-world concerns arc beyond the scope of our

curricula. But I think most teachers would agree that we need to listen

and be aware. In the meantime, perhaps we can help more dour children

share the view of this very wise second grader.

This is a story about what the real world means to me.

The real world means to me-not an easy life. but not a

hard one-a kind of between likelife. I think the real world

is not supposed to work out the way you want it to all

the time. To be in the real world is not to daydream. It Is

to be awake and alert In the real world if you want to do

something new then go there and do it your way. Try

some new stuffl-Lauren

Calling All Classroom Innovators:

WRITE FOR ENC!
ENC invites readers to contribute articles

for upcoming issues of ENC Focus:

A Magazine for Classroom Innovators.

Topics and Deadlines:

The Standards-Based Classroom

Submissions due September 1, 2000

Literacy in Mathematics and Science

Submissions due December 1, 2000

New Horizons in Mathematics
and Science Education
Submissions due March 1, 2001

Ibpics and deadlinessubject to change without notice.

Writers' Guidelines are on page 22.

Distributed by DynSDRS
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While no one has answers for all the issues (acing educators today,

progress ,s possible when classroom innovators, like yourself, exchange

ideas.

To make such an exchange possible, the online version of ENC Focus: A

Magazine for Classroom Innovators (enc.org/focus/) features an electron-

ic Innovators' Forum. Readers are invited to send concernsand com-

ments via email to editoreentorg. Selected messages will be published

online, and of those, a few will appear here, so that readers of the print

version of the magazine can participate.

Since an upcoming issue of ENC Focus Is on the topic of Educational

Equity, we particularly invite responses to this message:

Dear Innovators,

I think it is true that girls often hang back in mathematics and sci-

ence for fear of alienating the boys. I find that my high school girls

excel in math and science, but we are an all girls' high school. Many

of these girls come from our co-ed elementary schoolwhere they

have been accelerated in math and science.

I do know that our parents are involved and expect the students

(both boys and girls) to do well and go on to four-year colleges. Our

teachers also expect everyone to do hislher best and they will not

let someone slack off for social reasons.

Maybe what needs to be done is to educate parents and teachers so

they don't impart these negative ideas in the girls' heads. Girls don't

learn that they "can't do " math on their own; someonehad to

plant the seed of doubt.

Pat Pletruszka, Math Teacher and Technology Coordinator

Nardin Academy
Buffalo, New York

Please keep in mind that Innovators' Forumoffers a way for you to dis-

cuss issues with other classroom innovators. You can get information

and answers to many educational questions from ENCs Information

Services Department. Contact them by email library@enc.org or tele-

phone (614) 292-9734.

When you contribute to Innovators' Forum, please include your full

name, your title or the grade you teach, the name of your school or dis-

trict, and your city and state. Please note that comments selected for

publication may be edited for brevity and clarity and that by submitting

them you are giving permission for your comments to appear in both the

print and the online versions of this publication.

Again, the ENC Focus email address is editor@enc.org. Or send your com-

ments by mall: Focus Editor, ENC, The Ohio State University, 1929 Kenny

Road, Columbus, OH 43210-1079. If you send a letter, please include

your telephone number so we can contact you if necessary.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ENCV-Partners
SUM$VUT ON SCIENCE
ENC Joins in a sweeping effort to publicize

the need for science literacy for everyone.

Sterellimeer. hNC Cullaivration

cience
The net d for true reform in science education in the United States

creates a constant stream ofdialog. Corporations, politicians, educators,

parents, students, and communities as a whole are claMoring for the

"right" answer to making educution more relevant to the needs of our

society. Fueling this dialog are various indicators, such as results on MSS

(Third International Mathematics. and Science Study) and other data, that

show US students lagging behind their counterparts in other countries in

mathemati.s and science learning.

Many groups and individuals have offered possible solutions for systemic

educational reform, but no one corporation, organization, or professional

society has the resources to Insure that their initiatives reach every school

or even every district. The answer may lie in a national awareness pro-

gram that helps to spur local efforts throughout the country.

Summit on Science is such a program.

Summit on Science (SOS) is a collaboration of corporations, rion-profit

organisations, and government agencies, whose goal is to promote the

importance of science literacy. The first-ever integrated approach of its

kind, Summit on Science is a mass;ve effort to briog sdence literacy to

all people.

The SOS collaboration boasts some of the most prominent leaders in sci-

ence educational reform in the United States today. See sidebar for a

complete list. Eisenhower National
Clearinghouse is proud to be a part-

ner in the SOS effort. ENC will provide assistance in selecting exem-

plary science curriculum resources and disseminating information about

quality science-related web sites.

---
Summit on Science Is spearheaded by Science Service, a Washington, DC-based non-

profit Menhaden. Founded In 1921, Wane Service b one of the most respected

non.profit organizations adorning the cause of sdence. As publisher of *fence

hion% and as administraton of the Intel SdenceTalent Search, the Intel International

Sdence and Engineering Fair, and the Discovery Young Scientist Challenge, Science

Service encourages student, parents. teachers, andcommunities to es* . van

wail of Wince. For more Infettriditet about ScienceService` visit vmascisentorg.



SOS members have been meeting since 1998 a plan

national events that will sere as a call to action for science

education reform. On February 16, 2000, SOS announce('

plans at a press conference held at the HardyMiddle School

in Washington, DC. National Academy of Sciences

President Bruce Alberts, Nasdaq Stock Market President

Alfred Berkeley, Nobel Laureate Leon Lederman, and

sports and entertainment stars were on hand to outline these

SOS events:

s T
ience

Afied Berkeley

Official Kick-off, Summer 2000Summit on Science is scheduled to corn

menccin conjunction with the annual National Governor's Conference in State

College, Pennsylvania. Since education is always a key issue for state govern-

ment, it is fitting that governors from each state help announce and highlight

SOS.

Community Awareness Month, October 2000More than SOO aquariums,

zoos, science and technology centers, and museums will open their doors to

help promote science literacy. This month-long campaign will communicate to

the general public that science literacy is not only important, but it is also easily

accessible.

The Summit, November 20, 2000The actual Summit, to be conducted as a

town meeting, will offer parents, educators, corporate leaders, and organization

representatives an opportunity toopenly discuss issues in science literacy. The

focus of the Sumr"t is to issue a national call to action and to encourage imple-

mentation of this ,,salon at the local level.

Give Smart, Give Science, December 2000The Give Smart, Give Scicncc hol .

iday campaign will publicize how gifts of educational toys and books can encour-

age science learning.

SOS is a national program that will focus on local results. Every community will be

encouraged to work to create true educational reformthe kind of reform that is felt

by those who need it most.

For more information about SMUT* on Science, visit the SOS web site at www.aum-

mitscience.org

Distributed by DynEDITS

SUMMIT ON SCIENCE PARTNERS

Civic/Corporate:
Bayer
Bridges Intellectual Development Systems, Inc
Carway Communications
Community of Science
Discover
Intel
Lockheed Martin
Lucent Technologies
NASDAQ
National Alliance of Business
Popular Science
Prentice Hall
Senator Robert C. Byrd
Siemens
US Department of Education
US Department of Energy
US Department of Transportation
Weinberg Harris & Assodates

PrefessionallEcitscationak
American Association for theAdvancement of Science

American ASsocLition of Colleges for Teacher

Education
American Association of PhysicsTeachers

American Chemical Society
American Psychological Association
American Zoo and AquariumAssociation

ASPIRA Assodatlon
Association of Women In Science
Assodadon of SclencTechnology Centers

Center for Excellence in Educatiun

Council on Competitiveness! Internet Learning

Network
Dletrkh tN. Botstiber Foundation
Eisenhower National Clearinghouse
Electronic Industries Foundation
institute for Advanced Study
UNCT Coalition
Living Classrooms Foundation
Mentor
National Academy of Engineering
Netional Academy of Sciences
Netionti Research Catindl
National Aeronautic and Space Administration

National Association of Biology Teachers

moinnai ninsortium for Seedalized Secondary



ENC Partners..
Eisenhower ConSo

o
c Demo Si es

Appalachian Region
Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia,
West Virginia

E Eisenhower Regional
e Math/Sclence Consortium at AEL

Pam Buckley, Director
O 1700 North Moore Street, Suite 1275
e Arington, VA 22209
8 Toll-free: (800) 624-9120

Fax (1031276.0266
Email: buddeypeael.org

aelinfoeseLorg
URL weowaelorryeisen

a

Far West Region
Arizona, California,
Nevada, Utah

er George Watson
.4g* Marshall University
vs.

Room 101 Jenkins Hall

C Huntington. WV 25755

at Phone: (304) 696-2874

13 Fax (304) 696-6221

Email: watsonemarshalIedu

WestEd Eisenhower Regional Consortium
for Science and Mathematics Education
An Sussman, Co-Director
Steve 5dmeider. Co-Director
730 Harrison Street
San Francisco, CA 94107-1242
Phone: (415)241.2730
Fax (415) 241-2746

Email: asussmaewested.org
program: wercewested.org

URI: wee wested.org/wercs

Mid-Atlantic Region
Delaware, District of
Columbia, Maryland,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania

an Anne Malley
BlodlversIty Resource Center
California Academy of Sciences

E, Golden Gate Park
San Franosco, CA 94118
Phone: (415) 750-7361

Fax (415) 7504106
Email: amalleyecascalacademy.org

r---
E Mid-Atlantic Eisenhower Consortium for
2 Mathematics end Science Education

't Keith M. Kershner. Director
a Research for Better Schools

g444 North Third Street
Philadelphia. PA 19123-4107

Phone: (215) 574.9300 ext 279

Fax 915)574-0133
Email: kershnererbsorg

mathscietbs.org
URI: vwwubs.org

Visit encegjAbk8
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f
lu I Karen Elinith
-4-=I The Fianklin Institute Science tviouseum
In I
O 222 North 20th Street

1
C

Philadelphia, PA 19103

u Phone: (215) 448-1338

18 Fax (215) 448-1274

Email: keRnichefIedu
UAL wtwcfIedu

. "7171,144

Mid-continent Region
Colorado, Kansas, Missouri,
Nebraska, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Wyoming

0. Eisenhower High Plains Consortium
S for Mathematics and Science
't John Sutton, Director
o Mid-continent Regional Educational
2.1 Laboratory
O 2550 South Parker Road. Suite 500

Aurora, CO 80014
Toll-free: (800) 949-6387

Fax (303) 337-3005
Email: jsuttonemueLorg
URI. vw.nacmtrel.orgAmc

1
8

8

O

yE

North Central Region
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan,
Minnesota, Ohio, Wisconsin

John Ristvey
Eisenhower High Plains Consortium
for Mathematics and Science
2550 South Parker Road, Suite 500
Aurora, CO 80014
Phone: (303) 337-0590
Fax (303) 337-3005
Toll-free: (800) 949-6387

Midwest Consortium for Mathematics and Science

Education
Gil Valdez, Director
North Central Regional Educational Laboratory

1900 Spring Road. Suite 300
Oak Brook, IL 60571.1480
Phone: (630) 571-4700
Fax: (630) 571-4716

Email: valdezOncreLorg
URL: www.ncrelorgrmsdmschtrn

{Susan Dahl
Fermi National Accelerator Laborato
Lederman Science Education Center
PO Box 500, PAS 777
Batavia, B. 60S10-0500
Phone: (6r1) 840-3094
Fax (630)840.2S00

Email: sdahletriaLgov

Northeast and Islands Region
Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island,

Vermont, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands

Eisenhower Regional Alliance
for Mathematics and Science
Education Reform
Mark Kaufman. Director
TERC

2067 Massachusetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140

Phone: (617)547.0430
Fax (617) 349-3535

Email: mark_kaufmanetemedu
URI. ra.tertedulallianceAwbhome.html

0
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Molly Singsen
Regional Alliance/TERC
2067 Massadnisetts Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02140
Phone: (617)873-9725
Fax (617) 349-3535

Email: moily_singsenetercedu



Contact the Eisenhower Consortium or ENC Demonstration Site that serves

your state for assistance in improving mathematics and science education.

Northwest Region
Alaska, Idaho, Montana,
Oregon, Washington

Ei Science and Mathematics Consortium
for Northwest Sdiools

2Ralph T. Nelsen, Director
i Columbia Education Center

171 NE 102nd Street
vt Portland, OR 972204169

Phone: (503) 760-2346
Fat (503) 760-5592

I. Email: ralphecol-ecLorg
1.1111.: wianv.col-ed.orgismcnivs

Pacific Region
American Samoa,
Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands,
Federated States of Micronesia,
Guam, Hawaii, Republic of the
Marshall Islands, Republic of Palau

vl Kristen McCowan
yGl Information Science Hall
of Oregon Museum of Science

and Industry
mi 1945 SE Water Avenue

Portland. OR 97214-3354
Phone: (503) 797-4585

I Fax: (503) 797-4568
1 Email: kameornsi.edu

g Pacific Mathematics and Science

3 Regional Consortium
Paul Dumas, Director
Pacific Resources for Education

and Learning
1099 Alakea Street, 25th floor
Honolulu, HI 96813
Phone: (808)441 -1300

Fax (808)441 -1385

Email: dumaspelpreLorg
askmathsciepretorg

URL w3.prelhawaiLedurprogramsrMS/math-science.html

3

Guam

11,[Zce Bona
-1"-, Pacific Mathematics and Science

Regional Consortium
PREL Guam Service Center

lb PO Box 326359
Hagatna, GU 96932-6359

Phone: (671) 475-0215 ext. 133

Fax: (671)478-0215
Email: borjaaeprel.org

Eisenhower National Clearinghouse
for Mathematics and Science Education
Columbus, Ohio

e I Gail Hoskins
-,;; Eisenhower National Clearinghouse

oi The Ohio State University
E 1929 Kenny Road

41 Columbus, OH 43210-1079
TollFree: (800) 621.5785
Phone: (614)292-7708

: Far. (614) 292-2066
Email: ghoskinseencorg
URL encorg

Distributed by DynEDRS

Eisenhower National
Clearinghouse
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Southeast Region
Alabama, Florida, Georgia,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
South Carolina

Eisenhower Consortium for Mathematics
and Science Education at SERVE
Francena Cummings, Director
1203 Governors Square Boulevard, Suite 400
Tallahassee, FL 32301

Phone: (850) 671-6033
Fax: (850) 671-6010
Email: tdc3530egamet.acns.fsu.edu
URL ww.v.serve.org/Eisenhower

Southwest Region
Arkansas, Louisiana, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas

Ed Anderson, Regional Coordinator
Metro Atlanta Georgia Youth Science
81 Technology Center (GYrSC)
PO Box 54244
Atlanta, GA 30308
Phone: (404) 5894008
Fax: (404) 589-0032
Entail: edandersonemindsprIng.com

Eisenhower Southwest Consortium
toe the Improvement of Mathematics
and Science Teaching
Steve Marble, Director
Southwest Educational Development laboratory E

211 East Seventh Street 4
Austin, IX 78701
Phone: (5121 476-6851

Fax: (512) 476-2286

EmmL sdniestesedLorg
URL: wvnv.sedLotgipitYstimastAvelcome.html

Eaglin
Southwest Consortium for the
Improvement of Mathematics and
Science Teething (SCIMAST/SEDU
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, TX 78701-3281
Phone: (512) 476-6861

Fax: (512) 476-2286

ENC Capital Collection & Demonstration Site
Washington, D.C.

Shirley Delaney -Butler
The George Washington University
Instructional Media & Materiab Center
Gelman 1.1brant Room 806
213014 Street, NW
Washington. X 20052
Phone: (202) 994-7048

Fax (2021984-4520

Emaik enatirdadregvaLedu
URL: wtwegtvu.edul-brend
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ENC in Action
In on the Ground Floor: ENC Helps One School

Get off to a Good Start ENC Online helps make Internet information more manageable for this science

teacher and his colleagues.

teach general science to a mix-

ture of sixthandseventh grade

students at Southwest Charter

School, a newly formed school In

Kansas City, Missouri. As anyone

in a similar position will surely

agree, teaching middle school

science has its own peculiar

quirksand challenges, and

among those challenges is finding

lessons and activities that can

engage the very active mind of a

middle schooler.

We decided that to be most effective, we shoald organize the school

into grade-level teams consisting of core teachers. We use block

scheduling so that our elective teachers can teach classes for both

teams. Haling a block schedule also allows us the flexibility to man-

age project-based learning.

Each quarter. students
become involved in a thematically linked

project involving their coreand elective classesiltis year, our stu-

dents' projects included tracing
their ancestors as they immigrated to

the United States. In another project, designed to coincide with the

Mars Polar Lander, students
imagined and modeled what it would be

like if they, as adults, were to design a colony on Mars. Each project

culminates in a Quality Night when family members and the public

are invited to hear our students present their project displays.

Pulling all of this together
while simultaneously opening a new school

was a challenge, and quite frankly it stilt is. However, one resource in

particularthe Internethas made an incredible difference in the

quality of materials students
have access to. It has also provided a

wealth of information that has been invaluable in helping us as faculty

figure out what we were (and are) doing.

Because of the awesome amount
of information on the Internet, a

certain degree oforganization or structure is necessary to manage

it.Thic is where the ENCweb site (enc.org) has been most useful

for us as individuals working in our content areas and also as a

team collaborating on our projects.

Through various links from ENC Online, Ave have access to the

Show-Me standards for
mathematics and science. We can also find

appropriate lesson plans or activities for our grade levels.

Visit enc.o _

Diatributed by DynEDES

hi Bob uscnce Teacher. Konsac t. .1f:trout.,

In addition, our faculty often engages in discussions and debates

about issues such as classroom strategies, scheduling, and, especially,

assessment. Some of the resources that I use as uarnrrumitfon" during

these discussions are materials that I find through ENC's web site,

especially ENC Focus articles and reprints of current and past articles

from a variety of educational publications.

Visit enc.org to explore the ways ENC Online can help you

in your work! to

In addition to teaching science at Southwest Charter School, Bob Riddle

also writes Scope on the Slua for NSTI's Science Scope magazine; he is 0130

the editor of the onhne astronomy nestietterQue tal in the Current Skies

trn.currentikr.corn).

Contact him:

Bob Riddle
Southwest Charter School

712 E. 69th Street
Kansas City, MO 64BI
(816) 363-1694, ext 38

briddle@,swcharterschool.org

See YourStory on this Page!
Do you have a story about how you used

ENC products or services? Please email it to

us at editor@enc.org or mail to Focus Editor,

ENC, The Ohio State University, 1929 Kenny

Road, Columbus, OH 43210-1079.

Is



iiPIWP"' Using the Internet
Designing a Classroom Web Page

How Does It All Work?

Having an understanding of how the World Wide
Web works is helpful when creating your own web
page. Here are some of the basics.

The Internet is a giant computer network that con-
nects other computer networks. The World Wide

Web (UMW) Is a collection of electronic documents
that combine text, graphics, multimedia, and links
between files. This linking between files creates a
giant °web' of easily accessible information.

Each document on the web, a web page, is based on

a file that can include text, graphics, or other multi-

media as well as links to other documents. A web
page is stored on a web server that is connected to
the Internet and can answer requests made in a par-
ticular communications language, called HTTP

(Hyper Text Transfer Protocol).

When you access the web, your web browser (e.g.,

Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer)

retrieves information from the Internet. When you

access a web page, your web browser fires off a

request over the Internet for a file specified by an

address or URL (Univecsal Resource Locator). Your

.computer connects to the web server thathas that

file. The file is then transmitted over the Internet to

your computer, where your web browser displays the

file.

HTML (Hyper Text Markup Language) is not a word

processing tool, desktop publishing application, or

programming language, but rather strings of text

called tags that enable the file to be interpreted by a

web browser. You can use programs such as Notepad

or Word Pad to create and save HTML files. Saving

text files with an .htm or .htm1 extension will allow a

browser to recognize it as containing HTML tags.

Most browsers allow you to view the HTML tags used

to design web pages. This set of tags, called the

source code, can be accessed under the View menu

of your browser.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Creating your own web site is worth the effort. Here are some tips.

by Kimberly S. Roempler, Instructional Resources

Every day, the Internet brings together millions of peoplefrom all over the

globe. it can also work on a smaller scale in your school, connecting parents

and their children, teachers and their students, and parents and teachers.

A school web site can publish information such as news, calendars, directory

information, and lunch menus. Families can communicatewith teachers via

email, view student projects and homework assignments,and take virtual

field trips. Online forums can allow students and parents to exchange ideas

and opinions and to voice questions, praise, and concerns. A collection of

web links suggested by the school can guide families to other sites of interest.

If your school is not publishing online yet, you cantake the lead by creating a

classroom web page. Individual homepages created by teachers can begin by

listing homework, notes, and news, then expand to serve other functions.

The process of publishing on the web is surprisingly easy and inexpensive, but

the exact techniques you will need to usedepend on the software and hard-

ware you have available. This article provides some general guidance to get

you started.

Web Access

The first thing you need is web accessin other words, you have to get

wired. Many of you already have access through your school. Access at home

can be achieved through services such as America Online (AOL) or through

your local cable company.

Setting Goals
The second step is setting goals for your web site. A typical goal for a class.

room site is to provide better communication between you and the parents of

your students. What kinds of information would provide that?

As a parent, I know that one piece of information I can use before school

starts each year is a supply list for my daughter Kelly's class. Last year,when

she started third grade, the list was sent home via regular mail, but I mis-

placed it 10 minutes after I opened it.

In addition to basic information, aclassroom page could provide a virtual field

trip so Kelly and I could look at her classroom, thereby diminishing some of

her new-school-year Jitters. An explanation of her new teacher's teaching

philosophy and what she wanted to accomplish over the school year would

have helped relieve mine. EXamples of excellent classroom web pages that do

all that and more are Mrs. BogucltesThird
Grade Class Web Page and Mrs.

Silverman's Second Grade Class Web Page (see Recommended Resources

on p. 1 3).

1G
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Creating the Consent of Your Site
Once your goals have been set, you need to create aston.board a dia-

gram that specifies what is on each page of the site and how the pages At

together. This is the time to decide what links to use between pages in

your site and which external links to use. Look at existing sites to get

ideas on how the designers added navigation tools, graphics, and links

to other sites. You can imitate successful elements without violating

copyright laws.

The next step is to create your site on your own computer. What con-

tent would be of interest to parents and students? The possibilities are

almost limitless. You could include copies of course syllabi, links to

state and district standards, descriptions of class projects, homework

assignments, links to district policy documents, student work, links to

homework and ask-an-expert web sites, and much more.

In planning your content, be aware that using the names and pho-

tographs of children on web sites can lead to problems. In her class

web pages, Mrs. Bogucld uses notes de plume for her students, and she

does not include pictures of the children on the site. Check with your

school district for policies regarding this issue. Even if your district has

no policy, be sure to get parents' written permission before putting a

child's name or picture on your site.

HyperText Markup Language (HMO

Web pages are text documents with graphics, multimedia, and links.

But how is that special formatting and linking information stored in the

text document? It is stored in special strings of text called tags. The

format of these tags and what each tag means are determined by a spec-

ification called HTML or HyperText Markup Language.

After You have created the content of your web site, it needs to be con-

verted to HTML. You can do this in two different ways; you can design

it from the ground up inserting the HTML tags yourself or use web-

authoring tools.

Web authoring tools include HTML editors orWYSIWYG (What You

See Is WhatYou Get, pronounced
wiziwig) editors that require no

knowledge of HTML. Graphical and multimedia elements, such as

photos, sound bytes, and video clips, can be added through either type

of authoring tool.

HTML editors assist you with various tasks including fast insertion of

common HTML tags, choice of colors, auto-upload capability, fast

review modes, and more. These editors handle the management of the

HTML tags for you. An example of an HTML editor that is available

for free is BBEdit Lite (for Macs only).

WYSIWYG editors hide the HTML tags completely and allow you to

see what the pages look like. This type of tool also allows you to link to

other web locations without typing the URL or patimame. These edi-

Visit enc.2A12
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tors cut, paste, and Teske graphics, and create and edit tables and

forms. FrontPage Express and WEB Wizard (both for Windows only)

arc two WYSIWYG editors that are free to users. Netscape Composer

combines word-processing-like features with aweb surfing environ-

ment. GeoCities and America Online also offer casv-to-use,

blank tools that help you quickly create an initial web page. I have listed

tools that are freemany more arc available for a fee.

Going Online and Testing Your Site

Luckily, server space for small web pages is often either free or inex-

pensive. Many schools and districts nowhave their own servers just for

this purpose. Check with the technology coordinator or staffperson

most likely to know about this before seeking external server space.

If you are an America Online customer, you can get a limited amount of

server space included in the fees that you already pay. Cable modem

hook-ups usually provide at least SK of server space at no extra charge.

GeoCities, the Internet's biggest personal web page publishing site, gets

you on the web quickly and includes free server space for personal

homepages.

Another alternative is High Wired.com, which has made web publishing

free for schools across the country by developing template-based

programs, so that knowledge of HTML or FlleTransfer Protocol (FTP)

software is not required. Every department in your school can have its

own site, and individual classroom sites can also be created. The system

allows teachers to post course overviews, policies, syllabi, and projects;

receive student assignments online; and showcase student work.

Examples of schools that have taken advantage of this free service

include W.E. Parker Elementary School in Edgefield, South Carolina;

Eagles Landing Middle School in McDonough, Georgia; and John

Glenn High School in Norwalk,California. Go to www.highwired.tom

and click on these schools to sec what this site has to offer.

Once you have chosen your web
service provider, the next step is trans-

ferring your files to the web server usingFTP software. When this

transfer occurs, your site is online. Although this is very exciting, it is

not the same as the official launch or grand opening of your site. Before

you really go public, it Is very important to test your site thoroughly on

as many different computers as you can. Try it at home and at school.

Ideally, the parent of a current or former student should give some

feedb'ackafter all, that is it target audience. You can also ask your

friends to view the site and provide suggestions. (As an alternative to

going online for your testing phase, testers can look at your original file

sent to them as an email attachment or on disk.)

This testing will reveal problems that can arise from the inconsistencies

found in the web. Different browsers
display the same HTML tags dif-

ferently. Some browsers support newer or nonstandard tags, so pages

displayed in them look betteror at least differentfrom the way

they look on other browsers.



Connection speed, related to such factors as modem speed, aLso

varies. That means that graphics-rich pages load very slowly on

machines that have slow connections. Different users have different

screen sizes, fonts, and window sizes. This causes the same web

page to look quite different on different machines.

The key to overcoming these problems is to keep your pages as

simple as possible--use standard HTML. features and simple web

page layouts.

launching and Maintaining Your Site
If your site is online during the testing phase, it is accessible to

Internet users, but probably the only people who will visit it will be

those vou have invited to test it. After you have revised your site

based on tester feedback, vou are ready to launch.

Reaching your true audience mill take some public relations effort

on your part. You will need to inform parents about the site and

help them access it by providing a demonstration at aschool open

house. The time of your launch may also be the opportune

moment to enlist the support of yourschool administration and

other teachers.

Once your site is functioning on the web, be sure to update it regu-

larly including checking for links that no longer work. You can also

revise your site, adding new content and links. Keep a list of ideas

as well as documents andgraphics that you would like to add later

when your comfort level increases and, of course, when you have

time.

You Can Do It:

There is no way one magazine article can provide step-by-step

instructions on how to go about this whole process, but a multitude

of books and online resources, some on the Recommended

Resources list, can help. Taking a class will make you even more

proficient. Another resource might be students in yourclass or

their parents. Ask for volunteers to help you get a classroom web

page launched.

Creating a web site may seem like a huge undertaking, but You will

be surprised at how easy it is and pleased with the result. I know I

was. In preparation for writing this column, I created my own per-

sonal web site. Check it out at www.geocities.mmikimmempler.

Distribuced by Dynsms

Connect to all the web sites
mentioned in this magazine

via the online version
enc.orgtfocus/realworld
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Roempler's
Recommended Resources

FREE PERSONAL WEB PUBLISHING SITES

www.gec :ities.com
This site offers easy page-building tools for people at every ability

level: the Wizard tool is for beginners, and PageBuilder templates
don't require knowledge of HTML An Advanced HTML editor is also

available. You can use FTP to transfer your own files or GeoCities' EZ

Upload tool instead. Provides 15MB of free server space. The adver-

tisements are as low-key as possible. Rated as Editor's Choice by CNET.

AOL Hometown - www.horrietown.aol.com
This site has a dean, easy-to-navigate interface and offers slick tools

for AOL members, Provides 12MB of free server space.

Lyon Tripod - www.tripod.lycos.com
Excellent page-building tools are available here. Lycos even pays you

for good traffic to your site if you meet certain requirements. Provides

11MB of free server space.

ONLINE GUIDES

The Barebones Guide to NM - www.werbach.conVbarebones

1UCOWS, The Ubaldo Callection of Wino& Software - www.tucows.com

Each tool gets a rating in number of cows.

Cad Davis' MI EdRor Reviews -
www. homepage. interaccess .com/-cdavis/edit_rev.html

Reviews a variety of authoring tools, comparing the basics

of each package.

WritInglillar A Tutorial for Creating Web Pages

www.mcli.dist.maricopa.edultut/

FREE AUTHORING TOOLS

FtcntPage 'Express www.microsoft.comffrontpage

BBEd1t (Mac only) - www.barebones.com

Netscape Composer - www.netscape.com

FILE TRANSFER PROTOCOL RESOURCES

RP - Ale Treader Protocol
http://www.lmagInarylandscape.com/helpvvebiftpiftptop.html

Windows Sockets File Transfer Protocol Client -

httpJ/ www .gabn.netIjjunodj/ws_ftp32.htm
Free of charge only to non- commercial home users, students and facul-

ty of educational institutions, and to U.S. federal, state, and local gov-

ernment employees.

Fetch for the Madritosit http://mac.map.com/mall.html

Free download.

TEACHER HOME PAGES

Mrs. Bogucki's Third Grade Class, Anne E. Moncure Elementary School,

Stafford, Virginia - hbogudcl.staffnet.com/aemes/default.htm

Mrs. Silverman's Second Grade Class, Clinton Avenue Elementary

School, Port Jefferson Station, New York - www.kids-learn.orq(class98
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Publication Opportunities Encourage Student Thinking

This middle school science teacher explainshow he motivates his students to write;

excerpts from their work demonstrate their enthusiasm.

by Michael J. Calhoun and Middle School Science St udents..41exandria.lirginia

When students enjoy a science activity., they love to talk about it,

especially with their peers. This natural tendency to want to tell others

about an enjoyable experience can be used as a catalyst to encourage writ-

ing. I point out to students that when they write about their work, they

are behaving like scientists
because whenever scientists make a new dis-

covery, develop abreakthrough procedure, or invent a newdevice, they

write a paper explaining what they have done. When this paper is pub-

lished in a scientific journal, their peers have anopportunity to make

comments and supply valuable feedback.

To make my students' writing experience even more authentic,

I try to find publishing opportunities for them. I have had success with

Dragonfly. a science magazine from the National ScienceTeacherr

Association for upper elementary and middle school age students, that

publishes student-developed experiments, investigations, stories, art-

work, and poems. Recently, I learned that ENC Focus publishes student

essays about their learning in science and mathematics.

As a class assignment I asked my students to choose a successful science

activity or project that they really enjoyed. They were to write a feature

artide for Dragonfly or ENC Focus about that activity. Topics ranged from

units on electricity to interesting science fair projects to student-devel-

oped web pages.

I reminded them to write in a clear style, and to explain any difficult

terms that they used. They were to design an attractive layout that includ-

ed a headline title, drawings, cartoons, illustrations, and/or photos.

Prior to the assignment, my students examined articles written in scien-

tific journals and the feedback that theauthors had received, which is

usually published in the Letters to the Editor column. Students also

worked with our school's English department, examining feature writing

techniques and using word processingequipment.

As an extension activity and to
reinforce the concept of peer review, stu-

Michael" Calhoun. writes science lessons,derelops web sites, and conducts afier-

school science enrichment classes and summercamp programs for upper elementary

and middle school age children. He also teaches middle school science at St.

Stephen's &St..ignes School oplexandrirairgmia.
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dents were encouraged to post results of experiments, projects, or other

research over the Internet on their own web pages. We made use of

Internet domain hosting services and URL redivv_iing organizations that

offer free web space and email services. These web space providers often

offer simple web page making tools that are easy for students to use. A

dedicated email account can also be set up for students so that they can

receive email related to their web pages. You can visit the web page

developed by my students at: www.homestead.com/cybelab3

ENC Celebrates your Students

'What's wrong with our schools' is a prominent topir

especially in an election year. But teachers tell us that

they wish that someone would focus on what is right

the wonderful young people who grow in so many excit-

ing ways right before their eyes. This is the first in a

series of features showcasing the learning that happens

every day in schools all over the country.

You can take part in this effort by sending student work

that demonstrates their involvement in mathematks, sci-

ence, and tedtnology. As is illustrated in this first article.

the submission needs to Include a brief introduction writ-

ten by the teacher. Student artwork increases the lilteli-

hood of publication, but we can return it only if you pro-

vide a self-addressed, stamped envelope of adequate

size. Please be selective; students can help evaluate their

peers' work and choose the best for submission.

Submit electronically by attaching files to email:

athorson@enc.org
Or mail to:
Editor, ENC Focus

1929 Kenny Road
Columbus, OH 43210-1079

For general guidelines on writing for ENC Focus,

see page 22.
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Student Writing
Here are excerpufrom Michael Calhoun's middle school students'articles. The artwork is also their own. Ilk begin with

a few pieces about creating a burglar alarm.

BMMMMM GOES THE BURGLAR ALARM
by Isabel Figueroa

...What better way to learn the steps and procedures of
building electronic devices than to have a hands-on activity

enabling students to create our own working devices. During

the work process, we also learned the schematic symbols to
the materials we were working with and many others. Terms

such as potentiometer, L.E.D., diode, semi-conductors, insu-
lators and conductors became frequent words in our vocabu-

lary. Learning the terms, uses and material names helped us

have a better understanding of our own working model....

There was a variety of burglar alarms we could choose from
and construct. The most popular one was an alarm where we put a card in between the switch (preventing the two

metal pieces from touching and making the buzzer sound) and punching a hole in the card. We would then attach a

string and tape it to the opposite door frame. If a "burglar" then came and tried to step through the door, they would

pull the card out and waken someone with the buzzer sound. HAHAHAH! Gottcha ya' bad guy! (Instead of a card,

I put money in the clothespin because I have some very greedy siblings!)

MAKING AN ALARM by Katie Schroeder

After commenting 7ou nerer know when you will need t' catch a trespasser! *and listing the materials, this student focused on

describing the circuit that makes the alarm wink

In order to make the alarm, you need to know how to wire a series circuit. A series circuit is a circuit consisting of

only one path for current to flow. In this case, the series circuit is made up of the buzzer, the dry cell, the clothespin

and the paper fasteners. First the paper fasteners are drilled into either side of the clothespin. Then the clothespin,

the buzzer, and the dry cell are attached to the block of wood. Once they are all wired together, it is easy to see how

the series circuit works. The electricity from the battery goes through the buzzer, and then goes through one paper

fastener in the clothespin to the other paper fastener and then back to the battery. You will know if you wired it prop-

erly because you will hear the alarm buzz. Putting a piece of paper or a note card between the two paper fasteners

will stop the alarm because it will break the circuit.

BURGLARS BEWARE!
by Joe Trunzo

After describing the materials and steps in making the alarm, this student admits:
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I experienced success in this project but not on the

first try. I thought I had constructed the alarm

according to the directions, so when I pulled the

string, I was bewildered not to hear the alarm. I

looked at my work and asked my teacher for some

help. I realized that I had soldered the wire to the

wrong end of the dry cell. I cut the wire and re-

soldered correctly. Success at last! Myhard work

was rewarded with an obnoxious buzz.

"gfOCUS veltne.3_,
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Buzz INTO ELECTRONICS by William Schafer

Before launching into &oiled directions for making the alarm. thisstudent explains how he measured his success in the real

mirk:

The most interesting and successful activity that 1 did in the Electronic Unit was to make an alarm system. I have

always liked electronics, and I have soldered many times in the past. I have made my own radio and several robots,

and I have soldered the electronics for my train. This alarm project, therefore, was right up my alley. I put my fin-

ished alarm to use protecting the door to my bedroom. The success of the project was confirmed when my dog

tripped over the fishing line and set MT the alarm, letting me know that he had entered my room.

ACDS, BASES, AND NEUTRALS by Lindsay Wright

This student realizes that science is interesting, fun, end"maaningful in doily IP*

...Me main indicator I used for this experiment is called litmus paper. This turned a specific color for each level of

acid, base, or neutral (contains neither an acid or a base). Also, I learned that there is a chart called a pH scale that

measures the strength of the acid or base. As you can see in my diagram, the neutral is in the center, and the

strength grows as the acid or base goes farther from the neutral.

a 3 Lt 5 L 1 10 11,
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and react with metals more easily than a base.Allca-Seltzer is a weak base

that tastes really bitter and is slipperywhen dissolved. Finally, I found out

that there are a lot more common acids than neutrals or bases. One of the

onlfteutrals that I tested is hydrogen peroxide....

I never knew that a simple experiment like this could be so interesting and

fun. It seems so unimportant until you investigate further and realize that

adds and bases are useful and meaningful In daily life!

In the first part of this experiment, I

tested a variety of normal household
substances like ARcaSeltzer, soda,

Crisco, and hydrogen peroxide. I
found out other things about these
substances. For instance: Crisco is

an acid, and acids taste mos;ly sour

How TO MAKE A HOME-MADE FIRE EXTINGUISHER

by Margarita Jennings

Safety was on this student's mind as she described this activity:

Tice best science experiment I have done in my science class was making a homemade fire extinguisher....The

materials I used for the experiment were

One tissue (i.e., a Kleenex)

A rubber band
One 20-ounce soda bottle (any kind will do)

*White vinegar

Baking soda

A cork

A glass tube

A propane torch

Visit enc. , ''arNX -%
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melted the glass tube because it was too long. You need about a six-inch piece. I did this by using the propane

torch. Be careful! Next, / drilled a hole through the cork. It is important to do this very carefully because corks

can break easily. Then, I inserted the glass tube through the hole. Then, l set aside the glass tube and cork and

filled my 20-ounce soda bottle about halfway with 10 ounces of vinegar. Then, I took the tissue and put a spoonful

of baking soda in it. I used a rubber band to secure the tissue to the glass tube, and then carefully pushed the cork

into the mouth of the bottle. I made sure the glass tube was in the tissue so that when the vinegar came into con-

tact with the baking soda, it would make a chemical reaction. Now, I was ready for the real test. Shaking the bot-

tle causes the baking soda and vinegar to mix. This produces a chemical reaction in which carbon dioxide gas is

created----the same gas that puts out fires. Carbon dioxide puts out fires by depriving the flame of oxygen. The

experiment was successful because I followed the directions and worked carefully. It is important to do this with

adult supervision.

MOLECULES by Cassie Griffin

Here's an essay that shows development ofunderstanding

of one of the big ideas of science.

Of the many experiments that we do in my science class,

the most interesting one was where we proved that mole-

cules exist. First we took a beaker andfilled it with

iodine. Next we took a special kind of plastic bag, filled it

with a starch solution, and tied a knot at the top of it.

Then we took the starch solution - filled bag and placed it

in the iodine-filled beaker. The moment the starch solu-

tion-filled bag touched the iodine, the white solution

turned blue. It did this because the starchmolecules were

big so they couldn't get out of the medium-sized mole-

cules that made the bag The iodine molecules were so

small that they could get into the bag and turn the soh'.

don blue, but the solution's moleculescouldn't escape so

they couldn't turn the rest of the beaker blue. I think that

this experiment was successful in two ways. It worked,

and it taught me that molecules do exist.

WEB PAGE by Mollie Woods

This student realizes that Internet users likea little entertammenealong with their information.

...My web page is about the element Nickel, which I researched and then wrote a research paper on. We had to

find out the atomic number, mass number, atomic svmbol, and many other concepts about the element. On the

web page I included some of these concepts and a few pictures to add a little entertainment. Through this web

page, I have shown people what I learned about the element Nickel. If you would like to view my web page and a

few of my classmates' pages, go to
www.homestead.com /cvberlab 3 '. You can find all of the elements on the peri-

odic table.

Connect to all the web sites
mentioned in this magazine
via the online version

enc.orgelfocusfrealworld
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Focus on Mathematics and Science
in the Real World
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Real-World Learning: A Necessity for
the Success of Current Reform Efforts

This leader in science education reminds teachers that all children start out full of

curiosity and questions about the world around them. Fostering this in the classroom

is an important challenge.
Robert E.Ntger, University of Iowa. Ioun City

Mathematics and science arc creations of the human mind and, as such, are continuous

enterprises. Unfortunately as mathematicians and scientists accomplish more, information

and skills advance to the point that transmitting them to the youth of a given culture dur-

ing a K-12 education becomes impossible.

Many still try, but debates intensify as to which concepts and which skills need to be trans-

mitted and in which order. Educators want
school mathematics and science to include the

major ingredients of these disciplines. They also want all youngsters to know this material

But few youth succeed and fewer still see the relevance ofthe study to their own lives.

The national standards for mathematics and science education urge school programs to

deal with content that is relevant and that can be used in daily living. Nonetheless, too

many educators and community members see this effort as an "add-on" (i.e., something to

he done after stuthing and learning basic concepts and skills).

In a 1998 NRC publication, Carl Sagan is quoted as saying that all children start out as sci-

entists, full of curiosity andquestions about the world around them. Typical school pro-

grams destroy this curiosity before middle school. Most students stop studying mathemat-

ics and science as soon as they arc allowed to do so. Part of the reason is that few see any

ift
relationship between their study and their daily lives and/or any likelihood that their study

will benefit them in the future. Even those who excel in the coursework seem to learn

only as preparation for furtherstudv.

Robert Llhger is Professor (Science Education at the University of faun. In his distinguished carter, he has

led seven notional mganizazions and is currently president of the National Association for Science,

Technology &Society He has directed more than 100 staff development
morkshops and institutes, most of

them funded by NSF, and has authored mare than ;00 research reports,
monographs, books, and project pro-

ceedings. Email:rohert-rager@uionn.edu
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l963) defined science (broad') I ()twelve(' to mein
mathematics) to consist n; four facets:

1. wondering about and questioning the events mid objects in

the natural world,

2. ()firing explanations about the objects and (tents encoun-

tered,
3. designing experiments as a meansof collecting es idence to

see if the explanations have validity, and

4. communicating the evidence collected to others in hopes

that they will agree with the explanation and accept the es i-

dence provided.
These basic ingredients are missing in most school programs.

Since the mid 1980s, we have learned more about learning. We

now know that most students do not learn what teachers teach.

Instead they retain explanations personally constructed to

account for phenomena in the rational universe. Typical school

mathematics and science seem unrelated to thereal world. The

skills and concepts taught are rarely internalized and rarely used.

There is a schism between the explanations offered in schools

and those accepted and used by students.

ac/
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The content comprising school programs must be related to the

real world of students if it is to be useful. Studcnts must he

parmers in the educational enterprise. They must be encour-

aged to practice all four of Simpson's steps. This, in turn, means

that classroom practice should reflect )he following conditions

(Perrone, 19941:

Students help define the content.

Students have time to wonder and to find a partic-

ular direction that interests them.

Topics have a "strange" qualitysomething com-
mon is seen in a new way, evoking a "lingering

question."

Teachers permit, even encourage, different forms

of expression and respect students' views.

The richest activities arc those "invented" by teach-

ers and their students.

Students create original and public products; they

gain some form of"expertness."

Students do something--e.g., participate in a

political action, write a letter to the editor, work

with the homeless.

Students sense that the results of their work are

not predetermined or fully predictable.

This issue of ENC Focus provides
wonderful examples of how

concern for mathematics and science in the real world can lead

to educational reform and exemplify the visions in our current

national standards.



EXPLORING SCIENCE

THROUGH THE

GLOBE PROGRAM
Elementary students

are not too young to join older students in providing

scientific data that inform Internet users all over the world.

hr Kai Borg lund. Acrence7i.acher.
Bet heda. Hart land

At Norwood School, our science
classes move into real-life learning

when studentsgather outdoor environmental data and use the World

Wide Web to report this data to scientists and other students. Through

our involvement in the GLOBE (Global Learning and Observations to

Benefit the Environment)
program, we lain students around the world

to measure water
temperature at a nearby stream or to track changes in

the weather from day to day:

In more than 8S
countries all over the globe, students

and teachers are

gathering this sort of data andsubmining their
findings 41 a grossing

database on the Internet. Scientists
and other students access the data

for research about
the global environment.

As a science teacher. I have

found this program to
be a terrific way to get students excited about

science and to help them contribute
meaningfully to a worldwide sci-

ence venture.

Getting invohred with GLOBE

I first learned
about the GLOBE program

through their web site

(www.globe.gov). I attended a free workshop where GLOBE trainers

and other teachers
taught me how to collect data about the water, soil,

atmosphere, and land around our school.

I learned, and later taught ms
students, that we need to take these mca-

surements as
carefully as one of the scientists

would If he or she were to

visit our creek orhilltop. We learned
how to follow very specific pro-

tocolii (sets ofdirections for how to take these measurements)
so that

our data can be compared to data from other schools around the world.

Scientists who need data for their research on soils, global warming, or

water quality designed these
protocols for use anywhere, from urban

Washington, DC, to the deserts of
Africa to the ice of Antarctii a. The

data that students
submit are used by these scientists

and have also been

accessed by other scientists who need information
they cannot gather

themselves.

Kay aerglund troches
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GLOBE: GLOBAL LEARNING AND

OBSERVATIONS m BENEFIT THE ENVIRONMENT

Vice-President Al Gore started GLOBE five years ago in

a non-partisan effort to gatherenvironmental data

that can help to resolve questions about global warm-

ing and other world environmental
issues. Using the

ability of schools to touch every corner of the world,

GLOBE aims to gather vast amountsof environmental

data and to increase students' sense of the world as a

whole, rather than as independently functioning
coun-

tries. The program
Illustrates how complexenviron-

mental issues can be resolved by learning moreabout

them, instead ofby political grandstanding.

Teachers in more than 8,000 schools
around the world

are Involved with GLOBE. Participants range from ele-

mentary youngsters through college and even gradu-

ate-level students. GLOBE participants
form a power-

flit Internet community, as students and scientistswork

together to gather environmental data that can

help everyone understand our world environ-

ment better.

For more information, visit GLOBE'S web site

at www.giobe.gov, or call I-800468-9947.

You can also link to the sitevia the online

,
version of the magazine, ene.org/focus/reaiwadd/

Observing our Neighborhood as Scientists

For our first venture, the whole fourthgrade class visited our nearby

stream and learned bow to measure the pH, temperature,
conductivity,

and dissolved oxygen
content of the water. We also used a Global

Positioning Satellite
receiver, on loan from GLOBE, to

identify our lati-

tude and longitude and find out exactly where in the world our creek is

located.

When see returned tothe classroom, we
as-eraged the values we had

measured, looking
critically to be sure that our data made sense. Then

we school ID and
password to log in to

GLOBE's web site so

that we could enter our
data for that day.

A group of students returns to ourcreek every couple of weeks totake

the same kinds of measurements
about our water. We enter our data

into the web database each time. and after a few visits we had enough

data to be able to pull up a meaningful
graph of the conditions of our

creek water. We found. for example. that the oxygen
content of our

water seasmuch icnyer in the fall than a few
months later: we hvpothe-

sired that this might be because all the leaves
decaymg in the stater con,

sume oxygen,

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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We have provided several different kinds of data for the GLOBE pro-

ject, including measuring information about the types awes we have

near our school and bow our land is used.

Our most faithful recording is our daily measurement of the weather

conditions at our school. Each day at noon, a pair of students visits our

weather shelter, where they record any rain in our rain gauge, use a

maximuiniminimu:n thermometer to track the daily temperatures,

and look at a cloud chart to determine the type of clouds. This cloud

chart is written in six different languages to accommodate some ofthe

languages of other students around the world who take the same mea-

surements we do.

When we studied the seasons, we used our data on the web site to cre-

ate a graph comparing our seasons to those of a school in Australia. We

also could see the difference between seasons in the northern and

southern hemispheres. (See graph.)

Minimum Air Ternperotuie
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Expanding Student Horizons
We have also participated with GI Mil in ways that has,. es tenelvel

beyond a conventional science class. Because GLOBE is international,

we have learned a ge eat deal about geography and latitude. and fungi

tulle, as we pull up maps to help us find schools with interesting data.

Through the web site, we can email other schools involved with

GLOBE, whether they are in Africa, Eastern Europe, or South America.

During hurricane season last spring, we participated in a Ilurricane

Preparedness web chat with schools as far away as South Carolina,Texas,

Argentina, and Greece. This was my first attempt to participate in a well

chat with a group of students, and it was wonderfully successful.

My students were interested and engaged, and they were eager to ask

their own questions of the NOAA experts hostingthe chat. The first

hour of the chat was in English, but the second hour switched to

Spanish. When our English-speaking students were frustrated at their

limited ability to participate in the second hour of thechat, their desire

to be able to communicate in a foreign language skyrocketed.

Getting started with GLOBE is a terrific avenue fur any school in the

world to use technology in a way that is rich and fulfilling. Ten rears

ago, before the Internet was available to us all, such a worldwide effort

would not have been possible. Today, GLOBEs presence, du uugh

schools like ours, spans all seven continents. Studentseverywhere have

an opportunity to contribute meaningfully to a constantly growing pool

of data about our world environment.



Writers' Guidelines for ENC Focus

GUIDELINES FOR CONTENT
OF ARTICLES
ENC publishes print and electronic materials on spe-
cific topics of interest to teachers of K-12 mathemat-
ics and science. Articles submitted for consideration
should be grounded in the national educational
standards while being short (500 to 2,000 words)
and compelling. it is essential that articles promote
educational equity and advance of the principle of
'echication for all.'

We particularly invite teachers to write about their
classroom experiences, using first person and a con-
versational tone. Hem note that library research
papers written in academic language for graduate
school courses are unlikely to be selected for publi-
cation. We do. however; encourage you to indude
a few, carefully chosen references or a brief reading

list All content must be original, and all quotations
must be properly cited.

We also publish essays by K-12 students abouttheir

successes in mathematics and science.Teachers are

encouraged to assist students in writing and submit-

ting materials for publication.

ENC is not interested in publishing articles thathave

the main goal of promoting commercial products.

GUIDELINES FOR PHOTOGRAPHS
AND ILLUSTRATIONS
Photos or other illustrations add interest, and good
Illustrations increase your chances for publication.
Photos should show students involved in an activity
rather than looking directly at the camera. Students

in laboratory settings must be shown following
appropriate safety guidelines and wearing proper
safety attire, including eye protection. Please select

photos that depict diverse students and teachers

working together.

Please note that we can use photos of children
under 18 years of age only if we receive written per-
mission signed by a parent or guardian. It Is impor-

tant that the form specify that permission is granted

for use of the Image on the Internet aswell as in

print. ENC will provide permission forms on

request.

Photos. slides, negatives, drawings, or charts may be

mailed to the editor. We prefer color, but black and

white photos are also acceptable. Photos should be

at least 4x6 inches. Tape an identifying label on the

back of each Item rather than writing on it. Photos

and other illustrations or materials will be returned
only on request Keep in mind that we will notbe

able to return any material until after the magazine

Is printed.

If you would like to use a digital camera, please

take photos at your camera's highestsetting, which

may be I024x768 or 1240x960. You can then attach

those photos to an email or send them to us on a
disk. Scanned images need to be at least 300 dpi;

the dimension of the image should be at least 4x6
E

Visit enc...tue,IM
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inches. Save the images as jpeg files. Digital photos
printed on photographic paper with an ink jet print-
er are not acceptable because the resolution is inad-

equate for reproduction.

SUBMISSION DETAILS
Authors of unsolicited manuscripts are urged to
send a brief proposal via email well in advance of
the deadline for the upcoming topic. Proposals
should explain how the artide fits the topic and
how it serves the needs of K-12 teachers. future
topics and deadlines are regularly published in both
the print and online versions of the magazine.

we prefer that manuscripts be submitted electroni-
cally. A Microsoft Word or text file attached to an
email message works well Manuscripts can also be
submitted by fax or regular mail. Paper submissions
must be typed in a large, dear font this is especially

important for those sent by fax.

Each manuscript must be accompanied by the full
names, postal addresses, telephone numbers, and

email addresses of all authors. In addition, each
author must be further identified with one or two
sentences providing the author's professional affilia-

tion and background.

We cannot consider manuscripts that have been
submitted elsewhere. Occasionally we reprint out-
standing artides that have been previously pub-
lished. Authors suggesting their own articles for
reprint must provide written permission from the

original publishers.

COPYRIGHT
ENC holds copyright on all original materials we
publish. However, since ENC is a federally funded

program, ENC publications are considered to be in

the public domain and permission is routinely grant-

ed for materials to be reproduced by others.
Authors should be aware that they do not retain

copyright to the material and cannot restrict its use

by ENC or others.

Requests for permission to reprint must lbe submit-

ted by letter, fax, or email. A credit line
must

accompany the reprint. Please use the following

format

Reprinted with permission from Eisenhower
National Clearinghouse. Author Name(s)(year). Title

of Article. ENC Focus A Magazine for Classroom

Innovators, Volume (Number). pages.

THE EDITING PROCESS
Your proposal or manuscript will be acknowiedged

as soon as possible after it Is received. Inclusion of

your email address greatly speeds this response.

All articles, solicited and unsolicited, are reviewed
by ENC's mathematic and science education experts
both before and after they are edited, and edited
articles are reviewed by officials at the US
Department of Education. At any step in this
process, ENC reserves the right to decline to publish

any article, to delay publication until a later issue, or

to publish an artide online and not in the print ver-
sion of the magazine.

During the editing process, you may be contacted to
answer questions about your ardde. Or you may
just receive an edited version of your artide for your
approval. At this point we need an Immediate
response. even if the article is correct toprint as

edited.

Please keep In mind that articles may be changed
significantly to suit the needs of our audience, to
match our style, or to fit In the space available. We
want the edited version to be factually correctand

to express your views accuratelsA but ENC retains the

right to make final editing deddons.

WHEN YOUR ARTICLE IS
PUBLISHED
ENC mails five copies of the print version of
the magazine to each author. Requests for bulk
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COCKATIELIS TO KITTENS:

Animal Behavior in the Real World
This informal education specialist offers suggestions that can easily be adapted for use in a variety ofclassroom settings.

by Leah ,..nether, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, California

ri

INQUIRY INVOLVES...

Making Observations
Posing Questions
Examining Information Sources (books, etc.)

Planning Investigations
Gathering, Analyzing, and Interpreting Data

Proposing Answers and Explanations

Communicating Results

National Science EducationStandards (1996, p. 23)

When asked what they know about how animals behave, most students

are likely to describe snarling tigers or herds of antelope. What young-

sters often do not realize is that they can observe animal behavior right in

their own homes.

From tanks of fish to a brand new puppy,the animals we have come to

love as pets are a living laboratory waiting for students to discover. Pet

investigations are one way for students to gain a better understanding of

animal behavior; the activities also encourage students to see connections

between familiar household pets and theirwild relatives. Through investi-

gation and inquiry, students will make these connections and discover that

science is all around them.

Perhaps the most exciting thing about pet investigations is that students

don't need to have their own pct to take part. They can plan on visiting a

relative's cat, walk by a "dog park," or take a trip to an aquarium shop.

Plus. many teachers maintain an aquarium or cageswith s -all animals in

Distributed by DynSIDRS

Science Is for All Students

The National Science Education Standards (National Research Council,

19%) stress that students should "experience the richness and excitement

of knowing about and understanding the natural world" (p. 13). In addi-

tion, the standards emphasize the principle that "science is for all stu-

dents" (p. 20).

For many students, however, the natural world is limited to what can

sprout between cracks in the school asphalt. Using domesticated animals

as a scientific topic is a way for all students to conduct independent inves-

tigations and experience the richness of nature. Through pet investiga-

tions, students will participate in the different steps the national standards

identify as components of the inquiry process (see box on this page).

From making observations to analyzing data, students will be conducting

real world scientific investigations on personally relevant topics.

Preparing Student Scientists

Preparing students for pet investigations is anexciting process. You may

want to begin by sharing a film clip of biologists in the field or by looking

at issues of nature magazines. A class vote on what type of pet the

students think is the most fun for a family to own is another way to

stir interest.

Introduce youngsters to the idea ofbecoming Student Investigators by

explaining that studying household pets is much Me the work of wildlife

biologists. Letting them know they willbe directing most of the project is

an excellent way to empower students. Keeping the project studentcen-

tered also reinforces the idea that student interests are academically

important.
*4111111..-



Student investigations: Making Observations

and Collecting Data

The first stage of the investigation is based solely on observation. Work

with students to decide what kind of domcstieued animal they would

like to study VVatching dogs at the park, horses in the field, or fish in a

bowl are just a few examples. Two students may want to study the

same pet or each student may want to do a project individually. Try to

be as flexible as possible at this stage.

Reinforce the idea that students do not need to be a pet owner to par-

ticipate in the project. Also reinforce animal safety and the need to be

extra cautious around pets that do not belong to the student.

Once students have selected an animal, have them spend some unstruc-

tured time observing and making notes aboutwhat they see. They will

then rely on these notes to pose questions for an investigation. For

younger students or those who may need more assistance in selecting

questions to explore, you may want to provide some of the following

suggestions:

Provide your cat with a toy and watch it play. How is the way it

plays similar to how a wild cat hunts? Does it prefer to use one

paw over another?

Visit a park to watch dogs interact witheach other. What body

l-ngoage do you notice when they greet each other? Do their tails

or can change? Is one dog more active than the others?

Watch how a bird cleans or'preens' its feathers. Does it preen cer-

tain areas more than others? If two birds live together, can they be

seen preening each other?

Spend some time watching a fish tank. Do some fish prefer cer-

tain areas of the tank? What patterns can you discover?

Visit a barn and watc4t the horses interact with each other. Can the

way they move their ears provide you with dues on how they feel

about each other?

Data Analysis: Identifying Patterns

and Drawing Connections

After students have selected a focus for their project, have them con-

duct more observations and carefully record information specific to

their focus. You may provide young children with a form or checklist to

facilitate their data collection. Older students may simply be asked to

create a "field journal."

Make sure you allow enough time forstudents to conduct more than

one investigation. ft is a good idea to include at least one weekend in

case students need to go outside their homes.

Once students have observed patterns of behavior with domesticated

animals, it is time for them to analyze their data and think of possible

reasons for the patterns they see. Most animals exhibit behaviors thai

can be linked to their wild relatives. Help students begin to think that

Visit enelx., 24
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way by providing n example. You might mention that the way dogs

interact with each other is much like the way members of a wolf pack

communicate. Some wild birds spend hours preening each other as an

important part of sodal interaction. Wings may get special attention

since they are important for flight. Fish that select specific sections of a

tank reflect the ecosystem of a stream.

After r sviding students with one of these examples, encourage them

to locate information related to their investigation on their own.

Children's nature magazines and books are good sources to begin with.

The Internet is also a great place to look. (Sidebar on the next page

provides a list of print and web resources related to this topic.)

Encouraging students to find and use information sources notonly

teaches them the skill of research, but also allows them to broaden their

interests through exposure to new ideas surrounding the question they

are researching.

Drawing Conclusions and Sharing Discoveries

Once students have conducted their investigation and made sense of the

information they have gathered, it's time to share what they have

learned with their classmates. Reports or oral presentations are tradi-

tional ways to present information in the classroom, but scientists regu-

larly employ other means to share their discoveries. Perhaps your stu-

dents may want to try one of these alternatives:

Scientific Conference
Have students create poster boards and displays outlining their project

discoveries. Invite other classes to visit and speak with students about

their projects. Students can also create PowerPoint presentations.

Invite a local veterinarian as a guest or keynote speaker!

Scientific Journal
Have students create a magazine containing all of the different projects

and their "findings." They may decide to add photographs or line draw-

ings of the pets that were studied. 'Publish" the journal and share

copies with parents, students from other classes, and the school library.

Home Extension
Encourage students to continue their pet investigations beyond the

assigned project. Perhaps one ofthe most benefidal outcomes of this

project is that it provides students with a better understandingof why

our animal companions behave the way they do. As students discover

the complexities of the behavior of even the most common household

pets, they become more aware of the science that 'surrounds them

everyday in their homes and communities.

Reference
National Research Council. (1996). National Science Education Standards.

Washington, DC: National Academy Press.
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Resources About Pets
Selected and annotated by Lynda Titterington, ENC Instructional Resources

Videos:
The Salamander Room. ThisReading Rainbow video

features a book about a littleboy who adopts a pet

salamander and learns that there is more to creating

an animal habitat than meets the eye. A teacher's

guide provides related activities. (Grades 1-4]

ENC-005740

Newton's Apple Program 1504. This video program

presents a series of segments on pet animals that

include how to select a healthy pet and how scientists

develop quality dog and cat food. Other segments

examine dog behavior and debunk some commonly

held misconceptions aboutanimals. A teacher's guide

provides related lessons andactivities. (Grades K-121

ENC-014716

Books:
Adios Chi Chi. When Maria movesto New York City

from New Mexico, she discovers a large tarantula

stowed away in her suitcase. The story describes how

Maria cared for the spider until she could return it to

its natural habitat. (Grades 2-4) ENC-004597

Why Does the Cat Do That? Why do cats scratch the

walls and present their ownerswith gifts of dead

mice? This picture book describes how domestic cats

retain many of the instincts of their wild ancestors.

(Grades 1.5] ENC-016580.

Dog's Best Friend: Annals of the Dog and Human

Relationship. These anecdotesand observations

explore the special relationship between humans and

dogs. Through the insights of trainers and handlers

who understand the canine mind especially well, read-

ers learn how the knowledge of a dog's natural

behavioral patterns can enrich and protect the lives of

both dog and trainer. [Grades 9-12] ENC-016226

Mealworms. Part of the Life Cycles series, this book

follows mealworms as they complete a cycle of meta-

morphosis. Readers also learn how to design an exper-

iment to test mealworm's reactions to light (Grades 1-

5] ENC-01502

Distributed by DynEDAS

More Pet Bugs: A Kid's Guide to Catching and Keeping

Insects and Other Small Creatures. Written by a for-

mer science teacher, thisbook answers kids' questions

about bugs. It also helps them discover their own

answers through observing insect behavior. Readers

learn what each bug 10013 like, where to find it, how

to catch it and how to take care of it
(Grades 3-6] ENC-014775

My Pet Rat In this book, 12-year-old

Rachel describes her experiences as she

learned to care for her pet ratKirby.

The book includes instructions for building a race

track, as well as a listing of rat fanciers' dubs.

(Grades 2-8) ENC-016118

Pants and Parakeets as Pat. This book for young

readers discusses what to consider when selettidg a

parrot or a parakeet fora pet Other books in the

series describe how to care fortroplcal fish, iguanas,

and gerbils, as well as cats and dogs.

(Grades 3-5] ENC- 015950

Web Sites
The Use of Animals in BiologyEducation.

vvww.nabtorg/Animats.html present the position

statement of the National Association of Biology

Teachers (NADI) in support of the prudent and

responsible use of animals in the life science class-

room. (Grades 7-121 ENC-010895

The Electronic Zoo. rtetvetwusd.edule-zoo.htm

presents a comprehensive listing of care sheets and

other resources about animals, domestic and exotic,

from amphibians tosmall ruminants. [Grades K-12]

ENC-008638

Link to ENC records
for an these materials via

enc.org/focustrealWorld
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MATHEMATICS PROJECTS _.121,M.-&0

A CRITICAL LOOK AT OUR WORLD

Using real-life investigations, this seventh grade teacher motivates

her students to critically examine the world around them, helping

them become quantitatively literate or "numerate.'

by Fanny Sosenke, Mathematics Teacher, Indianapolis, Indiana

As a middle school math teacher, I believe my job goes beyond teaching

the mathematics skills and concepts that will prepare my students for the

next math class. I want to make sure that the curriculum my students

are exposed to: "represents significant, powerful mathematics for all stu-

dents; emphasizes topics that are relevant to students' present and future

needs; and emphasizes the full use of such tools as calculators, comput-

ers, ... for making sense of and doing mathematics." (Lappan, 1999).

Ultimate/y, I hope my students %sill use the math they learn in my class

to better understand the world in which they live and work. I designed

the following of e..-ended projects to help attain this goal. In each of

them, students need to use mathematics, technology,and critical think-

ing in real-world situations to analyze data and make decisions.

Students must have some basic spreadsheet skills and know how to navi-

gate the World Wide Web to complete these projects. Some projects

require local or toll-free telephone research. I often expand the technol-

ogy requirements of these projects by sending the assignments to the

students in email messages.To evaluate the students' work, I create a

rubric for each project; often I ask students toevaluate their own work

or the work of their peers. See Evaluation Sheet for Project I (page 27).

REFERENCES

Dudley, U. (September/October 1998). Numerology:Comes the Revolution.

Skintaral Inquirer 29.31, 59.

Lappan, G. (November 1999). Revitalizing and Refocusing Our Efforts. fournal

for Rtoorth in Mahe aorta Education 30, 568-78.

Visit enotoxv
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fanny Sasenke teaches seventh grade math at Park Tudor

School in Indianapolis; she also teaches math teaching

methods and elementary mathematics courses for preserice

teachers at Indiana University-Purdue University at

Indianapolis. She has given workshops and presentations

on mathematics education and technology at various con-

ferences, including workshops in Uruguay, her counto, of

origin. Sosenke received the 1997 Presidential Award for

Excellence in Science and Math Teaching.
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PROJECT 1: Cost OF LIVING COMPARISONS

Your current salary in Indianapolis is S 30,000 ayear.You are planning to

move to a city in another countryof your choice. What would your

salary have to be in your chosen country to equal 530,000 in US cur-

rency? How do the salaries in each country compare with the cost of a

newspaper in the respective countries? How do the salaries in each

country compare with the cost of a Big Mac? (SeeThe Big Mac Index on

p. 27.) Can you analyze the differences? What would your salary have to

be in your chosen country for you to maintain your currentstandard of

living?

Steps:
1. Choose two foreign countries to investigate; you will also need to

do research on the United States for comparisons.
2. Find out equivalent salaries in the muntries using this web site:

The Salary Calculator from Homefaincom

(www.homefair.corn/homefairicsir/salcalc.html)
3. Find out the cost of a newspaper and the cost of a Big Mac in the

countries. (While you may have sources to help students find this

information on their own, I have compiled data on these costs for

several counties. See the Cost ofLivingTable in sidebar on p. 27.)

4. Determine the currency exchange rates for the chosen countries

at either of these web sites: www.uanda.com/converter/classic or

wsvw.x-rates.comitables/USD.hunl
S. Create a spreadsheet:

INPUT:

Co'mtry
Salaries (Note: the web site has the salaries in dollars.)

Exchange rate
Price of a newspaper in local currency

Price of a Big Mac in local currency

OUTPUT:
Price of a newspaper in dollars for each country.

Price of a Big Mac in dollars for each country.

Ratio of your salary in the foreign country to your U.S. salary.

Ratio of the price of a newspaper in a foreign county to the

price of a newspaper in the U.S.
Ratio of the price of a Big Mac in a foreign country to the price

of a Big Mac in the U.S.

6.Write a half-page to one-page conclusion based on your results.

In the report you will state youropinion an the relationship

between salaries and the cost of a newspaper and a Big Mac. Some

questions you should answer in your report (but not the only

questions you should answer) include:

Do you think it's cheaper to live in your chosen countries than

in the United States?

Are there differences between the salary, newspaper, and Big

Mac ratios?
Why are there differences be .ween the ratios?

Does the price of a Big Mac say something about the cost of liv-

ing in a country? What about the price of a newspaper?
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issue critically. See the articles at

wweconomist.conveclitorialt 6)cus/ bie_ma _index.html

Data for Project 1:
Evaluation Sheet
Cost of Living Project Name

Cost of Living Comparisons
Prices are in the country's currency.

Country Sunday Daily Big Mac

Paper Paper

Ireland 1 0.3 2.81

England 1 0.3 2.43

Costa Rica 150 80 600

Spain 275 125 375

Canada 2.01 0.66 2.99

Thailand 8 8 52

Ecuador 40000 40000 35860

Germany 2.5 1.3 4.95

Israel 7.8 3.6 13.9

Australia 1.7 1 2.65

Italy 2500 1700 4500

Uruguay 25 17 40

China 3.5 3.5 9,9

France 6 5 17.5

U.S.A. 1.75 0.35 2.43

I-long Kong 7 7 10.2

Mexico S 10 19.9

Japan 160 160 294

Chile 300 500 1,250

South Africa 4.9 2.3 8.6

Netherlands 2.S 5.45

Brazil 2.5 1.25 2.9

(Data collected by Fanny Sosenke, 1999.)

Spreadsheet:

Spreadsheet includes all required information

Data:

Correct data for exchange rates

Correct data for newspaper price in local currer

Correct data for Big Mac price in local currency

Correct data for salaries

Used correct formulas:

Formula to get newspaper price in dollars

Formula to get Big Mac price in dollars

Ratio of salaries

Ratio of prices of nc spaper

Ratio of prices of Big Macs

Presentation

Graph:
Graphed correct data

Graph presentation

Report:
Report draws thoughtful conclusions based on the d

found in the spreadsheet or graph

Report presentation

Total:

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE.
32:
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PROJECT 2: CHOOSING A LONG-DISTANCE SERVICE

You just moved to the United States from another country of your choice.Thu need to get a

telephone account with long distance service. Since you miss your family and friends back

home, you want to call them often. Your project is to select a long-distance service to go

along with your regular local telephone account. The class will need to determine as a whole

how often immigrants will be calling home and for how long they will speak each time.

You need to submit:

A spreadsheet summarizing your results

A dated log of your research activities in completing this project

A summary and conclusion based on your findings

An evaluation of your work.

1. Decide which country you are from.

2. End out how much it costs to have a telephone in Indianapolis for

local calls.
3. Choose the company that will give you the best deal for long dis-

tance calls to your home country. You should conduct research NOTE: Any decision will be accepted as long as you have a reasonable

with at least three companies before making your decision. justfcation for making that decision.

4. Given how often you will be calling home and how long you will

be talking, estimate how much money you will be spending on

international calls every month.

5. Finally, estimate the total cost ofhaving a telephone for a year.

PROJECT 3: VACATION PLANNING
q.4

Fnr I,,th parts ef assignment you should parent votw research

results on a spreadsheet.

Part k
Your family is planning a nvo-week varatits: for year from now. You

may choose among the C,.sllowing des. atztirts. Orlando, Florida;

Washington, DC; and San Francisco, California. You will get to your

destination by car. Your parents have asked You to estimate the total

cost of the trip.

Steps:

1 r,'hone vaur ramticr. -In:baton hcices.

7 Find the distance between Inth:naptojs and .ity (from

WWW.clanagateway.com/mall/travel/drivc.htm).
3. Estimate how much money you should budget for highway tolls

on a round trip to that citv. Explain how you arrived at that esti-

mate. A road atlas will be helpful for these estimates.

4.Your family car can travel about 28 miles on a gallon of gas. About

how much gas do you think rou will need on a round trip to the

city you chose? About how much will that gasoline cost? Explain

how you arrived at that estimate.

5. Determine other major expenses for a two-week trip to vuur cho-

sen destination. Factors to consider:Where will you stay? What

will your activities be?Will You be going to amusement parks,

museums, national parks?What types of meals will you eat?

Distributed by Dy,EDRS
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6. Estimate the total cost of a trip fora family of four to your vaca-

tion city. Show separate estimates for all major expenses. Be sore

to show how you arrived at each estimate.

7.Your parents plan to put aside some money for the vacation each

month for the next year. What amount do you think this should

be? Explain.

Part 0:
Your family of four is taking a two-weekvacation by car. Your budget is

S2.300. Where can vou go and what can voudo? Choose a city from

the three named above that you want to visit do not use the =cone

vou r..earehed for the fit part of this project.. You have to spend all

mr- money! Keep in mind all of the factors that you budgeted for in

Part !. At the end, your spreadsheet should show all major :xpenses

and how they fit into your budget.
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PROJECT 4: CHOOSING A PIZZA RESTAURANT

For this project you will work with a partner. Your task is to research

local pizza restaurants to make an informed decision regarding which

pizza to buy. Students who receive an .A in this project will participate

in a pizza lunch!

Steps:

1. Research prices and dimensions of plain cheese pizzas In calling at

least five local restaurants that serve pizza.

2. Make a decision regarding which pizza to order. You should take

into account the factors that are most important to yousome

factors to consider include best buy, quality, and how much you

plan to cat. You will need to decide and explain how you define

quality and best buy!

3. Make a spreadsheet to present the information you collect. :-

4. Write a business letter to your tea her isat describes the results of

your research and convinces her or hit= -Ain pizza to orcheci.'
the pizza lnn:h. Include your own definition of pizza qtylity and

best buy in your letter, as well as any other information you deride'

important.Your letter has to be typewritten, and use business

letter format.
am

PROJECT 5: FACTS AND NUMBERS FUN

Did you know that if you look hard enough you can often fmd interesting

facts connected to certain numbers? The mathematics of probability will

tell you that amazing things can happen-at random.

For this project, you will work in a group, and your group will pick a

number and a theme and find unusual instances of the number's occur-

rence. Be creativeyour ingenious minds will find all sorts of amazing

connections. Hand in a short report with your number and the facts you

have foundyou don't have to find more than a few facts connected to

your number. Have fun!

Distributed by DynEDDS
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Example: Arthur Finnessey (Dudley, 1998) compiled the following inter-

esting facts about the appearance of the number 57 in the American

Revolution:
Four of the first six US Presidents were inaugurated at age S7.

On a presidential data chart in a particular encyclopedia those four

57-yearold presidents are listed at the top of their columns and sur-

prisingly there is not another age 57 in the remainder of the long

list.
The number of chests of tea that were thrown into the harbor at the

Boston Tea party is 6 times 57.

A few weeks after Lafayette's 57th birthday, Francis Scott Key wrote

the Star Spangled Banner.

Whtn Lafayette died, the Declaration of Independence was 57 rears

old.
Princeton and Yorktown, Washington's two victories over

Cornwallis, were 57 months apart.

The fateful year of Yorktown beganwith two battles 57 days apart.

In June 1781, 57 Americans died in the assault on the British Fort 96

in South Carolina.
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Internet data on water quality in Minnesota can serve as a basis for

real-world science in classrooms all over the country.

Bruce I Munson. George E. Hoer, Cynt hia .4. Hagler,

and Richard P..ivkr. University at .1 linnoota. Duluth

Thank you for the wonderful data and project....This project puts

synunetry on the year for us. They (the students) have to use the

chemistry they know and some they don't know. They have to ana-

lyze data. They don't have obvious answers. I tell them I don't know.

I tell them to tell me. They have to look at data and figure out how

much is necessary. They really wanted to get to the data immediately.

The focus and quiet as they delve into the data and resources are

great.
Ilona ROUtlaJ, Chemistry Teacher,

The Blake School, Minneapolis, Minnesota

I found the Water on the Web site to be of great value and interest to

the students.... It was a wonderful source of detailed information and

provided the students with access to nearly real-time water quality

data. I was able to use the information to devise very realistic prob-

lems for the students to work through and discuss.
George IV Kipphut...Itmciate Prnfissar,

Murray State University; Kentucky

Any science teacher can use the Water on the Web site to help teach

water concepts, from water characteristics to complex ecological

interactions. It's the next best thing to taking your class to the lake

every day of the yearf
--Sue Hutchins, Biology Instructor.

Itasca Gammuntly College. Grand Rapids,Minnesota

Water on the Web is amazing. It has so much to orTer.When vou are

watching the dynamic nature of a lake using theWOW data visualiza-

tion tools, it Is like watching an organism breathe...The lessons and

resource materials available through the web site make limnology

accessible to all science teachers and students.
Charles Goldman, Professor.

University of CalforniaDavis

These are responses of teachers who use Water on the Web

(wow.nrri.umn.edu) an award-winning, Internet-based, science curricu-

lum project initiated by funding fmm the National Science Foundation.

Composed of teachers and scientists, the Water on the Web development

team is committed to encouragingstudents to learn real science through

inquiry and hands-on experiences. At the same time, we recognize it is

difficult for teachers to get their classes outdoors for field studies as often

as they would like. Recent advances in technology provide us with an

opportunity to bring water quality studies into secondary science class-

Distributed by DynEDRS
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An ever-increasing number of web sites pmvide science curriculum mate-

rials, but Water on the Web (WOW) is unique. It is adynamic site that

provides water quality data, advanced tools to analyze the data, curricu-

lum materials for students and teachers, and a rich body of interpretive

materials, web links, and supporting materials.

A Data Hose

The focus for WOW is a constant stream of near real-time water quality

data provided through state-of-the-art environmental monitoring

technologies. In fact, the scientists involved with the project refer to it

not as a "data stream," but a "data hose." Teachers and students turn on

the data hose and immediately connect with the real world and real

scientific problems.

Students and teachers use the site in a varietyof ways. Students learn and

apply basic science concepts through directed study and inquiry lessons

that complement their standard curricula. WOW resources serve as a

launching point for self-directed student inquiryinto the messy and unex-

pected water quality relationships found in real, complex environmental

systems. Real-time remote sensing technology, GIS, data visualizations,

computer-supported data management andanalysis, and the Internet

make the WOW site a complex, diverse, yet easy-to-use resource.

Remote Underwater Sampling Stations

The technology supporting WOW fascinates many students.The entire site

is based on water quality measurementsprovided by Remote Underwater

Sampling Stations (RUSS) units. (Sec Figure I .)This patented, advanced -

technology remote sensing system wasdeveloped at the Natural Resources

Research Institute of the University of Minnesota, Duluth, in cooperation

with a number of departmental and
commercial partners. it is now pro-

duced commercially by AppriseTechnologies, Inc.

The solar-powered RUSS gathers waterquality measurements using a

free-floating leveling device and sensor unit controlled by an on-board

computer and communications package.The RUSS is programmed to

sample at intervals in the water column, providing a water quality profile

of the sampled lake.The data are then transmitted badc through

University of Minnesota computersand posted on the WOW site.

Figure 1: Diasityn2 of a Ramat

Ilairrinna Sanping Stevan (RUSS).
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The RUSS units currently sample five critical water quality parameters:

pH, conductivity, turbidity, dissolved oxygen, and temperature.The

data are stored in a variety of ways and can be accessed with a variety of

tools, ranging from simple visual inspection of the raw data, to analysis

by standard spreadsheet and statistical software, to advanced analytical

and visualization tools.

RUSS units are currently deployed in four Minnesota lakes that repre-

ient a wide range in size, depth, seasonal dynamics, and other charac-

teristics. (Sec Figure 2.)

111.
Ice Lake is a small (16 ha area,

16 m depth) lake in a residen-

tial district of Grand Rapids,

Minnesota. Grindstone Lake
is located in a rural area and

is, in contrast, nearly SO m

deep and supports both

warm- and cold-water fish-
eries. Three RUSS units arc

located in the suburban
Minneapolis region, two in

contrasting bays of Lake
Minnetonka (thanks to a relat-

ed grant from the US

Environmental Protection

Agency EMPACT program), and one in the largely agricultural water-

shed of Lake Independence. The differences in size and surrounding

land use among these lakes provide a uniqueopportunity to compare

and contrast fine-scale temporal dynamics in waterquality variables.

WOW Data and fools

WOW is based on real scientific data. Quality control protocols are

used to monitor and maintain the quality of the WOW data. Unlike

canned data sets created to support a curriculum, WOW data reflect

the realities and complexities of real ecosystems.This means the data

often do not fit students' or teachers' preconceived ideas of how a lake

behaves.

Figure 2: Rim oa theWelr

wrath prairies weer
quality dote from RUSS um

offoor Mancsora

WOW water quality data are provided in several different formats in

the Data section of the web site. Raw data for a lake can be viewed in

an archived data set.Weekly data sets can also be downloaded and

reviewed In Excel workbooks, which also include graphing templates

that assist students in plotting and understanding selected data.

However, for many students it is difficult to see and interpret patterns

in numerical data. For this reason,WOW offers interactive data visual-

ization tools. Some teachers use these tools to illustrate trends or rela-

tionships among the data. Other teachers have students explore the data

using the visualization tools.
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Link to the WOW site via
enc.org/focusfrealworld

The color mapper is an example of one of the WOW yisoslization tools.

The color mapper allows students to view a sequenceof lake water

quality profiles while exploring the possible relationships between two

water quality variables. With this tool, students can see how a line plot

superimposes on a color-ceded profile.

For example, look at the color profile and plot in Figure 3. Notice how

the color-coding reinforces the changes in temperature in the same

region that the dissolved oxygen level is changingrapidly. If students

understand that gas solubility increases as the temperature of water

decreases, the color mapper raises questions for further inquiry.
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Upper Bay of Lott Minnow*, September 10.1999 of 07.00 CDT. (rempaatwes on color-

coded ando hoe plot elegies &oohed wpm: leak)

Real Understanding

Students need background informationand a context for understanding

sdentific data. WOW provides an extensive set of resources to aid stu-

dents in this area. These resources can be found under the heading

Understanding on the web site.

bile Lakes section of the web site, students find background informa-

tion about each lake, its watershed, and its behavior during the period

of sampling.This type of Information is essential as students make pre-

dictions about lake behavior as they explore WOW data.

A Lake Ecology Primer is also included in this section of the site.This

material provides a context for understanding water quality parameters

and how they relate to each other. Lake ecology information is provided

from physical, chemical, and biological perspectives.This important

resource offers illustrations and links to other sites that help students

grasp the science concepts that provide a basic understanding of lake

ecology.
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A complementary section describes the fundamentals of Geographic

Information Systems (GIS), a comp ized mapping technology that

allows students to make relationships between activities that occur with-

in a watershed (e.g., agricultural land use, commercial development)

and water quality. The GIS resource section uses ESRI's Internet Map

Server (IMS) technology to allow students to workinteractively with

maps through their Internet browser.

In a section calledThe RUSS, students arc provided with an introduction

to RUSS technology, WOW water quality measurements, reporting lim-

its, and instrument accuracy. For students who are unfamiliar with

water quality, a synopsis is presented for each RUSS measurement. The

summary explains why the parameter is important, describes why there

may be natural variations in the measurements of this parameter, and

suggests how measurements of this parameter may he affected by

human activities.

A glossary provides definitions of complexscientific terms. All glossary

terms are linked to definitions throughout the web site. In addition,

some terms are linked to pop-up explanations so students do not have

to navigate to the glossary and then back to the text.

WOW Curriculum

WOW provides a growing collection ofindividual, yet integrated,

lessons designed to enrich and enhance student learning in general

science courses.The lessons arc organized according to a sequence of six

components knowledge base, experimental design, data collection,

data management and analysis, interpretation of results, and reporting

resultsthat arc critical to improving scientificand technological

literacy. Using this format for scientific inquiry, teachers guide students

through directed study or inquiry lessons depending on the students'

abilities and the science curriculum.

Emailed notes and phone calls from teachers suggest that the WOW

lessons and site are being used in a variety of ways. One teacher used a

tutorial and lessons to help students learn and practice working with

spreadsheets. Another teacher adapted a lesson on fish stocking to illus-

trate that organisms (fish populations) are limited by environmental fac-

tors. Three teachers used a lesson on data interpretation as a focus for

students to carry out an inquiry project, resulting in scientific poster

presentations. Other teachers choose ideas from the lessons and web

site, then create their own lessons based on WOW data and resources.

WOW is Real

If you can't take your students to a lake every day, but you want them to

do real science with real data, WOW may be the answer to your needs.

Students enhance their knowledge of basic science concepts and their

knowledge of the biological, chemical, and physical systems of lakes.

They also develop and improve their skills in data analysis and interpre-

tation, in using computer technologies, and in summarizing and

presenting scientific information.

Visit enct236,'"%.132
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Through Water on the Web, sdence moves out of the classroom and

becomes real. Students learn to apply reasoning skills to real-world

issues as they work with the complexities of real scientific data. IP
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ARCHITECTURE:
An Across-the-Curriculum Project
Connects to the Community
Elementary students look at their community with more awareness

when they focus on the "built environment."

by Liam Schroeder, Art Specialist, Independence, Missouri

Our students are constantly bombarded by visual stimuli such as fast-

paced images on television, computers, CDs, and video games. As an art

educator, I try to find innovative ways to help students develop skills in

sorting, analyzing, and communicating the meaning of these images. I

am also interested in current research suggesting that, next to working

cooperatively, visual presentation skills will be most needed in the

workplace of the future (Association for Supervision and Curriculum

Development, 1998).

A recent project in our school district addressed many of these concerns

while allowing me to find ways to connect the fine arts to all areas of

the school curriculum.

Making Use of the Built Environment

The project my colleagues and I developed focuses on the local 'built

environment "the buildings, streets, and other constructions that stu-

dents experience daily. Our first step was upping in to teacher

0. 0'

Liesa Schroeder teaches art at Santa Fe Trail Elementary School in lndepenib me.

Missouri. The project descnbed in this article sus honored by the Successbnks

Program of the Missouri Department of Elementmy and Secondary Education as

one of thelkst Teachmg Practicer in the state in 2000. For more information

contact: ischroeder@indep.k I 2.mo.us
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resource information from a national organization known as

CUBE - -The Center for Understanding the Built Environment
(wwwcubekc.org). This not-for-profit teacher resource center pro-

vides information on staff development, a web site of resources, teach-

ing strategies, and curriculum consultation services.

Art and regular classroom teachers in grades three through six began

with CUBE resources and then teamed up with local professionals

including architects, engineers, city planners, and presenationists.The

group decided that the interdisciplinary unit would be piloted at one

elementary building in the school district and would involve 16 teachers

and approximately 275 students. We hoped that the program would

enable students to:

Become actively engaged in their own learning by exploring, visu-

alizing, and researching aspects of their own neighborhoodsand

commitnities.
Become detectives as they worked to investigate and document

architectural sites, situations, elements, and details through various

techniques inducting digital photography.

Apply their knowledge across the curriculum to include mathe-

matics, science, reading, language arts, social studies, art, and elec-

tronic communication.
Communicate their personalized discoveries through classroom

assignments and student-generated photojoumals preserved on

CD-ROM.

As part dour planning, we devised measurable goals and outcomes

aligned to art and core curriculum objectives. We also developed forms

of assessment such as rubrics, scoring guides, surveys, and checklists to

be used to monitor staff and student progress.

Planning for Success

Finding sources of funding outside of the school district was one of the

keys to our success.The funding was used for staff development and

technical training for staff and students, a resource library of architec-

ture-related materials, digital cameras, software,imaging equipment,

transportation to selected sites, and a professional photographer to pho-

tograph local sites. (The slides were professionally made so that we

would have high-quality slide sets for instructional use district wide.)

3g
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The team of classroom teachers regularly metduring the project and

participated in sessions on the topic of built environment education.

Other sessions helped the group develop technical skills in digital pho.

tography and in the use of imaging equipment.

Staff collaboration with architects and other professionals added

authenticity:111e experts helped teachers select local sites that matched

core curriculum objectivesand develop innovative teaching strategies.

They also reviewed materials for a resource library and planned site-

based visits.

Involving Students

The project began in art class, where the professional slide sets were

used to build student knowledge of local architectural sites. Slides were

examined carefully to familiarize students with various architectural

elements, styles, details, and vocabulary. To reinforce this knowledge,

students made perspective drawings, painted cityscapes, and

constructed 3-i) models.

At the same time, classroom teachers engaged students in activities that

integrated architecture across the curriculum. Assignments included

written reports, charts, graphs, schematic drawings, maps, timelines,

and 3-D scaled models of houses, buildings, and the school neighbor-

hood.

This work prepared students for classroom visits by the architects, engi-

neers, city planners, and preservationists who were collaborating on the

project. The experts shared information on job skills and career oppor-

tunities. They also interacted with students, explaining the many issues

and challenges that impact ourbuildings and cities.

Out Into the Real World

The classroom work was put into context asstaff and students piloted

walking tours to the selected architectural sites. Teachers created walk-

ing tour guidebooks for students to use on the site visits. The guide-

books targeted Specific core curriculum objectives as well as problem.

solving situations.

Visit enctoz,34
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During the field trips, students worked in cooperative learning groups

and used tools such as navigational compasses, magnets, rulers, and tape

measures to gather, record, and organize information at each site.

Students applied strategies in measurement and estimation as they cal-

culated the length, height, area, perimeter, and the angles of structures.

Digital cameras were used to record elements of design. Students

learned to zoom-in to record architectural details and building materi-

als, as well as patterns, light and shade, and structural relationships.

They considered ways to document time, continuity,and change by

focusing on growth, erosion, and deterioration.They emerimented

with different angles and different points of view such as vornt's-eye

view and bird's-eye view.

The images were stored on disks, and students participated in

photo-critique sessions upon returning to school. These sessions

enabled students to sort, analyze, edit, organize, and select the best

images. Written information was then added to these digital images,

and the best images were then burned onto CDs by use of a CD-

Recordable drive.

The resulting photojournals enabled students to create their own per-

sonalized record of their discovery of their own community and neigh-

borhoods. The group as a whole wasable to retrieve a vast collection of

stored images and information.

As a follow-up, students shared their information through formal and

informal discussions, multimedia presentations, Internet publishing,

and other culminating activities.

Lasting Benefits

Both our staff and students benefited
from participating In this innova-

tive approach to curriculum construction and community-based educa-

tion. Students were the real winners as they discovered their own city

and neighborhoods. In addition, this program built new connections

between students, staff, parents, administration, and community mem-

bers.

By using the t ommunity as a visual textbook, this program not only

served to reinforce art and core curriculum objectives, but also

engaged students in a variety of learning styles that gave all students the

opportunity to be successful participants. Students eagerly embraced

the opportunity to work as mathematicians, scientists, historians,

photographers, detectives, reporters, and artists. By presenting their

discoveries and ideas, students were able to apply skills needed in the

future workplace and develop a broader sense of the real world waiting

beyond the classroom.

Reference
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Develnpnwnt, (Spring, 1998).
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AQUAPONICS ENCOURAGES FOURTH GRADERS

TO EAT THEIR VEGETABLES
These elementary students cat the results of their science lessons. You can't get much more real world than that!

bt. ( rcoal .Ile Gee, li,urrlt Grade kacher. Altrohburi, Pennts llama

Aquarniis involves growing plants hydroponically in combination with

raisins( fish in an aquarium. The fish survive by eating a small amo..ntof

the plants, and waste pro(lucts from thellth provide nutrients fbr the

plants, making it a closed system.

Through a grant, our elementary school's greenhouse was able to put,

chase an aquaponic system. The fish tank water is pumpedthrough pip-

ing into the plant beds. From there, the water is filtered through rock

wool slabs and returned to the fish tank.

My fourth grade class became invoked with the system at the begin-

ning of the school year. They began by plantingvegetable seeds in ruck

wool starter cubes. When the plants were two inches high,the children

transplanted them into the plant bed or onto larger rock %soul cubes,

which were placed onto the slabs.

The tomatoes and cucumber plants grew at a fast rate and soon

required netting and support. Our crops of basil, Boston lettuce, and

watercress were quickly sufficient to feed the fish, and the children

were eager to wash and eat the leases themselves. it was exciting to see

children appreciating the flavors of vegetables and herbs. We also grew

Christmas cacti in the aquaponic beds, and they were blooming more

than a month before Christmas.

Agribusiness and Other Life Lessons

One of our goals was to market our crops. This required the children

to check grocery store prices of organic produce and consider our cost

factors for each type of plant. The children set a price, including a

profit, and offered our produce to school parents.

With their new pride in grossing the plants themselves, my class looked

forward to making a big salad as a reward for their efforts. Profits from

the produce sale would be used to buy more seeds, rock wool cubes,

and other supplies.
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Children low feeding the Tilapia fish in our system islause dies are
such noisy, enthusiastic eaters. Part (.1 the plan was to sell the fish at the

end of the school year.

This activity is exciting because it incorpo-e.fs sc, many lifeskills.

Family and consumer science, marketing 01.14 . 'sines% education, and

agriculture are all being explored. Integratect skills include reading

information on fish and hydroponic plants, learning about the process

of hydroponics. caring for fish, planting and caring for plants, measur

ing the growth of plants, computing cost and profit, and making a salad.

The students have learned that more and more of our loud is grim

hydroponically as our population increases and available farmland

decreases. On the space station, hydroponically grown fnocl will he a

staple for the astronat t,. This learning can certainly le applied when

students become adults who may choose to grow their own footl or

can for fish.

I very much enjoy watching the children marvel at how the root sus.

terns grow in water and how quickly the plants grow. As an added

bonus, more children are willing to eat their vegetables. The aquapcmic

system is so well designed and constructed that students in our school

will enjoy and learn from it for years.

For more information about using aquarittics in the classroom,

contact:Scott Jones

Hydro/ AquaticTechnologies
PO Box 777
Princess Anne, MD 21853
(410) 957.2680
Fax: (410) 957-2859
Email: aqua@hatech. m

ss.
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USING TECHNOLOGY AND READ
TO TEACH SECONDARY MATHEMATICS CONCEPTS

Some specifk advice on how to use technology

to make math relevant to students.

hr Holly! vrine Stahl Drier, University of fireirna.

Kura if. Dawson. Ilnrirstr,r of Florida. and

Joe Garofalo. Ihnersity of Virginia

The National Council ofTeachers of Mathematics

(NCTM, 19891 advocates that problem solving,

reasoning, communication, and connections be

woven throughout K-12 mathematics instruction.

However, real-world connections are often miss-

ing from mathematics teaching.Tecimology facili-

tates applications of school mathematics to real-

world situations by providing access to worth-

while data and tools that alleviate the computa-

tional constraints often involved in the analysis of

real-world "messy" data. In this article we illus-

trate a few activities that help students develop

conceptual understanding through the use ofreal-

world data and electronic simulations of real-

world events.

la " 23 al
rUPNG REAL DATA Ta TEACH

MATHEMATICALCbNCEPTS 0-

Technology makes a vast amount of information

readily available to students and teachers. Data

found on the Internet can be quickly transported

to a spreadsheet, and subsequently downloaded to

a graphing calculator. Simplifying data gathering allows more time for

emphasis on data analysis, interpretation, and conceptual development.

For example, students can use the Internet to gather information from

the National Center for Health Statistics (mrwedc.gnvinchswwv..) on

the number of live births in the United States, numerically and graphi-

cally analyze the data in a spreadsheet, and connect their analysis to

events in US history. Figure 1 shows a spreadsheet containing birthrate

Visit enc.orgIfocusirealworld
to link to all the web sites
mentioned in this article.
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Z1 1941
VI 1942
VI 1943
al 1944
331 1945
31

311 1949
331 1944
WI 1949
36

a
a
a
41

1951
1952
1953

5.3 4.0%
10.7 7.8%

26 n17.6%
04 0.3%
-14 -10.3%

13.4 1.6

22.3 11.I%
-11.4 -5.5%

201.8 1.4

1957 268.3
1951

14 19r9 264L9

00! 1930 264.1
0.2
3.6

0.1%.
1.4%

41 1961 264 4.1 .1.5%

01 1962 252.8 11.2 -4.2%

41 1963 260 12.8 -5.1%

491 1964 229.2 10.9 -4.5%

What Isistesieal enrage) timid be Mated to Ow Atop in
birth rate tea *1w early 1940's and the subsequent
!Matte =ream us 1946?

What yeses are tyystally known .1 the baby humor.
years? Why?

Iwhat teeters in US history could be whited to the
deans us birth rates duruss the 19604 and 70's?

Figure 1: Birthrate data from 1940 to 1964

data, the absolute and relative yearly increases and decreases, a graph of

the data, as well as interdisciplinary questions related to US history. This

data can help students understand *percent increase" and 'percent

decrease" by giving the numerators and denominators contextual mean-

ing and connecting the calculations with historical interpretations of the

data. In addition, algebra students can use the absolute differences from

1951 through 1955 to find a local slope for these data points. The typi-

cal definition for slope as "change in y over change in x" now has con-

textual meaning as "birthrates increaseapproximately seven per 1000

women in each year."

Other current and archived data arc readily available on the Internet at

sites such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(www.noaa.gnv) and the National Geophysical Data Center

(www.ngde.noaa.gov). Much of the data at these two sites can facilitate

understanding of mathematical concepts. Real-world phenomenon such

as the tides, planetary orbits, and aver-

age monthly temperatures provide

contextual situations for studying

oscillating functions. Figure 2 shows

temperature data for Washington DC.

Vethcryarisk, Russia, and Buenos Aires.

Hollylynne Stahl Drier is a doctoral student in mathematics education at the

University of Virginia and a graduatefellowfor the CUT Ceriterfir Technology

and Teacher Education. Contact her via mad: hollydgt!virginta.ahr

Kara Damon is an assiaani professor of instructional technology at the

University of Ronda in the depanmmt of Instruction and Curriculum.

Joe Garofalo it an associate professor of mathematics educational the University

of Virginia and co-director of the Curry CenurforTechnology andTeather

Education. Contact him via email: Iglearirginia.cdu
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From the graph, students can sec that the average

monthly temperatures for all three cities oscillate

with a period of one war, They should also notice

that it is colder in Verhovansk than in Washington,

and that the temperatures in Washington and Buenos

Aires are "out of phase."

Trigonometry students can incrementally fit a sine

curve to each city's data by estimating the amplitude.

vertical shift, period, and horizontal shift (Figure 3).

Students and teacher% can then relate the ccx.fticients

in the general form of the sine equation (v =

AsinB(x+C)-f-D) to the geographical locations of the

cities. If this data is entered into a graphing calcula-

tor, students an also calculate a sine regression and

compare the equation generated by the calculator

(Figure 31) with the one determined incrementally

from the data and graphs.

tn
11§ING SIMULATIONS TO DEVELOP

CONCEPTUAL UNDERSTANDING
es

Another very powerful feature of technology is the

ability to electronically simulate real-world events.

Graphing calculators, spreadsheets, and the Internet

offer students and teachers the capability to create

and use simulations. Such simulations allow students

to visualize and explore important mathematical

concepts as well as real-world and interdisciplinam

connections.

One such simulation on a graphing calculator can be

used to explore exponential functionsby applying

them to Investment strategies and the study of eco-

nomics. Students can explore the effects of investing

S 1,000 over the next 20 years in money market,

bond, or stock mutual funds. There are varying

degrees of risk connected with eachof these types of

funds.To weigh risk versus return, students can esti-

mate the average return for each of these investments

over the next 20 years, assuming monthly com-

pounding and growth rates of 5 percent, 8 percent,

and 16 percent respectively.

Although this is an oversimplification ofactual invest-

ment returns, it is instructive nevertheless. Students

should notice that after 20 years the difference in

accumulations is dramatic at S 2,700 (money mar-

ket), 54,926 (bond) and $24,019 (stack). liv using

the parametric mode in a graphing calculator, the
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exponential functions defining the growth of money

arc no longer static since parametric functions allow

students to watch their money "grow"as the number

of years increars.

Physical events can also be simulated through tech-

nolog. For example, the study of parametric equa-

tions and trigonometry can be connectedwith the

study of projectile motion in physics.The spreadsheet

in Figure 4 was created in Microsoft Excel to dynam-

ically simulate projectile motion. Using the sliders,

students can manipulate the initial velocity, angle of

projection, and height from the ground to observe

the effects on the subsequent path of an object.

With the ability to manipulate time, students can ani-

mate the motion of the object and explore how long

it ta s for the object to reach its maximum altitude

and when the object will hit the ground. By varying

the other parameters, the students can explore how

each affect the path of the object and connect these

parameters with the coefficients in the sine and

cosine equations.

Other investigations could include maximizing or

minimizing altitude and horizontal distance.

Manipulating different parameters and visualizing the

path of the object can make themathematical equa-

tions used to describe projectile motion more rele-

vant and meaningful. In this way, creating and using

such a simulation allows teachers and students to

explore mathematical and physical concepts in an

open-ended environment and use higher order think-

ing skills to analyze relationships.

a a a* n.
r'
TECHNOLOGY AS /(MEANS

In the examples above, technology is not the focus of

learning. Rather, it empowers teachers and students

to explore mathematical concepts through the use of

real-world data and simulations of real-world events.

When technology is used in this way, interdiscipli-

nary and real-world connections become a natural

and powerful way for students to make sense of

mathematics (Drier, Dawson, and Garofalo, 1999).

The Curry Center forTechnolog and Teacher

Education at the University ofVirginia is currently

funded to develop materials to help preservice and

inservice secondary mathematics teachers incorpo-

antfOCUS rot T, 40.3
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rate appropriate uses of technology into their teaching. The examples

presented in this article are excerpts from materials that have been

developed using the following guiding principles:

Introduce technology in context of mathematical investigations;

Address worthwhile mathematics with appropriate pedagogy;

' Take advantage of technology to go beyond what is capable with

paper and pencil;
Apply mathematics topics to real -world and interdisciplinary con-

texts:
Incorporate multiple representations of mathematical concepts.

Activities available at the Center's Mathematics Education web page

(curmedschool.% irginia.edu /teacherllnk /math) use a variety of tech-

nology tools including spreadsheets, graphing calculators,The
Geometer's Sketchpad, Micro Worlds, and a host of other mathematics

software. We encourage you to visit our web site and test our activities

in your classroom. We also want to {mow how these activities worked

with your students nd what modifications you may have made.

°s. Edt tow ingot 'WM 10:115 Qata 016315 Liao

For more information about the Curry Center forTechnology
and Teacher Education, visit the Center's web site:

tun% .4'11:4.6)1A trginia.edu / teacherlink.

REFERENCES:

Drier, H. S., Dawson, K. M., & Garofalo, J. (1999). NotYourTypical

Math Class. Educational Leadership 56 (5), 21-25.

National Council ofTeachers of Mathematics (1989). Curriculum and

Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics. Reston, VA: author.
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DESIGN CHALLENGES PROPEL EARTHLY PROBLEMS

INTO ORBIT Standards-based activities bring the excitement of spaceexploration into the classroom

and can be adapted for students from elementaryschool through senior high.

.inne k. enter for .Ncierxe.

Living and working in space has become a reality. American astronauts regularly

orbit Earth on Space Shuttle missionsmericans and Russians have lived aboard the

Mir Space Station, and soon astronauts fromseveral countries will be living and

working aboard the International Space Station for months at a time.

It's a high-tech orbiting home and workplacebut it has all the possibilities of prob-

lems that exist here on Earth.

As part of the annual Space Day initiative, Challenger Center for Space Science

Educationin conjunction with more than 60 prestigious partners in education, sci-

ence and industrycreated a series of Design Challenges that combine real-world

problems with the excitement of the challengesof living and working in space.

Although the Challenges are created for students in grades four through six, teachers

can adapt the activities fora variety of grade levels. Three Design Challenges from

Space Day 2000 are reproduced here.

The Method Behind the Mission

Some of the best learning occurs when students work together for a common goal,

just as the men and women of NASA do. Each Design Challenge uses the Expert-

Jigsaw model, through which students first research their specific portion ofthe

team task, then teach the other members of their team what they've learned. Each

student's contribution is unique. Each student expert's efforts are required and

indispensable for group success.

By sharing their expertise. students promote each other's learning. Each student

expert is accountable for a share of work but is also concerned with assessing who

may need more assistance, support, and encouragement.

The Expert-Jigsaw model is supported by

research, which shows that stu-

dents learn 95 percent of what

they teach someone else, 80

percent of what they itt
experience personaily,

and 70 percent of what

they discuss with oth-

ers. In contrast, stu-

dents learn only 10 per-

cent of what they read

and 20 percent of what

they hear. (Glasser, 1998).

t

Anne Ireland is the Directorfor Educational .1 fatenals Development at4e

Challenger Centerfor Space Science Education. Email: auelandcalthaanger.org
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CHALLENGER CENTER

FOR SPACE SCIENCE EDUCATION

llenger Center for Space Science Education

is a global not-for-profit education organization cre-

ated in 1986 by the families of the astronauts tragi-

cally lost during the Challenger spaceshuttle disaster.

Dedicated to the educational spirit of thatmission,

Challenger Center develops Learning Centers and

other educational programs worldwide to Continue

the mission to engage students in science and mathe-

matics education.

Challenger Center's network of Learning Centers

throughout the Unites States, Canada, and the

United Kingdom has been a recognized leader in

educational simulation, with a strong standards-

based emphasis. Challenger Learning Centers and

Challenger Center's award-winning classroom and

teacher training programs all use the fascination

of space exploration to create positive learning

experiences that
Raise students' expectations of success;

Foster in them a long-term interest in math,

science, and technology;
Help them develop critical communication,
decision-making, team - building, and

collaborative skills.

In keeping with these goals, Challenger Center is a

proud partner of Space Day, held in May each year, in

which students and scientistsall over the world col-

laborate to solve Design Challenges like the ones

prisertted on pages 42-43. For more information

about Space Day and other Challenger Center

prOgrams, visit the Challenger Center web site:

www.challengetorg

Or contact

Challenger Center for Space Science Education

1250 North Pitt Street
Alexandria, VA 22314

(703) 683 -97401 Fax (703) 683-7546
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Another benefit to students is that through the Design Challenges' inves-

tigative, problem solving approach, each level ofBloom'sTaxonomy

(knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis, and evalua-

tion) is being touched upon.

Up to the Challenge, Up to the Standards

In using the Design Challenges, teachers arc promoting the overarching

National Science Standards (National Research Council, 1996, p.52) that

their teaching should:

' Focus on student understandingand use of scientific knowledge,

ideas, and inquiry processes;

Provide opportunities for scientific discussionand debate

among students;
Share responsibility for learning with students; and

Support a classroom community with cooperation, shared

responsibility, and respect.

More specifically, the
Challenges emphasize the following National

Standards:

Technological Design

All students should be able to identify appropriate
problems for tech-

nological design, and design a solution or product (p. 135).

Science as Inquiry

All students should be able to use appropriate tools and techniques

to gather, analyze, and interpret data (p. 145).

Science as a Human Endeavor

All students should recognize that importantcontributions to the

advancement of science, mathematics,
and tedmologr have been

made by different kinds of people, in different cultures, at different

times (p. 141).

Ongoing Support

We at Challenger Center for Space Science Education invite you to con-

tact us for help in making your school's science program the very best it

can be. Among our many
commitments to continuing the mission of

Challenger, we believe that in every young mind there is a window to the

universe, and when thatwindow is opened, studentsdevelop strengths

including skills in leadership,decision-malcing, trust-building, communi-

cation, and conflict management, as well asscientific research and prob-

lem- solving skillsthat will help them cope with the real world that sur-

rounds them every day.

References
Bloom, B.S. & Krathwohl. D.R. (1986). Thronszar ofhiscauonal Okorstres.

Hanotook I:Cop:tint Doom. Menlo Park,CA:Addison-Wrsley.

Glasser, W. (1998b Qualm Schools.
New York: Harperpercnnial !Am.

National Research Council 11996).
Natsonol Scion Educossoo Standards

Washington DC: National Academy Press.

DESIGN CHALLENGE #1: COMMUNICATION

Space Walk Talk

Planet Earth Connection
Consider some of the communication challenges in your community or

home:The telephone stops working .. you get laryngitis...your computer

goes down...you meet someone newwho cannot speak or hear.

International Space Station (ISS) Situation

The communication
(COM) units on the spacesuits used forextravehicu-

lar activities (spacewalks) have malfunctioned. Over the course of two

months, every one of the units has failed. Alloral communication outside

the Space Station has been lost. It will be another month before replace-

menu arrive, but work outside of the 1SS must continue.

Urgent Action Required
Communication is essential to sour mission! Without it, the mission will

fail.Your team has been tasked to develop a
nonverbal war for the astro-

nauts on extravehicular activities (EVAsi to
communicate with the crew

inside the JSS over a distance of at least 5 meters.
Remember, the spacesuit

is bulky and movement is limited. Any equipment required must support

nonverbal communication.

Distributed by DynEDRS
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Student Expert Gimps
Animal Behaviorist Studies the ocattnimicalicemethods of

various animals.

Nonverbal Communication
Specialist: Studies methods people use, other

than speaking, that allow them to communion.

Space Communication
Specialist: Learns about the different systems that

are used forcommunicating in space and the limitations of communica-

tions in space.

CommunicationsTechnologist
Studies the different types of commtmi-

cations equipment that are being developedand wed.

Anticipated Outcomes

The Design Solution will most
likely result in apaper-based plan with

drawings/illustrations or perhaps pictures.

Thinking Beyond
The student team will also be asked to apply what they learned to com-

municate with someonewho speaks a different
language and does not

understand English and with someone who is hearing impaired.
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DESIGN CHALLENGE #2: WATER PURITY

Water Re Cycle

Planet Earth Connection
Consider the water purity challenges on our planet: eater quality is an

increasingly serious problem all over the globe. Pollution from industrial

and residential waste, fertilizers, automobiles, and many other sources

include bacteria that can threaten lives, even in technologically advanced

societies. When natural disasters strikefloods, hurricanes, earth-

quakesthe shortage of drinkable water is one of the most life-threat-

ening problems.

International Space Station (155) Situation
With the high cost of carrying water into orbit to replenish supplies

aboard the International Space Station, as much water as possible needs

to be recycled. Water is critical to human survival. During a routine test

of water quality on board the Station, it is discovered that unknown

contaminates have polluted the water supply! Without clean water the

mission is in jeopardy, and the crew will have to return home within i

days when the current supply runs out.

Urgent Action Required
Several task forces have been assembled to develop a means of purifying

the water supply and saving the mission.The device must be able to

purify at least SOO milliliters at a time.

Student Expert Groups
Water Quality Specialist: Investigates acceptable water standards for

human consumption.
Hydrologist: Learns about the different sources and properties of

water.
Water Purification Systems Specialist: Investigates materials and sys-

tems used in the process of puri6ing water.
Water Reclamation and Recycling Specialist: Learns how water can be

collected and reused on a space station.

Anticipated Outcomes
The Design Solution will most likely result in three-dimensional work-

ing models, as well as a materials and pro-

cedures list. Encourage students to
also produce graphs tracking
the results of their tests

Thinking Beyond

The student team
will also be asked to

apply what they

learned to purify-
ing water (or snow)

when faced with a

natural disaster like a

flood, hurricane, or

earthquake.

r

4921bb...

DESIGN CHALLENGE #3: EXERCISE

X-treme Fitness

Planet Earth Connection
Consider exercise challenges here on Earth...Exercise is crucial to human

health. Whether we swim, walk, or climb stairs, our muscles, bones and

cardiovascular system need to be kept in shape.

International Space Station (ISS) Situation
Medical reports of crewmembers on board the ISS reveal that they are

experiencing bone and muscle tissue deterioration due to inadequate

exercise. While their exercise equipment is adequate and well-tested,

doctors claim the crew's state of poor fitness is due to infrequent exercise.

Asked about this, crrwmembers admit to being bored with the same old

routine and equipment. The ISS crew has challenged the physical therapists

to come up with more entertaining equipmentand interesting ways to

exercise in micrograsity.

Urgent Action Required
Your team has been challenged by the ISS crew to create an entertaining

sport, game. or exercise equipment for the space crew to help them keep

Distributed by DynEDRs
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bone mass and muscle tone. Any equipment designed must be compact

and lightweight and include instruction manuals. Sports and games should

include instructions and rules.

Student Expert Groups
Microgravity Specialist: Learns how objects andpeople are affected by a

weightless environment.
Physical Fitness Specialist investigates different types of exercise equip-

ment and sports /games.
Exercise Physiologist: Explores how the human body (muscles, bones,

heart, etc.) works when exercising or playing a sport/game.

Crew FitnessTrainer: Learns about fitness equipment and exercises that

are currently used by astronauts in a weightless environment.

Anticipated Outcomes
The Design Solution will most likely result in a paper-based product and

possibly photos, but don't rule out some interesting models of exercise

equipment.

Thinking Beyond
The student team will alco he asked to apply what they learned to make

their recess time more entertaining and their sport/ games more beneficial

to their bodies.
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MATH FROM THE TOYSTORE

Use of scaled replicas makes learning about ratio and proportion fun in this teacher's middle school math classes.

hs Robin Cohen. .1 fiddle School Mathematics Mather, Eastchesrer. NewYork

For a number o: rears I hate used model trains. ca.-s. dollhouse furni-

ture, figurines. and anyother scaled replicas I could find to teach ratio

and proportion. Students begin by measuring real cars and furniture.

They especially enjoy going outside to the parking lot to measure various

aspects of cars length, width. tire diameter, and so forth. We also mea-

sure furniture at school and at home.

Understanding of ratio and proportion

begins when students measuremodels and

scale them to the real life objects.
Dollhouse furniture is scaled one inch to

one foot. The simplicity of this scale

makes the furniture ideal for a first look at

scale replications. Students are given the

opportunity to work with ratio without

worrying about conversions.

Model cars are available in many different

scales. I have used scales ranging from

1:144 to 1:18. At times I have been fortu-

nate to acquire the same type of car in two

different scales. The students measure

various parts of the carsand then compare

them. We also discuss trends in car sizes

over the years.

Model trains come in standard sizes

including 0 r 1:-3r. HO 11:87, N

( 1 :160), and Z t1:220). All die railway

cars and accessories are available in each

scale, and collectors generally work with only one scale. One year, we

were able to take a field trip to visit a store devoted to model trains, and

the students got the chance to see first hand all the different scales and to

talk to an mid collector.

r

An extension of this unit is building model cars. Although I was not

familiar with the process. the students were excited about the hands-on

project. Model building is time consuming so we worked on the models

over a period of a few weeks. The students worked on their models

every other day, continuing their work while we finished the unit on

ratio, proportion, and percent and began our next unit.

One popular activity involved NASCAR racing, which interests a number

of my students.
Kellogg is among a number of major corporations that

sponsor cars. One year, the company put portraits ofdrivers and their

cars on boxes ofcereal and offered a scaled replica of a raring helmet

worn la% one of the drivers. The ratio of the model helmet to the actual

one ws I :4. Inaddition to allowing students to work with another ratio,

the h'Amet's shape provided a varied look at scale replicas. After we did

ratio problems. the students each had a bowl of cereal from the

NA:CAR-decorated boxes.

Robin Cohen u the depart:Beni
chairfor mathematics as Eastchester Middle

School in Eassthenn. Newlark. She has previously won grantsfor units that

are proceed. hsr...0 on. and high merest.

Visit enc.o&",
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The model-building project led to oneof

my best moments in teaching. The model

cars we built were scaled 1:25. Asa quick

assessment of students' undenitanding,

I asked each studentIndividually to fell Me:

what the scale meant. One itidehlialdirie
that it meant a real car would be keg: antes

as large. I asked hint if he could get kW a"

de that was four dines as large as the

model he was holding. He looked at me

with complete amazementand told me

absolutely rit.Thinking hard, he replied

that a real '.ar would he 25 times as large.

By George, he got it!

I think anyone can experience success using

replicas to teach ratio and proportion. It is

fun, it appeals to students, and it is adapt-

able to many different situations. You can

use whatever is at hand and have a good

time with real -world mathematics.

HAMM Ns STA/40MM

She activity described In this article supports the Learning

Standards for New York State in Mathematics, Science. and

reshfilio9Y %UM Vernally:

Number 3: Understand mathematics and become mathematically

confident by communicating and reasoning mathematically.

by applying mathematic hi
reaketald setting, and by solving

problems through the integrated study of number systems.

geometry, algebra, data analyds, probability and trigonometry.

Number 7: Apply the knowledgeand thinking sldlb of

mathematic science, and tedmology to address real -tie

problems and make Informed dedsionc

it 47
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ROWS, COMETS, AND NOVAE

s that could make them

by Dennis Erickson, Science Teacher, Chicago, Illinois

You have heard of Comet Hale-Bopp and the meteor that may have killed the

dinosaurs. Well, thanks to the Internet,digital cameras, and image processing

software, just about anyone has a chance ofdiscovering the next comet or an

asteroid headed toward our planet
Earthhopefully in time for us to try to

send a rocket to deflect the killer rock. And all this without a telescope!

Thanks to my alma mater, the University of Illinois in Urbana, nightly pictures

of the sky are available to anyone with an Internet connection. The astronomy

department has a camera lens attached to a sensitive CCD chip that takes

fantastic shots of the stars. The pictures are
automatically eiploaded to their

Internet site called Stardial. One image is taken every 15 minutes in a snip

just below the celestial equator. Images from the past three years are available

at the site.

Using Stardial in the Classroom

I captured students' attention by discussing the dinosaur extinction and by

showing several videos about asteroid impacts and dangers. Then I had each

student in my astronomy class choose an area of the sky that Stardial imaged.

Steps for using Stardial are detailed starting on page 44.

Students checked their area each clear night and compared the new images

with older ones to find any differences.

Over the course of weeks, several objects were found. Most turned out to

be airplanes or satellites. Two unknown objects were found and tracked for

several clays. Our project and two students were featured at the Tech 2000

exhibit at the state capitol, on a Chicago talk radio show, and on the evening

news of a Chicago television station.

The objects were compared to an asteroid database and were later found to be

known asteroids. We will keep looking!

Dennis E. Idericluonalatinschool.org, teaches astronomi: electronia and

compute: literacy in grades 6.12 at The Lorin School of Chicago. .1 hie-long ama-

teur astronomer and ham radio operator, his current gaiter issharing the wonders

of the night skr and educating the public ai,out light pollution and its solutions

Distributed by DynEDRS
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Benefits of the Project

This project builds many skills in astronomy. Students learn to use the

coordinate system tithe sky (right ascension and declination) and the

brightness scale of the stars (magnitude).The size of the images and speed

of the motion of the objects arc measured. Retrograde motion is shown

on some of the images. Students also get the opportunity to explore the

creation of digital images of the night sky with CCD cameras.

The project also builds computer skills. Students practice visiting

Internet sites by typing in the web addresses.They learn to download
images and convert them from one format to another. Other skills
include saving and opening files and digital image processing, animation

and aligning, measuring, and enhancing the images.

-

Perhaps the most important benefit is that the work of a scientist is high.

lighted. Students learn patiencemany thousand images may need to

be checked before a discovery is made. SurpriselThe work can be bor-

ing! Students learn to face disappointment when they think they have a
discovery and it turns out to be a known object, not a new one. They

come to appreciate the persistence neededIn scientists. Students see

that there may be no immediate results, and a project may take nears to

complete.

At the same time, they begin to imagine the thrill of discovery and being

the first person to sec a new object.They enjoy collaborating with other

scientists. They begin to realize that sometimes important discoveries are

made by accident.

Steps for Using Stardial

Here arc the steps, using a Macintosh.

(Windows is similar, but not identical. Steps to

use with that operating system are inserted as

needed.) Please note that other software and
hardware differences may affect the steps you

need to use. Also he aware that web sites do

change over time. For help in making this
Stardial activity work for you, email the
author derickson@latinschooLorg

r 4 mt. Edit View Go

1. Download the pictures.

Using the WWW browser Netscape, connect
to the Stardial site (www.astro.uiuc.edu/star-
dial). Download two images from the same
place in the sky that were taken on different
days. Two images with the file names of
01060530 and 01070530 would be good to

download and compare.

Note that the first four digits of the picture's
file name tell you when it was taken
(0106=January 6). The next four digits tell
you the picture's location in the sky (0530?-05
hours, 30 minutes RA). RA is similar to longi-
tude, but it is on the celestial sphere, not on
Earth.
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Stardial images are quite large In sky area
about 8 x 5 degrees, but only about 50K in
file size. They do not take long to download
in the JPEG format. If the image is all white
(6K size), the sky was cloudy on that date. Try
another image with a file size around 25K.

Here is the path to two images, taken on
dear nights, that you can use for your first

try:

Start Netscape and go to the site:
www.astro.ulucedu/stardial

Click on Web (under Data), then jpg/, then
RN, then 05304 then 20001, then 0106.jpg.

This will display an imageof stars.

Now save this image: File/Save As, choose
Format Source (change Text to Source).

Now do the same for the 0107.jpg image.

For Windows, save images with the .bmp
extension, choosing All Files in the,pull-

down menu.

2. Convert the pictures to a usable file
format.

(if the JPEGs open in NIH Image, you can skip

this step. A Quicktime converter on your
Mac may allow them to open directly in NIH

Image. )

For Macs, the images are in a JPEG format.

The imageprocessing software you will use

does not open JPEG so the images must be

converted to a PICT or TIFF format.

Open the first image in JPEGVIew 3.3.

Save As and choose the PICT format

Do the same for the second image.

BESTCOPY AVAILABLE



For Windom, use an Image manipulation

program (such as Paint) to open your .bmp

files and Save As true bitmap images. Save

in 256 colors.

3. Set memory requirements and open

the images.

The National Institutes of Health has a free-

ware program called Image that you can

download from rso.info.nin.gov (then click

on NIH Image/Image), then Downloads, then
nih-image162_fat.hqx). Or far Mac and PC,

you can get the program from www.cipe.com

(then click Software/Images, then NIH Image

Software or Scion Image Software). The Scion

site requires you to register before you

download, which will notcause a problem

for you. Use your school's address if you

wish.

Set the Memory Size of Image to 10000K.

Do this by clicking once on the Image icon

and then File/Get Info/Memory.

Set the Preferred Size to 10000.

Set the Image Buffer to 3000K. Do this by

starting the program and then accessing

Options/Preferences.

Set the Undo and Clipboard Buffer to 3000.

Quit the program.

Start Image.

Open the two PICT or bitmap images.

4. Make a stack from the two images.

You will put one image on top of the other in

a single file called a stack.

MenubariStacks/ Windows to Stack.

5. Align the images. (You can skip this

step for your first try).

The two images may not be exactly stacked,

so we need to register (align) them.

Go to the Menubar/Stacks/Register and fol-

low the directions that appear on the

screen. (A fiducial point is a reference star

that appears in both images.)

After you do Stacks/Register and click

Register, click ONCE on the exactcenter of a

small star near the upper left corner of the

image. REMEMBER WHICH STAR.

Then click TWICE quickly on a small star in

the lower right corner. REMEMBER WHICH

STAR. (Do not move the mouse between

theclicks, and they need to be two fast

clicks.)

The next image (slice) will appear. Do the

same clicking on the same stars. This will

align the two images.

6. Blink the two images.

Now that the images are aligned, we can

blink them to check for differences. show the

two images, alternating between the two

rapidly. Any object that is in one image, but

not the other, will blink.

Menubar/Stacks/Animate.
Change the rate using the number keys on

the keyboard, =slowest.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1. Check the identity of bit

If you find a blinker, it could t
oid, comet, satellite, or...777 E

time, and location to another
ask that person to confirm yo
students and I can try to conf
with others who find objects.
program called Starry Night (
soft.com) plots many known
can be used to identifyasterc

search for asteroids on the In

ways of reporting your finds.
known object or, if you are It

new find.

Another activity using Starch
plotting the light curve of va
AAVSO has a nice program c

Astrophysics (www.aayso.orc

site has more activities, and

think of additional activities

"focus
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he Collection:
Resources to Help You Bring
the Real World into your Classroom

by Tense Herrera and Carol Damian, ENV instructional Resources

Classroom wort in mathematics and science snould be meaningful to students in that it should have

some connection to the world they live in.What kinds of activities and problems do our young peo-

ple experience daily that have natural, but often underemphasized, connections to important mathe-

matics and science principles? Here are just a few examples:

What makes some hits with a baseball bat better than others?

How much trash do we accumulate in our wastebaskets in a week?

Can we assume that well always hare enough clean water?

Where does our food come from?

Can our family afford to take a vacation to Orlando?

Do we have enough land space on Earth to support the growing world population?

In this section of ENC Focus: we have attempted to identify some resources that %%ill help you and your

students make significant connections between classroom learning and matters of everyday life.Thc

aim of each resource here is to build a bridge to the real world, involving students in the mathematics

and science of everyday happenings. Yet each resource differs in how it builds that bridge.

Some provide connections between different disciplines, such as art and math (e.g.,The

Mathematics of Architecture or Mathematical Quilts).
Some resources uncover the science and math hidden in familiar events, such as science in toys

(Exploring Energy withTOYS) or in sailing a boat (SailingThrough Bernoulli).

Others deal with questions that young children bring to school and that still fascinate older stu-

dents: What is lightning? (A Handful of Lightning) How do planes fly? (TheTAKE OFF! Kit)

Some are simulations that put students into a scenario in which they problem solve within a

"real" context, such as designing a swimming pool (Pooling Around) or making a medical deci-

sion (A Problem of Life and Death). In these environments students work within a complex sit-

uation, in contrast to textbook problems that often focus on one skill at a time.

We present the resources in groupings that we hope will relate to your teaching needs and that range

across all grade levels. In many cases, students are involved in activities in which they must make

decisions, choose appropriate calculations, identify formulas, and create solutions within contexts

that, even though imaginary, are analogous to situations in our everyday world.

Learning for real-world applications opens a need for deeper understanding of the issues involved

and of the related math and science content. In Background Knowledge, we suggest resources that

will help teachers as well as students reach this understanding.

A section on Professional Development provides ideas on teaching strategies and other issues related

to guiding students through real-world exploration.

Finally, realizing that one of the most frustrating parts of preparing and implementing a lesson can be

finding actual data, we have included a set of Internet sites as sources of Real Data.

Distributed by DynEDRS
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As always, we must emphasize that this list ofexemplary resources is not comprehensive. The materials

featured in this issue were selected from the existing collection at ENC. Furthermore, due to limitations

of space, e can present only a sample of the innovative materials available to you as you open your

classroom to real world experiences.

Please note that this section is based on abstracts found in ENC's database of K-12 materials. All ENC

abstracts are descriptions rather than evaluative reviews. You will find complete ENC records for these

selections via the online version of ENC Focus (enc.org /focus /realworld). Some records provide links to

online, third - party reviews and/or references to journal reviews. Pricing and ordering information was

verified in April 2000, and is subject to change.
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Sport! Science ® The Exploratorium (Grades K-12)
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Contraptions That Work (And Knowing Why) (Grades 2-9) 57
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81

Searching ENC
When you go online to learn more about the materials high-

lighted here and others, you will find more than one option

for searching through ENCs vast collection. Here are a few

general tips for making best use of ENC's database of teach-

ing resources.

The simplest search forcurriculum resources on ENC

Online allows you to type in any word, and select cost

and grade level. Links at this search provide assistance in

choosing words.

The more advanced search options allow you to

construct even more specific searchesthis is great

if you have very clear requirements in mind.

Visit enc.org...,-;_;.01-/ 50

Distributed by DynEDRS
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The materials in this section were carefully selected by

ENCs content specialists to fit the theme of this Issue. If

you would like to see more materials on this topic from

ENCs collection, you can create your own search. Hint

To do our Initial searches, we used terms such as

'real world applications'
"environment'
'consumer mathematics'

(Be sure to include quotation marks around search

words.)

The catalog records printed in this part of the magazine

contain just the highlights of the full catalog record. To

go directly to a specific record, type in the ENC number

in the search window of any
search option. it is impor-

tant to type the ENC number exactly as is appears at the

end of the item's abstract in this magazine.
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Math and Science Al! Around

Math Around Us

Grade: K
1992
Agepc Optinal Data Corporator:

Maine Irtlarmatlen
OPOPI Oats Sotoi US*
512 Mears St NW. Suite 100
Atlanta. GA 30318
(404) 221-45031 Esc (030) 953-8601
rotate (803) 524-2481
warcopticaldstacom

5631.00 per kti
Nett Replace,nwrit components available
Cal putDsber for mace infoneben and
for system regurerrens.

Stenderat NCTM Conlcuium and
Evaluation Slandards (1989)

This kit, part of the KinderVentures

series, is a multisensory program that
engages young learners in finding out
about themeh es and the world around
them.The program is mathematics and
science oriented and has connections to
social studies. language arts, and the arts.

It incorporates videodiscs, hands-on activi-

ties, read aloud stories, literature and
manipulatives through the adventures of

Pocket and Tails, twin Wanderoos (tm),
that guide teachers and students through
both familiar and new concepts:This unit,
Math Around U , .:ontains five lessons that

help children learn about shapes and pat.

terns, counting and sorting, picture and bar graphs, units of measurement,

and addition and subtraction. The teacher's guide provides detailed lesson

plans, a bar code index to laserdisc images and movies,and individual and

group activities. In addition to traditional assessments, the guide also indi-

cates activities that would be appropriate for inclusion in portfolios or as

alternative assessments. The guide also prCvides reproducible student work-

sheets, a bibliography of children's literature, and connections to other disci-

plines, subject areas, multicultural perspectives, careers, and basic skills.The

accompanying CD-ROM provides narration, Quickrune (tm) videos, and

matching games that improve hand eye coordination, memory skills, and

understanding of math concepts. The kit also provides a large floor graphing

mat and a booklet that presents suggestions for developing mathematical

ideas using stories and poems from children's books. A Spanish version is

also available. (Author/LCT) ENC006490

A Handful of Lightning: Full Participation Science
Experiments for Young Scientists

Grades K-6
Ian
him Elise Batson and lam Batson

MI* lailanalise
SostaotOarcztuts
417 Cheer Lard
fort Collins. CO 80521
070) 4954782 / Fax (970) 495-6863
Ernst FIASurDoittaol.com
weectwarieflearo corn

t15.115 per boot (paperback)

standards Cdando Model Content
Standards for sone (amended.
Norember 1995): National Sdenee
Education &Weds (December 1995)

Distributed by DyaRDRS

This activity book is a compilation of .0

science experiments that require simple,

esvrydr: materials. In sample experi-

ments, students use air pressure to push a

straw into a potato, use hot and cold

water to inflate a balloon, and make a

roiling can reverse and return. Each
experiment is written with stepby-step
instructions and includes simple explana
tions, variations to extend the experi-

ment, and real-life connections, as well as

correlations to Colorado and National

Science Education Standards (1995).

(Author/ LCT) ENC-01462'

a.rr

Exploring Everyday Math:
Ideas for Students,Teachers, Parents

Grades K-6
1993
Mot Hap Apelffen ano Aria 10119

Oeduidag Inforatstion
Greenwood PrbistinPJ itemoniann
sumacess Books
88 Post Road Vast
PO Den 5007
Westport, CT 06881
(803) 431-7894 / Fax (800)
Tol-free(8C0) 7934150

203-1932

Email. custservabenemanntom
wawprearmacd.com

825.03 per beck

Stesdardez Naha Wittman and
Evaluation Standards (1989)

Exploring
Everyday Math
nesn Jar
UAW*
Illockers.
;~14.

Maio Apeineen and Tulin Klan

This teacher's guide pro... ics plans for
math activities that center on the daily life

of the family. Tice authors address two

themes in the guide: the problem of the

isolation of mathematics learning from
life experience and the need for parent

involvement in students' mathematics
learning. Most of the activities begin in
the dauroom, where students are
encouraged to use their imagination,

share ideas, and ask questions on topics
from their daily ores. The authors believe

that students will respond enthusiastically
to the activities and will be prepared to
participate in the second phase, which
takes place at home. Pareiib and other
family members are asked to join In the

process, contributing information, sharing

their knowledge, and taking part in the
investigations. With the coMpletion of the

home phase, the program is wrapped up
in the classroom where students compile,
organize, and interpret the Ideas and
information they gathered at home, pre-

senting them through minals, graphs,
mitten descriptions, books, or displays.

In addition to the activity plans, the guide

contains an extended discussion ofhow children learn mathematics. A cw-

riculum chart shows how the activities can be wed to address specific math-

ematical topics for different grade levels. Also provided are sample letters to

parents and book lists related to specific topics. (Author/GMM) ENC.

006935

Beyond Facts and Flashcards:
Exploring Math With Your Kids

Gredta 1(4
1818
new Jan Mottos & TERC

eill11111 intelsrtstted
Gteinetood ' ingWish / *Imam
Educational 80013 ire
88 Post Moat West
PO Box 6807
Watocit C106881
gen
Totre4e3(18-X9/ 3

a
4
PM 203-150P

Emit tortsawIthefeemene can
swaorannsod.cont

This book, written for parents of students

in grades K to 6, exposes the myth that

there are those who learn to do math eas-
ily and those whii ire drised never to
experience success hi 1Aiik.1113 book

offers parents practical ways to provide
children with needed practice in math,

along with a otactlion of Ones and
activities that encourages dams to
become successful math learners. The

ME Per book
book explains to parents how the activi-

ties relate to madiettiatick what is reason-
able to expect a child to understand, and

how to ask questions that prompt and

support mathematical !corning, Activities

range from the playful to the serious. In one activity, children count stop-

lights, determining how many were red when drivers arrived at them and

how long the lights staved red. This collection of exercises is intended to fas-

ter mathematical literacy. (Author/LOR) ENC-008967

SUMP*: 56105 Canicetuin and
Evalnincn Staldards KM
Protemonal Slaptards (1991)
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Sunlight, Skyscrapers, and Soda-P.):
The Wherever-You-Look Science Book

Grades 1(4
1968
Pub!laker Leanung Tnangre Press
Armor. Andrea T. Bennet Jams H.
Kesler

Medea Intomben
American Chantal Sccoty
°torture 1195
115518th Street 111V
W38°102(on. Dr 20036
(800) 209-0423 I Fax; (202) 672-6087
63114reer(600) 227-5558
vnymos.ornredresourcestenn

$12.96 per Toteoly1.. (Paberbadrl

This book contains hands on science activ-

ities that are designed for students and an
adult partner. It follows siblings Sally and
Sammy through their day as they realize

that there are interesting scientific phe-
nomena all around them. Each pair of

actividea begins with a picture of Sally and

Sammy in an everyday situation as they

desaibe in rhyme thcir observations. For
example, while they are in the kitchen fix-

ing breakfast, an egg breaks on the floor.

One of the activities that accompanies this

scenario allows the students to discover
the strength of the dome shape of eggshell

halves. The characters In the book chal-

lenge the readers to find in other scenar-

ios examples of the tested scientific princi-
plea. The strength of the dome activity is

demonstrated in a pictureof the ball park

with one of the characters sitting on a bat-

ting helmet. Answers to the science search

challenge and explanations of the hands-

on activities are provided at the end of the

book. (Author/JR) ENC-015498

Teaching Science with Everyday Things

Midas 24

Meer Actor E. Schmidt Wm H.
Rolm*

Oefietse rehmatlen
MS Eamon Formation
PO Box 8120
Fresno. CA 93747
(559) 255-4094/Fax (
Tall4rea (888)7331467

559)
MSS per book (papertM)

This activity guide provides elementary
science teachers with hands-on activities

using common, everyday things. The pur-

pose of the book is to beof practical help

to teachers in teaching science with no

special or costly equipment. The text is
structured in 14 chapters that cover such

topics as counting and measuring, air and

weather, and powders and solutions, as

well as environment and conservation,
forces and motion, and Sun, Moon, and

stars. Each chapter contains a statement of

objectives in three categories (attitudes
and appeciadons, skills and habits, and

facts and principles) and hands-on activi-

ties. Each hands-on activity includes back-

ground information, a list of materials,

and procedures, as well as samplediscus-

sion questions. In sample activities, stu-

dents make a bottle barometer by putting

an inverted bottle with a long slender

neck in a jar of water, build a simple mag-

netic compass by hying a magnetized needle on a piece ofaluminum foil on

a water bowl, and make a magnifier by catching a drop of water in a loop of

a thin wire. The book features cartoon illustrations that show procedures and

instructions detailed in the text. It also includes bibliographic references and

an index. (Author/YK) DiC-015984

Visit enc...c, S2

Distributed by DynEDRS

The Science Chef TravelsAround the World:
Fun Food Experiments and Recipes for Kids

Grades 2.8
INS
tabor Jean IYAmo. Karen Lien
°Trumann

Ordering Intenustron
John Mee art Son. Inc.
One Vtdey Dove
Somerset N108875
atm *Nato / Far (732)302-2375
Toll-rm (803)2255945
vnertvrOey.com

$12.96 per activity book (paper sa*)

This book helpi students become inter-
national science chefs as they integrate

their study of geography, science, and
food. Readers learn about the foods and

cultures of fourteen countries, perform
hands-on science experiments, and pre-
pare international dishes. Eachchapter

begins with a regional map and a discus-
sion of the foods and meals of that coun-

try. Science experiments that can be con-

ducted in the kitchen are followed by

recipes that contain the foods tested in the experiments. Each experiment

includes a purpose statement, a list ofmaterials, and a set of directions. An

explanation of the results is included. A scale from one to three chef hats

indicates the cooking experience needed to prepare the recipes.The book

provides explanations of cooking tools,skills, and safety rules. Getieral nutri-

tion Information is supplied, and a table lists the nutrient content of all ol'

the recipes. A glossary contains culinary and scientific terms. (AuthOr/JR)

ENC-016386

Math in Geography
Math Is Everywherel Series

Grades 4-6

*Oar Torn Melon

Medi Itermatioe
Eln-MooT Edueatanal Publebers Co.

Ordenr
18 Lower FateXine OrM
Moatasy. CA 93910
Fax (320) 777-4332
woe( 800) 777.4302
urereman-maumi

MI5 per book

Meth In
GEOGI:3A)201

Tide book, for fourth through sixth grade

teachers, is one of a series sleuth-based,
hands-on thematic units. Children apply

math concepts and dolls to home and
school situations. The units include

teacher resource pages, student forms for

recording information, activity sheets,
and patterro.This unit Wends to engage

students in a variety of mathematical
applications to the study of geography.
Students make their own globes; measure

distances on maps and globes; investigate

world time; and exploit direction, longi-

tude, and latitude. Also available from this

series is Math in the Kitchen for grades 2-3,

which includes recipes and activities relat-

ed to the kitchen and cooking, Children

also explore cost comparison for grocery

items and are introduced to the poster of

advertising. (Author/SXA) ENC-0074S 3

& ENC-0074S0
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Great Moments in Science:
Experiments and Readers Theatre

Grades 4-9

sow seemNM

Ordeals; inforasetlea
Teacher Mau Prts names Unlimited
PO Boa 6633
Englewood. CO 80155
(303)770-1220 / Fat (303)220-8843
Tog-trea (8OO) 237 -6124
vninelu.conV

ULM per activity book (papabecin

This book contains scripts for scenarios
that depict historic discoveries by male

and female scientists, experiments related
to the discoveries, and lists ofadditional

references. The author's goal is to help

students connect abstract concepts with

the flow of human drama and history.
When the students act out the scenarios,
the topics become relevant within a his-

torical context. The activities represent

twelve significant events in science and wereselected because of their rete-

ll vat= to classroom teaching, theatrical potential, and affordability. One

chapter covers how Louis Pasteur handled the debate about whether sponta-

neous generation occurs or not.The students perform a skit in which

Pasteur is trying to balance his administrative duties with his battle to dis-

credit Felix Pouchet's claim that microscopic organisms appear without par-

ents during fermentation andputrefication. Pasteur and his student model

the scientific patterns of thought and process skills when they discuss his

experimental designs and results.The related experiments that the students

conduct involve testing the conditions that optimize mold grow th.They look

for sources of error, reflect on their observations,and consider what their

results mean. References for.further reading are included. (Author/JR)

ENC-016071

Measurement in Motion
Learning in Motion Series

Grades 5-12
ttlfr
Maw Margo Capp, Wad Mt
progiarraner. Miaow Green

Orating Informodee
Leaning in Motion
500 Seabright Aram Sale tos
sato Cut. CA $5062
(831)4574ECO / Fax t)4596876

Tol-frea (BOO)

M
5604570

Env* helpdeskOleantmobon.corn
onatlearamoden.com

$1211.08 per CD-ROM pada%
(Macintosh)

Nob: treluees 1 CD-ROM. 1 =Mallon
congener ask nth 1 hat op disk and 1
teacher% guide. :antra verrior for quan-
tity Oxounts and system teceiraneats.

This kit contains software and a teacher's
guide with activities that enable students

to mathematically and scientifically analyze

motions that are common in their lives.
The authors state that in both math and

science, connecting different mathematical
' representations builds deeper understand-

ing.This lit is designed to let students
directly connect conaete situations in

movies to visual data representations in
graphs and charts, and to symbolic repre-
sentations in data tables and formulas.The

kit contains installation software, a CD-

ROM, and a teacher's guide. The CD-

ROM has video segments of real-life

occurrences, such as a candle burning, cars passing on the street, or the

movement of amusement park rides. Teachers or students can capture

motions that they want to study and use the software with digitized movies

that they create. Students direct the computer to take measurements such as

area, angles, and lines, while the program keeps track of the time.They

decide how they want to display theirdata and whether they want to add

text.The CD-ROM also contains two investigation webs that connect a set

of related investigations.These webs offer the users several suggested paths

while they study variations of motion with the same object. The activities in

the teacher's guide explore the scientific and mathematical content, while

stimulating the students to think of other questions or applications in differ-

ent situations. Each activity lists the learning objectives, national standards,

and the problem for investigation as
well as discussions of the results and

extensions of the lessons. Reproducible student pages are provided. A refer-

ence section in the teacher's guide offers technical help for the applications

in the computer program. (Author/ JR) ENC014600
:4
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This series of teacher's guides contains
guided discovery activities with step-by-
step instructions and background informs-
don to allow presentation by teachers
without special background in math or sci-

ence.This teaching unit consists of activi-
ties to help students in grades 6 to 8 learn
about learning from several different per-
spectives.Topics include the human organ-
ism, animal behavior; health and safety,

product testing, the ethics of experimenta-

tion, and what scientists do. In addition to providing a way to study these

important content areas, this unit enables students to learn more effectively as

they continually reflect on their own learning prooess. While doing the activi-

ties in this book, students study howindividual humans and animals learn;

make tactile mazes of sticker strips; test mares on a blindfolded partner;

explore how humans and animals learn by using sensory information from

their environment; learn how to solve two health related mystaies based on

true stories; and investigate how animals and humans learn what is safe to eat

and learn why there is a need for regulation of foods, drugs, and cosmetics. A

Behind the Scenes section serves as an introduction to the topic of leaning

and the human brain; a Summary Outlines section serves as a teacher guide.

Also included are student outcomes, assessmentsuggestions, literature con-

nections, and a resource section. (Author/CCM) HNC - 008092

No Quick Fix: A Problem - Based Unit
Problem-Based Science Units

Grades 6-8
1997
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Education
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This curriculum unit is designed to intro-

duce high ability students to immunology
and microbiology as they grapple with an
ill-structured, real -world problem. The

series comprises a supplementary curricu-

lum designed to integrate science process,
content, and the concept of systems
through the study of real-world problems.
Each unit is organized around acentral

problem that is mapped out Into specific

lessons with assessment approaches that
include problem logs, experimental
design worksheets, and lab report forms.

This unit contains flea lessons that vary
in length between one class session to two

or three weeks.The students begin this

unit by assuming the role of a physician who must develop en action plan to

control a potential outbreak of tuberculosis. In the first lesson, students

work together to create a Need to Know Board that outlines what they

,beady brow, what they need to Imow, and how they can find required infor-

mation. In the next lesson, student: learn about the concept of a system and

apply it to the human body. In subsequent
lessons, students create a diagram

of the immune system and study microscope slides of the thymus, spleen,

and lymph nodes as well as samples of normal and tuberailar lung tissue.

For each lesson, the guide provides a summary of the lesson length, its

instructional purpose, and required materials and handouts. It also provides a

list of discussion and hands-on activities for each class session, questions for

ss
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the teacher to ask, and suggested
assessments and extension activities.
Reproducible student readings and work-
sheets are included, as well answer keys,

scoring rubrics, and sources for supplies.
The bibliography includes a listing of

curricular correlations and electronic
resources. Also available from this series

is Elettridty City, in which students are
introduced to electricity as they work to

meet the electrical needs of a plannal
recreational complex being built in the

middle of a city. (Author/LCT)
ENC-014776 & ENC-014779

This CD-ROM, one of six interactive soft-

ware products available in the Prime Three

Math series for middle school grades, pre-

sents the dramatic story of the work of a

medical team treating a fifteen year-old

patient in an emergency room. Software

guides the students, working in groups,
through the first two acts, which involve

them in the problem-solving scenario.
They follow a sequence of activities: learn

which data to collect, watch the video
twice, work on individual and group math

problems, share answers, and have a group

review of the answers. Functioning as a
team is planned into the lesson sequence
and considered a primary objective. Act

three is a short video resolution to the

drama. The mathematics covered includes

conversions of metric units and equiva-

lents, medical measurements and rates,

and graphs of values over time. This CD-

ROM unit takes two to four class periods

to complete and comes with aTeacher's

Guide containing learning objectives,
reproducible masters of student materials,

and an answer key. There are optional
homework assignments, suggestions for
how to evaluate the unit, and ideas for

extensions into real-world applications. Also available from this series isFire,

which presents the story of a team of firefighters at the scene of a fire. in

the problem-solving scenario, students use formulas applying basic algebra,

order of operations, measurements and rates, and the PythagoreanTheorem.

(Author /JRS) ENC-011939 & ENC-011356

BESTCOPYAVAILABLE
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This activity book and accompanying
teaching guide, designed by Consumer
Reports magazine, presents 18 product-

testing activities that help students develop

a healthy skepticism about the world of

consumer goods. The testing activities in

this program involve not only hands-on
encounters with many science concepts,
but also general scientific methods, such as

data collection, analysis, and experimentalcontrols. Sample testing products

include antacids, bubble gum, and jeers, as well as orange juice, shampoos,

and yogurts. For example, through testing antacids (or shampoos or yogurt),

students learn about adds and bases; and by testing sports drinks they are

introduced to ions, salts, and the body's digestive and metabolic processes.

Fads activity includes focus questions, a statement of objectives, and a list of

materials. Each activity in the Student DAtabooks begins with step-by-step

tests, and ends up with activities that have students deign the test proce-

dures. Students are also encouraged to send test results to Consumer

Reports, using a form that ts provided on the last page of each unit in the

teaching guide. The teaching guide includes an introduction and trou-

bleshooting tips and covers how to use this program. it also includes discus-

sion questions with answers and suggestions for extensions. A science con-

cept index is provided In the teaching guide. (Author/YK) ENC-015442

The Power of Numbers: A Teacher's Guide
to Mathematics in a Social Studies Context
An Intercifscip6nary Curriculum

Grades 6-9
This guide for an integrated mathanatics

18113 and social studies =Wenn contains les-
Mhz Fred E. Muss. Patrick Morton,
Reed A. Patine(

son plans and activities for learning math

in the context of real-world decision mak-

ing. Contexts indude polling, studying

trends in census data, and designing a
public rail transportation system for Los
Angeles. Students work on thematic pro-

jects that require reasoning and communi-

cation skills as they apply quantitative

techniques in social studies. Each lesson
plan contains teacher questions for guid-

ing class discussion, relevant mathernatcs

information, and answers, with explanations, for all activities. The lessons

may be used sequentially or
selectively.The guide also includes assessment

suggestions, an appendix on cooperative
learning techniques, and a reference

list. A student handout packet is included with the guide.The curriculum

activities are correlated with the National Council ofTeadient of

Mathematics Carskuhtm old Eroluation Suntdardsfor School Mothentona (1989).

(Author/IRS) ENC-014176
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Math in Daily Life:
How Do Numbers Affect Everyday Decisions?
wwwleametorglexhibitsIdailyrnathl

Grades 6-12
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This web site, part of the
Anneaberg/CPB Project Exhibits
Collection, explores how math principles

can be helpful when deciding whether to
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buy or haw a car, following a recipe, or decorating a home.The site is orga.

nized into six themes that describe mathematical concepts and offer hands-

on application activities. As an example, the section Playing to Win explains

how to find mathematical probability and describes how these rules define

long-term outcomes For gambling casinos. Inanother section, Population

Growth, there is a hands-on activity for calculating simple and compound

interest on retirement savings, alongwith information about different ways

to communicate data visually. A bibliography and links to other mathematical

web sites are also provided. Winner. ENC Digital Dozen, March 1999.

(Author/J RS) ENC-014301
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This CD-ROM is an interactive simulation

in which the players take the role of gen-

eral contractors in developing and manag-

ing the construction of a swimming pool

or spa. Through interactive games, the

series applies basic principles ofpre-alge-

bra, algebra, and geometry to the real
world through workplace applications.
According to the creators, the games are
designed for people who are interested in
thinking mathematically and in developing

business sense. In this game, the player

schedules the subcontractors and proceeds
through six stages of construction: survey-
mg and excavation, structural forming,

concrete, deck and tile, plaster, and land-

scaping. Before each stage the player must

provide information about the amountof
material or equipment that is needed. In

the excavation stage, for example, players

calculate perimeter of the pool, the
amount of sod that can be salvaged prior

to excavation, and the number of truck-

loads of dirt that will be removed for the

holc.There are two levels of play: learning

level and real world (with more unexpect-
ed problems). On-screen guidance is
offered by a mentor who also monitors
performance in terms of schedule, bud-

get, and customersatisfaction. Players use skills that include finding area and

volume. Extensions and related activities are included In the accompanying

brochure. (Author/AS) ENC-0 I 2682
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This kit contains multimedia materials for

a four part program in which students

apply data analysis techniques to deter-

mine which newborns are good candidates

fur treatment with a risky, yet potentially

lifesaving heart lung bypass therapy.The

series offers supplementary mathematics

programs that aim to motivate students

with video presentations, creating a nal-

world context for open-ended problem

solving activities. A teacher's guide for each program in the series describes

the goals and offers background information along with teacher preparation

instructions and assessment guidelines. In the video for Part One of this pro-

gram, students see a helicopter delivering a newborn baby in respiratory dis-

tress to a hospital and learn about the baby's situation. Scenes from the hos-

pital highlight the urgency of the information explaining what

Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation (ECMO) therapy is and in what sit-

uations it is typically used. Students, working in groups, are given a diagram

of the ECM() heart lung pump, dataFrom the early 1980s about babies with

severe respiratory illness, and definitions related to the data. Seven data ele-

ments are given for each baby. Students are challenged to determine which

of these elements can be used to separate survivals from deaths.The goal is

to specify, on the basis of the data, a subset of the 30 babies thathave a less

than 20% chance of survival; these babies would be considered reasonable

candidates for the ECM() therapy. Each student group is responsible for a

five-minute presentation about their conclusions. In PartTwo, students view

the next segment of the video describing the benefits and risks of incubator

and ECMO therapies. Stem-and-leafdiagrams and box plots are introduced

as techniques for helping to determine which data elements most closely

correlate to infant deaths.The student groups construct diagrams for the

data elements and present their solutions to the class. In the final two parts,

students use scattergrarns to make medical decisions and learn about the

international controversy surrounding medical testing procedures. Also

included with this program Is a CD-ROM with an interactive interview with

a doctor answeringfrequently asked questions concerning ECMO therapy

along with an animation showing how
ECMO therapy works and an account

of one child's experience and
successful therapy outcome. Activities are cor-

related to the NCTM Curriculum and &elusion Standarcisfor Schaal

Mathematic: (1989). (Author/IRS) ENC-016737
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Thb book contains lessons and activities

designed to help students use sdentific
Information to make everyday decisions.

The book is divided into three parts. Part

One provides an overview for teaches,

including background information on deci-

sion making, introductory activities, teach-

ing tips, presentation ideas, and a teaching

plan. PartTwo contains guided activities

with student and teacher pages, and Part

Three con' ins tklependent exercisesthat

t additional topics for practicing the

students have learned.Topics include

biotechnology, environmental conserva-

tion, and energy use. In a sainple ewe

study, students read background
information about the effects of chlorofluo-

rocarbons (CFCs) and discuss how CFCs should be regulated. Asstudents

develop their decision making skills,
they brainstorm ideas, make notes on

their ideas and research, and record their conclusions in journals. Notes on

using journals as assessment and sample grading rubrics are provided in the

appendices as well as information on national standards, bibliographic

references, and Internet resources. (Author/ LCT) ENC-012221
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Mathematics for Decision Making in Industry and
Government. High School Modules
mie.eng.wayne.edulfacultylchelselinforms

Grades 9-12
1997
Aultenembinastst And Outten editors.
Kennett (nett, Ton Edwards, fruit
UK(

This web site contains real-world applica-

tions of linear programming in teacher-
friendly modules. The site, developed and

maintained as a joint project of the

Industrial and Manufacturing Department

at Wayne State University and the Institute for Operations Researchand the

Management Sciences, aims to motivate students to learn mathematics by

demonstrating ways in which the mathematics they are learning is actually

used in industry and government. Two modules in this site provide supple.

mentary material related to using systems of linear inequalities in Linear pro-

gramming for problems involving worker scheduling and product mix.The

modules are designed as self-contained supplements to the high school cur-

riculurn with the basic material suitable for introductory algebra and the

extensions to be used for more advanced grade levels. In addition to the

teaching modules, this site contains brief histories of operations research and

linear programming, as well as short case studies showing the use of linear

programming to solve problems in industries around the world. Case studies

include the Nabisco Company, production
for farmers in China, and the

lumber industry in Mexico. (Author/ JRS) ENC.° 1 1878

integrated Mathematics and Science

Protect Explorer: AnOrangewood Elementary and AO
West Collaborative Project
coe.westasu.edulexplorer

Grades X-6
1998
Poller. 014710ownid Oernengry

sae end
ASW West orescrune education students

Leavings: NCI1S Cann:Wm and
Wizen Standards (1999).

This web site presents integrated math
and science units and activities.The mater-

ial was developed at a two-week staff

development workshop for teachers held
during the summer of 1997. The work.

shop goal was for the teachers, working in

teams, to experience current techniques for mathematics-based integrative

instruction and then apply these principles as they designed curriculum for a

two-week summer aunp that immediately followed the workshop. This web

site contains six teaching topics, each containing a section overview, profes-

sional development resources, and the teacher-created resources.Thc activi-

ties emphasize a hands-on appree.eh; develop the mathematics from the

NCTM Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989) in

science contexts; and incorporate language arts and technology tools to

enhance learning. (Author/IRS) ENC-013759
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In this book, students explore the mathe-

matics involved in ayptology by devising,

enciphering, and deciphering codes.The

cross-curriculum series combines essential
pre-algebra topics with hands-on science
explorations to motivate students inboth

areas of study. Using materials and group

collaboration to solve open-ended prob-

lems, students are encouraged to make

connections between classroom and real-

wnrld applications through links to writ-

ing, history, technology, and careers. In

this module, the focus is on modular
arithmetic and equivalency. Each activity

begins with an overview page summariz-
ing what students arc doing and how the

teacher needs to prepare.This is followed
by background information for the
teacher's use and a detailed clesaiption of
the activity, along with suggested discus-

sion questions and assessment strategies.
Also included arc project ideas for stu-
dents to complete with their families. The
discussion questions challenge students to

investigate why prime numbers play a significant role In sophisticated cryptic

systems, and why modular arithmetic is called remainder aridanedc. Each

module also includes materials lists, blacidine activity masters, and tans-

parency masters. Also available from this series are In the Wind, which

focuses an vectors and the theory of flight, and Designing Ethironments,

which looks at scale drawing, proportion, and area-perimeter relationships.

(Author/ YK) ENC-014234, ENC-01423S & ENC-014438
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This teacher's book, a collaborative effort

of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and the National

Council ofTeachers of Mathematics

(NCTM), provides dassroom-tested atty.
sties involving selected aerospace topics

illustrating how science can develop math-

ematical thinlcing These activities provide

students with models to help them con-

ceptualize the magnitudes of measure-

ments in aerospace applicanotu.The activ-

ities reinforce ratio and proportion con-

cepts and afford opportunities to apply

estimation strategies, proportional reason-

ing, and topics from discrete mathematics.

A sample unit presents the mathematics

underlying the Global Positioning System

(CPS). It develops a conceptualatior' t of

GPS through example) in one, tan, and

three dimensions, ideittifies the mathemat-

ics inherent in the systems, and offers a

series of acdsnies. The instruction in these

:abides is based on the NCTM
Curriadum and Evaluation Stands:n(1ft

School Mathematia (1989),Projectional

Statidardifor reaching Mathematics (1991),

and Attestment Standankftr School

Mathematics (1995).Three posters describ-

ing binary trees and cryptography; satellite orbits and Kepler's laws of

motion; and position, navigation, and the GPS are inducted. The teacher's

book provides teaching suggestions
and solutions to the student pages.

Materials from this series are also
available for grades K-6 and 5-8.

(Author/ LDR) ENC-010961

.61
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Mathematics in Biology
www.bio.brandeis.edulbiomathltap.html

Grade 11 and up
Motor. Geoffrey Diva Steven Kant
Fmk trews. and Milo Casey

This web site, created at Brandeis
University, offers concrete interactive sim-

ulations of scientific concepts that are

applications of advanced mathematics topics. Advanced level mathematics is

required to explain the mechanism supporting the development of each sci-

entific concept. Mathematics topics include exponential growth, the deriva-

tivt, logarithms. differential equations, and partial derivatives. Interactive

models for population growth, with and without predators, feature probabil-

ities that the viewer can adjust to create an animation. Also found at this site

are simple and complex simulations with graphs for the propagation of dis-

ease.The population and diseste simulations are based on using differential

equations to model the scientific process. Included is an explanation of the

mathematics that supports each simulation.There is a note to high school

students and teachers about the importance of mathematics for the study

and understanding of modern biology. Links to other sites that it the

connection between science and mathematics are provided. (Author/IRS)

ENC013226
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Sport! Science @ The Exploratorium
mow.exploratorium.edu/sport/index.html

Grades K-12
Meer. Jim Spalaccim

This web site, published by the
Exploratorium, highlights the science and

technology of sports. The Exploratorium

is a museum with more than 650 science, art, and human perception

exhibits, many of them online. This exhibit contains sections about baseball,

bicycling, skate boarding, and hockey as well as articles about the impact of

science on athletic endeavors. Each sport section explains the laws of physics

that need to be consideredin the athletes' strategies, the physiological

factors that impact their performances. and the materials and design involved

in the construction of sports equipment . Each section has video clips that

show authorities in athletics and science explaining aspects of the sport.

Interactive activities allow site visitors to explore concepts such as the vari-

ables Invoked in hitting a home run or the aerodynamic drag and propulsive

power of a cyclist. Hands-on activities, such as the clothespin workout to

demonstrate muscle fatigue, are found throughout the site. Students use

mathematical skills to make calculations such as reaction times and gear

ratio. Questions arc answered, such as why muscles burn after exercise.

(Author/JR) ENC-016069

Gizmos and Gadgets: Creating Science Contraptions
That Work (And Knowing Why)
Williamson Kids Can Series
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This activity book provides instructions
for making 75 contraptions that demon-
%trate such physical principles as friction,

gravity, energy, and motion. Readers learn

how to make a catapult that sends marsh-
mallows flying and a toy bird that balances

on a finger from materials found around

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
6 2
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the house and in the garage.Thc book is
organized into chapters for motion and
friction, gravity and balance, and torque

and energy. Each chapter begins with a
brief introduction to the concept and
contains directions for building four or
five contraptions that illustrate how it
works. For example, the chapter on spin-

ning (rotational inertia) describes how to build a simple top from a pencil

and various shapes of cardboard. Readers then try to improve the spin by

adding weights and using a string to add torque. Each activity becomes

slightly more complex until students are building a rink where their tops

appear to defy gravity and designing boomerangs and pie plate Frisbees.

Each activity includes additional scientific explanations and examples of real-

life applications. (Author/LCT) ENC-016481

Exploring Energy with TOYS:
Complete Lessons for Grades 4-8
Teaching Science with TOYS Project
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1999
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This book, published as part of the NSF-
funded Teaching Science with TOYS pro-

ject, provides teachers with ideas on bow

to use toys as teaching tools through 21
physics activities.The goal of theTOYS

project is to enhance teachers' Icnowledge
of chemistry and physics and to encour-

age the use of activity-based, discovery-

oriented science instruction. The topic of

this module It mechanical energy and
energy conversions. The module is orga-

nized into three main sections that pro-
vide a review of mechanical energy con-

cepts; pedagogical strategies for teaching

a unit on mechanical energy; and module

activities in which complete instructions
for conducting each activity are provided.

Each activity contains background infor-

mation, procedures, and guidelines for

class disansion, as well as suggestions for

alternative methods and extensions,
strategies for assessment, and ideas for

cross-curricular hitegration.These are

followed by a list of further reading and
handout masters in which lusters for
data sheets and obseriation sheets are

provided. Each activity is correlated with the National Science Education

Standards. (Author/11) INC-014449

Yesterday's Sports, Today's Math

Grades 44
War: km Rarer

**hp ItforMallos
Dab Seymour Publations
4363 Equily Cris,
PO Box 2649
Cambia OH 43215
(800) 237-3142/Fat (820) 293-3156
Tallinn: occe 231410e
sivagmarsmdminsinicom

115J15 per book

This book is a collection of activity
masters that uses sports to help students

discover Math as they investigate scoring

patterns, averages, records, and other sta.

tistics.These activities, which use real-

world data, aim to teach students number

sense while they build math skills. The

activities are arranged by sport and vary

algfOCUS vo1.7, nos



significantly within each spurt in terms of

difficulty. Sports statistics are provided on

the blackline masters for some of the

activities. Others require up-to-date slats.

tics for which the sports page of the news

paper is generally a useful source.

Statistics for school team sports may also

be used for such activities. In a sample

hockey activity, students learn how to cal.

culate goals against average and to deter-

mine which goalie has the best average. An

answer key is provided for those activities

that require it. (Author/ KFR) ENC-

009563

Toying Around with Science:
The Physics Behind Toys and Gags

Grades 5-6
1193
Pat listen Franklin Wen and Order
After Bob Frodtalfor

Marla° Information
Grolier Classroom Publislinp Company

Trait ages
90 Shama Range
Danbury. Cr 08456
(203) 7929 7430243937 I Far WO

37443
Iol-free (900) 021.1114
Writ0f06eLCOM

ate per boot (paperback)

teF3th ...tr.de

This text presents detailed background
information about how toys work.
Throughout the book, the author, who has

been performing as a magician for almost

thirty years for children, reveals the

innermost secrets of toys to teach stu-

dents basic scientific principles behind

toys. Toys covered include air and water

pressure toys, magnetic toys, and friction

toys, as well as vibration toys, spring pow.

esed toys, and windup toys. Using inex-

pensive toys, students explore how

water guns (as small water pumps)

work by building the difference in as

pressure in a tube; learn about magnet.

ion by pulling a bug in a mug using the

attraction between the inner magnet in

the mug and the outer magnet in their

hands; and investigate hOw a yoyo

moves by converting potential energy

to kinetic energy.The text also features

black and white illustrations that show

inside views of several different types

of toys. It also includes a review of the

scientific principles, a glossary, and an

index. (Author/YK) ENC-016321

Go Figure! Mathematics Through Sports

Grades 6-12
1999
New Lesley SJ, Fanner

OWN brfermallon
Teacrar Ideas Press/ Libra:kis Unlattexl

FO Box 6633
Eraparreoed. CO 80155
(303)770-1220 / Fax (303) 2204443

kirk« (600) 237'6124
Inman.=

32410 per boot (pavirtrack)

OWN* NCTII Currkarkm and
Evaluation Staldads (1903)

Visit encer150/58

Distbibuted by DynSDRS

This teacher resource book blends mathe-

matical concepts and information research

in activities based on sports themcs.The

book covers five major topics, each with

its own mathematical focus. Measurement

concepts are developed in the context of

physfolop a sports training context is

offered for math functions, and ahow to

play the game unit highlights geometric

ideas_The sports competition unit focuses

on using statistics, and the last emit exam-

Ina sports economics,emphasizing data

Go Figure!
Mathematics

'Through.
. Sports

teMerS..1. Parewr

representation. The multiple !cretins

found in each unit contain single concept

warrn-up activities and more extensive

open-ended projects. Other lesson activi-

ties include extensions and brainteasers.

The introduction explores the rationale

for providing contextrich, complex
learning experiences that encourage stu-

dents to think creatively about mathemat-

ics. It also explains how the material sup-

ports the National Council ofTeachers of

Mathematics (Nan Curriculum and
Eraludian Standards (1989) and the basic

tenets of the NCT7tA's draft 1999 process

standards. in a sample activity, studentschoose a sport, determine a variable

by which to compare two sets of records data, and research the sport's

record-breaking history. The final project for this activity consists of a graph

for the two sets cidata, a mathematical function describing the trends

observed in the data, and an analysisof the data including predictions for

future records. Students are assessed on the accuracy of the graphs and fisnc-

dons and on the mathematical rigor oldie analysis and predictions.

(Author/IRS) ENC-016377

Sailing Through Bernoulli
SportsFigures Series, 1998.99.

Grades 9-12
not
Nam A Ow erotortucet
Holly Faison

Wi inforeaden
ESESPY(, Ca

en
ble in the Clammorn Departirent

ESPN Plaza
Mel CT 09310
(880)5854000

fat 9e per 199849 mates (7 video.
Ntrogre Worms 1 guide)

This video segment, developed forgrades

9 to 12 as part of the Sports Figutes video

swim, explains how fiensOullrs principle

is used to propel a sailboat (lister than the

wind. The video series presents 141essons

meant to stimulate student Interest in

mathematics and physics by showingthe

emulations of these subjects to sports.

Each videotape contain two Or three

lessons featuring top professional athletes

who demonstrate how mathematical and

physical principles are used in sports. This

segment features World Cup skipper

Scott Dickson who demonstrates why a

=abort moves faster when it is positioned

perpendicular to the wind. The second

segment on this tape is oiled How Sweet

It Is (ENC.015097) and explains how

standing wave patterns Itad to the sweet

spot effect known to baseball hitters. It

features Atlanta Braves third baseman

Chipper Jones who demonstrates that

when the ball hits the tweet spot of a

baseball bat, the athlete fells no force or vibration on his hands and the ball

seems to take off with extraspeed.'The teacher's guide provides a lesion plan

and activity sheet for each tithe video segments. Eadt lesion sithitharthes

the academic topics and provides
background iiffonmttoa acid ideas for

extending the lesson. An activity sheet contains additionalproblems and

open-ended discussion questions.
(Author/LCT) ENC-0 I 5096
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Construction and Design

Under Construction
41M5 Activities Series. Cirocies K 2

Grades K-2
1997
UV*: Carol Cosset ednor. Sony Cord&

Ordering gdomition
AI e Education Foundation
PO P4pr 8120

FISSSO CA 93747

(559) 255-4094/ Fax 1999) 2594336
To6free: (888) 733-2467

310.15 per WM* beck (paperbacki

itteadanit Benckmarks for Science
Literacy 11993): fradortal Science
Education Standards (December 1999);
NC1)4 Cu nicutuns and &Abadan

Swords (1969)

.

This book contains hands-on activities that
encourage students to apply the use of

technology in making constructions for

themselves as well as for character from

children's literature. The trial-and-error

nature of the activities helps students

understand that failure are opportunities

to learn and promotes the notion of life-

long learning.The AIMS Activities Series

integrates mathematics and science with

other curriculum areas including language

arta, social studies, physical education, art,

and music. This book presents 26 activi-

ties, which broaden in scope as students

progress through them. Each activity. Ilse

key questions, corresponding national

standards, and integrated disciplines as

well as procedures and materials. In one

activity, students explore different designs

of can openers, analyzing the purpose of

the can openers and peoples motivation

to change them. Tables show how the

Project 2061 Benthmarittfor Salem brew%

the National Science Education Standards.

and the National Council ofTeachers of
Mathematics Standards are met.

Reproducible handouts arc found throughout the book, and a bibliography is

included. (Author/JR) ENC-015981

LEGO Crazy Action Cpntraptions:
A LEGO inventions Book
LEGO TECHNIC Series

Grades 2-12
tees
Psteisber. per and LBO
war. Don Rathieo and Ma edit=
of Putt

Ordering informable
Risco L29901c12
P 0 Sac 1707
Mbar% KS 68762
Fee (B 88) 531478e
Ton-fret (800) 3824308
tawreprtsco4sgc0aaa.com

SILOS per kit (LEGO TECHIOC peas

art book)

This kit contains the materials and direc-

tions to construct ten action contraptions.
Students can build five of the contraptions

with the LEGO pieces included in the kit.

The other five require additional LEGO
pieces and household items such as string,

rubberbands, and ping pang balls. The

directions arc presented in a spiral-bound

book with ingredients lists, stepwise

directions, and color photographs illus-

trating how the pieces fit together. In one

of the sections, students learn how to con-

structThe Never-Look-Back Machine, In which two photographs of children

are affixed to gears on a spinning beam. No matter how fast the machine is

whirled around or the gears move, the backs of the photos are never seen.

The book explains that this is analogous to the movement of Earth and the

moon and demonstrates why the face of the moon is always facing toward

Earth. (Author/JR) ENC-016707

Distributed by DyngnRS
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Roamer Control Pack

Grades 4.8
1010
Agents Vaibm Tectesology Ltd.

Onieries wormers:
Valera Technciogy
Dimensions in Laming, Inc.
PO Bon 638
Forest Park IL 60130
me 366-6117 / Fax (708) 3661348
7o6tnn: (638) 3666628
wwwfas0amt4actricketom

8279.05 per Roamer
8385.00 per Roamer control pack
Nett Pack include I oath et Contra(
box. 1.1014.6orksos and Motor pada.
Comm:nem any to purchases
separably. Contact vendor for

Maar intorrnaticel.

Students can use this kit, containing a

robot, a control pack, and their swamps-
nying guides, to take on the role of robotic

engineers. Students decide how the robot

(the Roamer) should look, what it should

do, and how it should behave as they on

choose tasks and determine "Cased:0U
for the robot's performance. The students

explore the logic of programming when

they mite two kinds of programs to
control the Roamer, GO and Procedure

programs. By pressing the buttons on the

top of the Roamer, they can decide how

far the robot will go, how much it will

turn in a particular direction, and the

sounds it will make. Students are encouraged to decorate the robot as differ-

ent animals and personalities. The Roamer Control Pack, which contains

the control box, sensors, and motor packs, allows the students to broaden

the robot's capabilides. The user guides provide sample programming

instructions, explanations of the tedutioil components, and advice about

control concept instruction activities management.The activity books

contain multidisciplinary suggestions of ways to use the Roamer and its

various accessories. (Author/JR) ENC-016783

SenSci Control Box

Grades 44
10)8
Wan Valiant lecerrobby Ltd.

Ordestag Ortenartion
von Teetueopy
Dinwisions k Lamb) Inc.
PO Ns 638
Rest Pak R. 60130
(708) 3668117 / Fax 008) 3t
1oll4tet 18.69)3694639
war oosaatitenreteeseom

Into au MR meal

This kit contains activities that teach

lessons about circuit design and control
programming while the students create a

series of three - dimensional games assod-

ated with the ift.017, The Adventure of the

Golden Oil Can. The projects combine

the use of SenSci, hweitta, and Tronix.

SenSd is a portable control box with a
software package that allows the students

to write programming procedures on the

computer to ccmtrol the devices they

build. Invents is a design-and-make system that contains the materials for the

students to make their three- &mend:mai games. hernia Is a system that

helps the students learn about electricity
and circuit design that they need to

build their games. Students build circuits with lights and motors that they

control w procedures they have written on the computer. They can use

this ldt to create projects with up to sixteen procedures. Each procedure b a

set of program instructions that makes something happen, such as scalding a

buzzer or lighting a light. In one activity, the students learn how to program

a motor that turns in two directions and how to use pushbottoms to start

and stop a motor turning. Also available is the Tronbt Electricity Class Pack,

which provides 20 hands-on activities in which students explore the science

of electricity and then apply that understanding in technolotzjects. It is

particularly designed to develop understanding of practical 'city and

electric circuits. (Author /JR) ENC-016765 & ENC-016766

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Create a Co-Op City: A CooperativeAdventure Using
Architecture and Design

Grades 4.12
1017
/Arm Peter Santee

griming InfortnetMe
J1. 8 Publishers
PO Box 198
YisteMle, ME 04903
207) 873-60(8 t Fax (207) 877-8582
Ernalt SbentOmmixti
enmedasigneuitycora

sins per teachers guide (paperbadt)

Ceepereile. Adoptive
ApaNtatimmo ono elsomusil

OtPeltiteemll

This teacher's guide provides step-by-step
instructions for designing and building a

scale model city in a classroom project
that integrates architecture wide math,
social studies, saenee, and language arts.

Students first learn about one-quarter
inch scale drawings and blueprints by
drawing an aerial or plan view of their

desks or classroom tables in stale.
Students next move to creating floor plans

and drawing elevations for windows.
Working in groups or individually, stu-

dents design and build a complete house

in one-quarter inch sale. When multiple

classes are working cooperatively on this

city project, each class votes on its
favorite design and a SD scale (one inch
equals fifty feet) version of the winning

ham, is built from small blocks of wood

an to tl e correct scale and shape.

Foliage. driveways, and other features are

added for additional realism. Students
need triangular-shaped architect's rulers

to work with the scales used in the project. Suggested activities For this pro-

ject include visiting us architectural or
engineering firm, meeting with a sur-

veyor or lawyer about land use issues, and visiting a construction site.

Enrichment ideas and a teacher's bibliography are included. A web site sup-

porting this project is available. (Author/JRS).ENC-0(641S

Building Toothpick Bridges
Math Protects Sem

Grades 5-8
1985
Prelbrom Ode *mew FUSIcations
Mac Arne Mug

Orderbg leiennation
Risco Uneaten
P 0 8011707
Pittsburg, KS 86762
Fs (888) 5344784
Tallbee: (800) 362-4308
rremepttscrAegalactaeorn

This book presents a ten -day group pro-

ject in which students learn and apply

abstract concepts such as stress, the law of

gravity, and the strength of various geo-

metric shapes. Each five-member group
forms a construction company and is
responsible for keeping schedules, invest,

tory records, and balance sheets of costs as

they design and construct a bridge, using

tom set Ink (saperba:1) only toothpicks and glue. The object is to

build the bridge that sustains the most

weight.The book contains background
information about bridges, sugges-

tions for setting up the groups, a suggested time schedule, bridge building

code, and judging criteria for the completed bridges. Reproducible checks,

job duties schedule, warehouse price
list, balance sheet, planning paper, and

certificate of appreciation are included. (Author/ JAR) ENC-016738
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Robolab Starter System

Grades 6-12
1919
ArimC 1160 °ACTA

Orden Information
Mast LegaDacla
PO Box 1707
1,4ttsbmg, KS 06762
Fax (888) 5344784
To$4ri (800) 362-4308
wswoitsce-aaosanacern

This kit introduces students to robotics
design through hands-on activities In
which students build real robots using

LEGO building elements and program
them using ROBOLAB software. The
robots are controlled via the RCX
(Robotics Command System) microcom-
puter, which can be programmed using

$1,075.06 per tat
either a PC or Apple Macintosh cornput-
er.The RCX then acts independently of

the computer so that the robot can behave autonomously.The RCX uses sen-

sors to take input from the environment, to process data, and to turn motors

and lamps art and off. The teacher's activity pack contains background infor-

mation pertaining to the use tithe RCX and building set. The information

includes a series of activities for wholeclass participation, copymasters for

each project worksheet, and ideas for larger group theme projects. In the

whole class introductory activities, students analyze familiar objects to learn

how to recognize robots in the world around them and experiment with

robotic arms to see how the type ofbody part affects what a robot can do.

Students work In small groups to complete projects in which they build

and program a car, a house, a bug, and a gadget. Each activity contains a

summary of learning objectives, a discussion with directions for the students,

and diagrams of possible soludom aswell as reprodualle student work-

sheets and ideas for performance assessments. (Author/LCT) ENC-016736

Modelsmart: A Structural Spreadsheet for Model Builders

Grades 6-12

maim Pre-Engineviro Software
CorMaSon (PM)
NOW. ROOM A. Woe ill ad Pate

Cis* III

Ordering Iniennetlen
Ram *Wads
FO Box 1707
Fitisturg, KS 68782
Fez (888) 6914784
Tog-tree (600) 362-4308

wor.plisareepteetteten

sow nsr comma rig (whim)
and users guide
Iklt Alidatran elate indlable
st aria plos.9*001 psis. bb wets
and net gads aka Webb. canto
table* for system 11000'ellefftt

Nf odelSmart
oft111.1..MUW*

%wilmolimor

bridge that can support a single

This software enables students to interac-

tively design and test balsa and basswood

structural models suds is bridges, cranes,

and towers on the computer.The software

program analyzes die constructed model

giving numerical results far the addition

of a weight load and can simulate the

addition of load and the resulting deflect-

ed shape or collapse. Using this software,

students are introduced to basic engineer-

ing concepts and an explore structural

design ideas before building with real

materials. Sthdentsiioik With a menu of

options beginning with the selection of

paper size for the design and including

choices for types of support and place-

ment of bars or members in the struc-

ture. A load vector or vectors can be

added to the completed structure, and the

analysis program finds the maximum load

the struaure can sitpport.The accompa-
nying manual Is a reference for the con-

struction options and the various types of

output generated by MODBSMART

with background Informationabout later-

al support and bracing concepts.Also

found are details of an ongoing contest

challenging students to design the lightest

load of 100 pounds at the center of an 18-

inch span. (Author/ AS) ENC-016753



The Take Prfl Kit An Aviation and Aeronautic Science Kit
for Students in Grades 6-12

Grades 6.12
1991
Aram Massensotts Cornontios for
Mato Tesworwesnalloos (A1Cf1-

Ordains creandeloo
easuclasses Coma= lot
Eetwattona1 Talmo mmestakns
one lerMali Sauce (18940* 1500
CarnOrits. MA 02139
Fax (617) 252-5709
Take. (800) 556.4376
Awismateett

MOO ter OA (teadet's (Adds, 5 sided,
2 compste MI*
Net Contact =War for *stem
rocairoraerts

Ilaeleds: Menai Scene Edioadon
Martid: (Dow* 1995)

This kit, for students in grades 6 to 12,
addresses science principles that relate to
aviation and aeronautics, The kit contains a

five-part video series, an online supple-
mat, and a teacher's guide. The video
sesies TAKE OFFI is based on live satellite
broadcasts. Its goal is to inspire students
with the excitement of flight and the pos-
sibility of a career in aviation. The five

videos explain the forces acting on an air-

plane in flight, the relationship between
potential and kinetic energy of flying
objects, and cotiqnt instrumentation, as
well as different navigation types and the
Impact of weather on aviation. Many of
the concepts in the videos and activities

are explained with the mathematical for-
mulas that correspond to force and
motion. Questions for class discussion are

found within the video segments. The web
site features a forum for student and

teacher discussion about classroom projects, ideas forgrade-specific class-

room activities, career information, and sections about historic events and

people in aviation. An interactive glossary and an index of aviation and edu-

cation- related resources can also be found on the site. Each chapter in the

teacher's guide, which supplements a video as an independent unit, contains

background information and student activities. The teacher's guide contains

tables that show how the activities are aligned with national standards. The

activities are labeled asThought Experiments, which challenge students to

mentally design and implement experiments, or Exploring Further, which

are hands-on investigations. (Author/jR) ENC-016513

A World in Motion 11: The Design Experience

Grade 7
tam
Maar. Ow 01e. Bernie Unreal
Moo lisite.Sterer. Imam ChM Chw
Jas Elio. Loreto Mx0nu, man wawa,
MOO Cotton aid Madyn Mad

Meta. tarots
Sodas of Anew= 61001ess )
400 Commormeet CiM
Weroodale, PA 15098
(724) 7726513 / Fns (724) 776.0880
toOnis: (500) 45823413

This multidisciplinary curriculum unit is

one of three engineering design challenges

that take the form of real-world design
scenario,. Each challenge focuses student
design teams, teachers, and volunteers
from the professional community on the
math, science, and technology concepts
required to solve a design problem over
an eight-week period. In this unit, the

challenge is posed in a letter from a Dal-

PM at tious toy company, Mobility Toys, Inc.
New Free with prostian that WI be (M11). mn is looking for designs for a
whined whos uyo Wet Now also
Wed Cleastwo 2 3 (Medi solleS). new line of motorized, gear driven toys.

The letter requests written proposals,

sketches, and working models of designs that meet a specific set of require-

ments. In the unit, students complete a variety of activities that help them

develop a proposal and a prototype for a toy of their own design. Through

hands-on activities, students learn about enerid, force and friction, simple

machines, levers and gears, and torque; geometric concepts inherent in body

design and performance, gear ratios, and the radius of a wheel; data collec-

tion and retrieval techniques; and basicstatistical analysis. In addition, tu-

dents practice public speaking and writing sldlls as they prepare their pro-

posal and presentation for a review panel of teachers and volunteers. The

teacher's guide provides background information, time, materials lists, and

Distributed by DynEDRS
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procedures for each activity; teacher and volunteer tips; guidelines to help

visiting engineers and other partners evaluate student work; duplication
marten for student N./cashes:Ss; and assessments. Assessment activities
include embedded asmuntents, open -ended response tests, portfolios, and

an activity that asks students to evaluate two Design Log entries. Additional

materials include an orientation video, a planning poster, and a classroom

design poster. (Author/LCT) ENC- 008426

Grades 7-11 Mathematical Quilts: No
IMP Sewing Re-quiredl
AO= Otero' olte, else ROM
Mon

ONO' Idarestass
Key CurAaubm Press
1163 65es Stan
Wawa, CA 908
Fa (533)5414442
Mk= (083)99543281
Err* edinalleppetnenm
eaeledxsalts0

114.96 per bat eametem

This teacher resource book, written by
two math teachers who are also quitters,
contains activities that aim to help stu-
dents in grades 7 to 11 improve their
visualization skills and discover the under-

lying mathematiod concepts in quilt

designs. The authors developed their
activities based on the van Hiele model
for learning geometry, which defines five
levels of learning and visualization
through which students must progress in
order to succeed fn geometry. Activities
esflore topics ranging from the
Pytharean Theo= to Rbonacd
sequences to temelations.The book is
divided into thematic sections, each high-
fighthtg a series of quilts with similar
designs: Golden Ratio Quilts, Spiral

RightTrimgle Quilts, andllling
Quilts. In each section, an introduction to
the theme discusses the mathematical

concepts related to the quilt design; the student activities then guide students

through the development of the ntathematkal concepts. A description of

how to actually make the quilt is included for those interested in sewing

their own quilt. Each section also includes research tic:Witco featuring the

use of graphing calculators, computers, orthe Internet Teacher notes, solu-

tions to activities, and a bibliography conclude each section. Mote than SO

bladdine masters are included for the student activities. (Author/ JRS) ENC-

016040

SimCity 3000

Grids 7 shad up
189
PAW Sao* Art Inc.
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Eintanle
209 Redo% Sterols Putrefy
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(990) 5714171 / fie OM man
wimAry
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This CD-ROM allows students to build
and manage their own community and is

a realistic simuladon deity management
sad the difficulties associated with it.
Students may start from landforms that

are randomly generated or they on create
their own.They may also choose to start

their city from nothing or begin with a
prepkumed basic town. Once they have
their city operating, they must zone resi-
dential, corrunerdal, and industrial areas

for lose medium, and high density. Consequences result from all &aims.

Police and fire departments as well as schools arid hospitals must be added.

Energy is supplied to the city from power sources ranging from coal-fired

plants to solar energy sourom.Water must be pumped to residents and

garbage must be removed. Recycling is an option hut like all options in this

game there are monetary concerns involved. Students must balance mi.

6 er..) enrfOCILS no3
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ronmental concerns with economic concerns and deal with disasters as they

occur.The game provides advisors for factors such as transportation, the

environment, and city planning. The simulation is complex and requires sou

dents to control many factors. Students who are successful are awarded gifts

from their citizens, while unsuccessful mayors may he run out of town.

(SSD) ENC-016504

The Mathematics of Architecture: Building by Numbers
Seeing through Mathematics Series

Grade 0 and up
1411
Mbar produawAnne vials Gem

Muhl IntermatIoe
Hints to the Hansnales 6 Sciences
PO Barra=
Munn. Hl 06543
Fat (609) 275-3767
71114ron (W) 2374120
envo.fikns.com

this videotape illustrates how major
architects, from Andrea Palladio in the

16th century to Le Corbusier in the early
twentieth century to contemporary archi-

tect Bernard Tschumi, applied mathemat-

ics in the design of their projects. Through
interviews with historians and architects

and views of representative buildings, the

612910 pv Meeo
video describes how Palladio used the

geometry of squares and =tangles to

achieve harenonicess.:sroporticas in his structures, suds as the Vfila Pisani in

haly. It also demonstrates how Le Corbusier used ratios and proportional

relationships to explain his design of structures, including the Villa de Roche

in France.Tschtnni discusses how the incorporation of Chaosibcory into his

design of a Paris park helped him represent the disorder of modern life.

(Author/ J RS) ENC-016498
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Part of the Math By All Means series, this

kit of manipulative materials is designed

to accompany a five-week unit on number

sense and counting with money. Each unit

in the series integrates the primary topic

with other strands (in this case, number,

geometry, statistics, and measurement).

Each unit is comprised of four compo-
nents: whole dos lessons, menu activi-

ties, assessments, and homework. An

accompanying kit contains a dassroom set

of manipuhtives suggested by the lessons

and menu activities for student use and for

the overhead projector. Games, activities,
and investigations are accessible to

those with limited math experience but also have the potential to stimulate

and challenge more capable and experienced learners. In addition to manip-

ulative materials such as number cubes, Snap Blocks, magnifying glasses to

look at the money, and rubber stamps tomake paper coins, the kit contains a

resource guide describing activities that have been successfully used to pre-

sent and develop mathematical concepts
at various grade levels.The resource

guide also offers activities meant to connect
mathematics with children's lit-

erature. Menu activities are designed to allow children to workindependent

of the teacher in groups, pairs, or individually. The activities are designed to

pose problems, St., up situations, and ask questions that help children inter-

act with the unit topic:The series has been designed in response to current

guidelines for instruction as represented by the NCTM Curriculum and

Eraluotloa Suadanisfor School Mathensams (1989). (Author/RMK) WC-

012828
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Investing for Kids
tqd.advanced.org/30967

Grade 1 and up This sorb site, designed for kids by three

1117 high school students from California, aims
Ad= Davd Leann Steven Heat
Hassan Mine

to offer everything anyone, including
adults, needs to know about investing in

the stock market. lt answers basic questions such an Now does money grow?

and When and Why should I invest? It explains the seven basic types of

investments. It contains software for setting upstock portfolios and links to

current market readings and information about specific stocks. As an exam-

ple of its offerings, the Java Financial Goal Calculator section allows the

investor to enter five different linandal goals with different initial invest-

ments amounts, monthly investments, and rates of return. The program cal-

culates and displays time needed to reach the goals and investment gains in

dollars for each of the five investment strategies.The use of the Goal

Calculator is illustrated with five sample college funding plans to generate

SS0,000. Other sections of the site include an introductory fliantial quiz, a

glossary of stock terns, and i stock marketsimulator. Winner, ENC Digital

Dozen, April 1998. (Author/IRS) ENC-012044

Money
Intermediate Thernewores Odes

Grades 4-6
This book, part of the Intermediate

1e97 ThcMcnorits series, uses bands -on activi-
Attar Jtme Full, Away Weer ties and simple text to teach students

about money The series consists of
theme-based books that provide learning

experiences in science, math, language,
social studies, and art.This book helps
students explore the history of money,

ULU 1:4! Pa*
examine various things people have used

for making exchanges, study the signifi-

ausce of the designs and symbols that embellish the currency,and read about

how the government regulates the flow of money through the economy.

Students also discuss various possibilities
for managing money wisely, learn

about the stock market, examine incotne taxforms, and play and create

board games.The final activity helps students identify their own attitudes

about money and make lifestyle cholco.The book includes activitysheets,

suggestions for culminating activities, and a curriculum chart listing subjects

covered in the book and corresponding
learning goals, along with a list of

fiction and nonfiction books related to the topic. (Authdr/RA) ENC-010261
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The goal of this book is to developchg.

dress's awareness of the roPonsisiTny they

each have to look after the environment.
Children are eneotiraged to use math to

explain how their individual actions affect

the environment and what steps they can

take to preserve it. Ends topic in the book

has an introductory activity that an be

used to gauge the children's level of Inter-

estlbe suggested investigations provide
ideas for further action when interest is

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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high, and the Math Fact Files at the end of each
topic relate local concerns to the global situa-

tion. In one activity, for example, students
brainstorm methods of measuring noise levels

then test their Ideas.The authors hope that the
activities encourage children to first pose their

own questions about their environment, then

develop mathematical strategies and measure-

ment techniques to answer their questions.

(Author/KFR) ENC.005742

Enviromath: Activities to Stimulate interest, Integration,
and inquiry in Grades K-8

Grades K43

War: Bobble S Ott ibustratee by
tbeteel Wright
Mishit: Kaduna Pub lishing
Compam

Or Onto; Intonate
Two Herons Orden
PO Box 722
Oseyd. OH 4,5355
(513) 523-7223

WIN per book 01mi-bound)

This teacher resource book uses a hands-
on, Inquiry based approach in 25 activities

that combine mathematics and environ-
mental science. Skills covered intwde pat-

terning and clasnlying, graphing, measur-
ing, computation, and problem solving.

Each activity contains background infor-
mation about the environmental
concept(s) emphasized, needed materials
(commonly found in the classroom or
home), reproducible student pages, and

extension ideas. Goals are to interest students by using real-world contexts

and to integrate traditionally separate disciplines, In one activity, students

learn how to measure the circumference, crown width, and height of a tree.

They explore the diversity and scale of trees in their school's neighborhood

and, using measuring techniques described in the book, locate the champion

tree. In a related extension activity, students calculate the age of the champi-

on tree and learn about the historic events the tree has lived through.

References are included for each activity. (Author/IRS) ENC-016378

Trash Plans: Using Math to Help Us Make Decisions
About Our Envirorannt
Scholastic Vain Place: Real World Math for Thinking Kids.

Grade 2
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Math Place consists of a set of kits

developed by Scholastic and leading
mathematics educatnrs for grade levels

K to 2.This unit, one of six developed for
grade 2, is designed to teach the concepts
of planning, modeling, and reasoning to

optimize decision maldng. Activities
include estimating area and volume to

manage space; adding, subtracting, and

exploring larger numbers to help plan;

and making maps and schedules to
organize activities. A video illustrates that

paper, plastic, glass, and aluminum prod-

ucts that are not recycled create large

amounts of garbage and deplete our nat-

ural resources. Also included are two audiocassettes: one narrates a story in a

big book about actual representation of objects and counting powers of ten

such as one billion, and the other provides a9 overview of materials needed,

lesson strategies, and assessment suggestions.The kit also includes various

MathMatn PlaceMats (to record investigationsof questions and problems),

ThinkMats (to provide additional opportunities to develop higher level

thinking skills), and SkillMats (to provide children with additional experi-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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ewes in measure concepts and operations). Also included are a list of

resources, a math assessmentcollection, and home connection materials

such as letters (provided in multiple languages) to explain the mathematical

concepts being studied and related family activities. Blackline masters

include worksheets and open-ended questions for assessment.Titles of the

other second grade kits are Numbers, Numbers; Math Museum:A World to

Measure; Data News; and Numbers in the Wild. (Author/CDR) ENC.

006407

EnviroNet Monitoring Projects
earthsimmons.edulmonitoring_projectsfindexhiml

Oradea 6-12
11110
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EnviroNet Is a network of teachers, scien-

tists, environmental educators, and others

who use telecommunications to enhance
emirorunental science cducidon.The web

site provides timetables and short descriptions for eadr project, along with

detailed procedures for data nollection and contact information. Entry Level

participants perform simple experiments and send their rate data to the pro-

ject coordinator over the Internet; Exploratory Level pattidpants perform

slightly more advanced experiments and do simple data analysis with an

online spreadsheet. After completing the first two kith, students an partic-

ipate on the Research Level, where they design their own experiments, ana-

lyze the data, and send It to the project coordinator. Ongoing projects

include Acid Rain, in whit.: participants monitor pH levels in all forms of

precipitation, and a Bird Watch project. inwhich data is collected on bird

populations at feeders and nest be The Plant project helps students

understand the biological diversity oldie plant kingdom and him people of

various cultures use plants, and the RoadKill program is designed to show

the diversity of animals that are killed on highways and to bring about aware-

ness of fragmented wildlife corridors in the participants' own communities.

Other options include the Ozone project, the Vernal Pool project, and the

WhaleNet project. Background information and templates for activity sheets

are provided. Winner, ENC Digital Dozen, March 1996. (Autbor/LCT)

ENC-004122

Trash Conflicts: A Science and Social Studies Curriculum
on the Ethics of Disposal, An Interdisciplinary Curriculum
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This guide is designed to promote stu-
dents' understanding of the impact of
wtste production and disisosal and to

increase students' feelings of einpower-

ment for the dunes they can effect.The

book provides a curia= integrating
science, sodal kiddies, niith, and language

arts and is divided into sections to help

students develop Mr Ideas irgarding

trash, hazardous wage, environmental
safe* and social 0:tee. Each activity
cousins objectivea, the time require&

materials, and litoolidures.Teidsers can
find notes related to the Special concerns

or requirementsof the activity as well as
background information relating to the

acdeity's fogs. Embedded assessments
and centurions are outlined. In one activi-

ty called Bunting Cans students leans the

effects of incineration on the volume and

weight of trash, as well as the production
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of etiliSSiOlIS and ash. Students simulate a trash-burning, calculating the size

and weight ofthe waste before and after burning, and then discuss what

components of the trash are gone, the risks and benefits of incineration as a

means of waste disposal, and how their incinerator compares to a real one. A

glossary and lists of additional resources and Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) regional contacts are included. (Author/ 18R) ENC-014278

Leaf Pack Experiments Stream Ecology Kit

Grades 8-12
1991
Pam Ann hi. Fluids. Wire lawny.
irshy Natilk,A1 Palmer Alm Won
Sonatina Mason A Moen rovers
Padang of Natural Stems ol
Plioiliehia. Stroll Water Reseemitt

This kit contains the information and
equipment necessary for students to
design, implement, and analyze their ono

aquatic ecology experiments using artifi-
cial leaf packs. The activities involve the

Ceder experimental introduction of leaves into

streams, so that the leaves become colo-

nized by macroinvercebrates.The goal is

to help students gain an understanding of

the structure and function of stream com-
munities. Experiments are designed to be

adaptable to various grade levels, time

ttI9.81 pedal
constraints, and numbers of students. The

kit contains mesh bags with a label sewn

on one end. The leaves that are collected for the experiment are weighed

(using the included scale) and placed in the mesh bags. The students label the

bags, then tie them shut, and attach them to a rock with nylon twine, and

put them in a stream.The students record the abiotic and biotic characteris-

tics of their experimental sites. After :bey have retrieved the bags, the stu-

dents find and identify the organisms using illustrated sorting sheets and

plasticized macroinvertebrate identification flashcards, which have color pho-

tographs of the organisms on one side and key characteristics with line draw-

ings on the other.The materials in the kit are designed to be reusable. An

instructor's manual provides background information, experiment sugges-

tions, and discussion questions. Reproducible data sheets, a glossary, and a

resource list are also included. (Author/JR) ENC-015954
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Biodiversity
Global Environmental Change Series
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This hook is the first installment in the
Global Environmental Change series.The
series uses are studies to focus on global

environment-1 topics and link; ecology and

biology with Insights and information from

other disciplines including economics and

other social sciences.The series teaches
students how to gather a wide range of
data and information to develop th ?if own

opinions to make decisions and solve prob-

leans. The many hands-on activities in the
book use Costa Rica as a case study to

show hew one country went about pro-

tecting and conserving Its natural

resources while enhancing economic growth. Each of the five activities con-

tains background information, ideasand demonstrations to stimulate intro-

ductory discussion, and procedures and possible variations as well as sunrrnary

disausion questions. suggestions for further study, and reproducible student

worksheets. The activities begin by introducing students to the concept of bit)

diversity by examining the organisms found in weathered conifer cones, move

on to examining life zones, extinction, and taxonomy, and quantifying the

Visit eatc.a,aaM64
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hiodiversity of a grassy area.The final activity asks students to role-play the

juggling of social. political, economic, ecological, and personal problems

found in the preservation of a tropical forest Many resources for the teacher

are provided at the end of the book including web sites, books, and organiza-

tions. (Author/SSD) ENC-015269

Composting in the Classroom:
Scientific Inquiry for High School Students

Grades 9-12

Assam Navy I& Taubman heenaline E
*way
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This book is a guide for directing com-
posting research projects involving chem-
istry, physics, and biology.The book
begins with an overview of composting
science and provides instructions on how

to build and add the right Mb' ofbigredi-

ents to compost systans.The monitoring
of the composting process is outlined
along with the procedural for measuring
the attributes of the finished cohipost.
Tips for conducting research end ideas for

research projects are found throughout
the book. There are many unknown fac-

tors in the composting prams that allow

students to carry out original research in

this area. Suggestions for projects allow
short-term and long-term commitments,
simple and inexpensive materials, and

easy to complex experimental systems.
Students are encouraged to develop their

own projects, and manyideas for science

fair projects can be found in the text.
Chemistry activities include monitoring
pH and heat changes as well as examining

the decomposition of organic compounds. The physics of heat transfer can be

studied and microorganisms can be cultured. A glossary of tams is found at

the back of the book along with a list of resources for in-depth information

on aspects of composting. (Author/SSD) ENC-015158

The Digital Field Trip to the Rainforest
Digital Field Trip Series

Grades 9-12
This CD-ROM with its accompanying

1119 touber's guide, study guide, and booklet
Odledr. oipdal Fon tritenstrorel about Belize an be used as preparation or

follow-up for a real field trip, in lieu of a

field trip, or as a teaching aid for forest

ecology and biology.The program
virtually transports the users to Blue

Creek Rainforest Reserve in Belize, but

the principles explored can be applied in

the study of forests around the world. The

students can choose to study topics such

as rainforest types or ecologies) relationships in a community superficially or

comprehensively. If die user decides to visit one of the twenty eight stops on

the virtual field trip. the screen itdivided into three sectionsone with a

map of the trip, one in which the user can move around and view each site

in all directions, and one with test that describes the site. The study guide

contains questions to he dilated In the virtual field trip. It includes addi-

tional question that connect the ideas in the program to the real world and
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hands-on activities. One such activity asks the students to test the effect of

light intensity on plants. The teacher's guide has the same format as the study

guide, along with answers to the questions and teaching tips. A table refer-

ences the topics on the CD and thestudy guide. Links to World Wide Web

sites and other references are offered.The booklet about Belize contains full

color pictures of the animals, accommodations, and people of that area.

(Author/JR) ENC-015636

Environmental Science: Field Laboratory

Grades 9-12
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This CD-ROM uses simulated field stud-

ies to help students learn about seven dif-
ferent environmental issues. Each simula-

tion features simple graphics and text that
describe background information as well

as real-world investigation and evaluation
techniques. Students role-play to learn

about research equipment and techniques,
gather and record simulated data, then
draw conclusions and make decisions

based on these data.The studies may also
involve simple calculations that a real

investigator would typically perform. Some of the studies are based on actual

environmental issues, including one that looks at radioactivity around a

nuclear power plant and another that analyzes land usearound the Cuyahoga

River flood plain. Other studies consider land development issues, mineral

deposit analysis, and the role of the EPA in pollution control.The program

evaluates the student's study and recommends was to improve the data or

the student's conclusions.The scientific method is emphasized, and the simu-

lations also encourage students to consider socialand economic factors. Each

module concludes with a simple multiple-choice test and a thought-provok-

ing essay question. Students' responses can be saved to disk for review by the

instructor. A full glossary and online help are available with each module.

The package includes a user's manual with test answers. (RJD) ENC-015672

Field Manual for Watei Quality Monitoring: Art

Environmental Education Program for Schools
GREEN ;Global Rivers Environmental Ea:dor:on Neivrolx) Series

Grade 9 and up
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This manual, part of the Global Rivers

Envirorunental Education Network
(GREEN) series, is designed to help stu-

dents identify community water quality

issues and devise solutions to improve the

health of their environment. GREEN is a

hands-on, action oriented approach to

education based on an interdisciplinary

watershed educational model. Its mission

is to improve education through a global

network that promotes watershed sustain-
ability. This book explains what a water-

shed is and describes techniques to mea-
sure water quality. It suggests measuring
both abiotic and biotic indicators of water
quality. Black and white photographs and
line drawings illustrate the equipment
needed to assess the water. One chapter,
which describes the use of benthit inver-
tebrates as indicators, contains pictures of

OPY AVAILABLE

kick nets and Serber samplers, drawings of aquatic insects that might be cap-

tured, and formulas to calculate diversity indices that reflect waterquality.

Ways that land use can affect water quality arc discussed. Examplesof rivers

that have been studied, both in the United States and internationally, are
described in terms of how they can be used in interdisciplinaty lessons.
Appendices contain handouts, data sheets, and surveys as well as information

for the acquisition of testing equipment. (Author/ JSR) ENC-014501

Task Force Environmental Investigation Kit
CsberLearnino Collection Series

Grade 10 and up
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This kit provides information and lesson
plans related to the decline of salmon
populations in the Pacific northwest.
The kit, which includes a videotape, two
CD-ROMs, a teacher's guide, and a web
site, exposes students to the controversies
5111Youltding this issue. The material has

been divided into four major units of
study: natural history, hatcheries and har-

vest, the hydrosystem, and management
plan. To begin the investigations, students
and teachers view the videotape, which
provides an overview of the issue and

explains how the users can navigate
through the program on the CD-ROMs.
The CDs include scientific reports and
personal perspectives presented in text
and video clips; real data are displayed on
tables, graphs, and maps. On the web site,

students and teachers an post opinions,

access new reports and editorials, and go to related links. At the site they can

also access worksheets and discussion questions related to the investigations

in the Idt.The teacher's guide offers procedures for an inquiry-based learn-

ing project so that students can develop their own management plan For the

salmon. In one investigation, students view movies, read reports, and analyze

data to address questions related to the cultural, economic, and ecological

value of the salmon for Native Americans. Worksheet masters are included.

(Author /JSR) ENC-0142S4

Seals, Fish and You: The Nature of the Story

Grade 11 and up
1994
Past Susan O. WM., Dean 11,0
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This kit introduces students to concepts
about ecological issues in the Atlantic

Canadian fisheries and conflicting ideas
about the numg...nent of the seal and fish

populations. The kit presents background

information on a videotape and an audio-

tape, as well as in 91 resource documents

including newspaper articles, verbatim

reports of Canadian House of Commons

proceedings, and interest group letters.
Cartoons about the controversy in the

fishery are found throughout the teacher's
guide. Students are cautioned to pay
attention to the sources of the materials

and to question what they read as they farmliarizethemselves with all sides

of the argument. One activity takes the form of a public hearing about the

issuc , related to increased hunting or culling of seals.The students in the

a 70 anefactic roll, no.3.woo"' 65



class arc divided into groups and try to persuade the .mbers of the other

groups to accept their positions.The study unit contains background infor-

mation about cads group, the sequence of events in the hearing, strategy

worksheets possible character roles, and a list of resources related to each

group's position. The unit is written to correspond to the Ontario Ministry

of Education Curriculum Guidelines. The teachers' guide offers su, estions

for shortening the study unit, student evaluation, and possible extensions.

(Author/ JR) ENC-016734

Life Sciences

What Tree Is It?
www.oplin.lib.oh.uslprociuctsltree

Grades K-12
1997
Alder out Pubic buoy teronnation
Network and the One Historic& Society

This web site serves as a field guide to

more than 50 trees common to theOhio

region. It was designed t help students
identify trees when they have leaf or fruit

samples. Information pages provide instruction on fruit and leaf structures

and terminology. As students work through the site, they dick on the image

that best resembles their sample. Each page has multiple views of possible

choices with accompanying text. When students have narrowed their choices

down to one tree, it is possible to click on the image and also the highlighted

name to go to the fact page for that tree. Fact pages contain close-up pho-

tographs of seeds, fruits, bark, leaves, or other plant parts useful in identify-

ing the tree as well as a picture of the full tree and information about its

habitat, history, and structure. (Author/SSD) ENC-016423

Native American Gardening:
Stories, Projects, and Recipes for FamiNes

Grades 1.12
1999
?Oho Misheel J. Ceuta and Joseph
Endue
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This book uses gardening as a springboard
for families to study plants, the environ-

ment, and Native American cultures. It

integrates garden-centered activities with
Native American stories.The related activ-

ities use materials that are commonly
available outdoors or at home. Garden
products are used in the activities to make
gourd birdhoMes, corn husk dolls, and
vegetable recipes. Scientific concepts, such

as biocliversity, plant life cycles, and nitro-

gen fixation, are embedded in the activi-

ties. One sample activity gives the partici-

pants the opportunity to learn about seeds

From Native North American crops. A

Tutelo story, called The Bean Woman,

introduces the chapter containing this
activity. Addresses are provided for suppli-

ers of heirloom seeds. Readers con find

diagrams for different garden planting pat-

terns. Black and white photographs and

line drawings arc found throughout the
book. A glossary and pronunciation key to
Native American terms is included.

(Author/ jR) ENC-016318
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The Human Body for every Kid: Easy Activities
That Make Learning Science Fun
Science for Every Kid Series

Grades 3-8
1993
Author. Jana vanotave

Ordering Infonotton
Jots, Why end Soo Inc
One Viley
Somerset NJ 03875
(9051 039403 / Fax 1732) 302-2375
Tont= (800)2231945
*molly.=
$18.115 Or book (paperback) ISM 0-
471.02408.2

This hands-on activity book teaches

concepts about the human body while

developing the students' problem solving
strategies. The series covers a wide range

of topics including biology, chemistry, and
math. This book addresses topics in physi-
ology, such as the nervous, digestive, and
circulatory systems.The information in
this book is cumulative, so the author
suggests that the activities be completed
in order. Each section provides definitions
and an explanation of background infor-
mation, exercises in which students inter-

pret &grants using the acts they have

just learned, and a project
related to the facts. Readers an find an
explanation of the thought process
required to solve the exercises. One sec-

tion discusses the composition, growth,

and color of hair and naih. Students iden-
tify on diagrams which parts of the body

are not covered with hair and where on a

fingernail the Iona is located.The activity

for this section imsneigates whether straight or curly hairy is stronger.

(Author/RA/JR) ENC-016405

Magnificent Microworid Adventures: Microscopic Topics

AIMS Activities

Grades 4.9

Mho Mike Wood editors. in Vasa(
Betty Coral Judith Wien

Oraorto Intonation
AIMS Education Pot/nate*
PO Boo 8120
Fresno. CA 93747
(559) 255-4094 /Po (55% 2554396
Totten*: (888) 733-2487

119.113 per KIMY book (pee
991.16 per We*

SloadeePre Benehrnar13 for Stine
literacy (1993)

Thin book and videotape Introduce
students to microscopy skills and micro-

scopic organisms. The hands-on activities

in the book stimulate students' curiosities

about the microscopic world.The series
integrates mathematics and science with

other curriculum areas including language

arts, social studies, physical education,

art, and music. The book containsactisi-

ties and background Information covering

the varieties, maintenance, and use of
microscopes. Students make observations

and measurements using the different

types of microscopes and learn how to

keep accurate records of their observa-

tions.They participate In activities that

use protozoa and easily observed plant

and animal cells. Eidsactivity lists the key

questions, corresponding standards, and

integrated disciplines as well as proce-

dures and materials. Some sections of the

book have video clips, two to seven min-

utes in length, that help teachers under -

stand how to set up and managetapirs discussed in the book. A reference

section contains video clips of both laing and nonliving objects that give

teachers and students a realistic view ofwhat they should we under their

microscopes at twenty power. Reproducible haralouts are found throughout

the book. (Author/JR ENC-016131

13EST COPY AVAILABLE



Nervous System
a/t).ufly

Grades 6-8
1942
Metter. H. Crag *Om Mary L key.
Stan Ogren

Ordering Intonation
Condo/ learning Comedy,
PO Box 812960
Chime IL 60685
(312) 540010 / Fes (312)5404848
Todtee: (800) 382-78T0
vrevaverydrylearningtot

RSA psr teacher's guide (pasted*
SSW per dudera led (paperback)
Hots Contact r for quantity
discounts.
S21214 oar dassroan set
Note Includes 25 sinida4129 student
texts and 1 teacher's gelds

These books introduce the human nervous
system's structure and function as well as

its relationship to the world around us.

The goal of this interdisciplinary activity-
based program, developed by the Human
Biology Life Sciences Curriculum Project

at Stanford University, is to engage middle

school students in science activities that
encourage careful decision making in their

own lives. In this unit students study how

the brain functions as a control center for
coordinating essential body processes and

responding to sensory feedback. It
encourages students to use this informa-

tion to make good personal choices to

protect and make the most of their nervous system function. The teacher's

guide contains an overview of the lessons, suggestions for methods, assess-

ments to use or adapt, and activity guides. Interdisciplinary connections,

enrichment activities, and reproducible student activity pages are provided.

The student book contains background information,directions for the activi-

ties, and questions to help students review, evaluate, and apply the chapter

concepts. Students learn that the brain is the most complex matter in the

universe, consider how the human brain capacity isdifferent from other ani-

mals, and study how electricity is involved in nervous system functions. The

students are shown how the neuron works as the functional unit of the ner-

vous system and how the environment can affect that system. A glossary is

included in both books. Also available from this series is Breathing, which

Introduces the mechanisms of the respiratory system and the factors that

influence its efficiency. In this unit students explore links between nature and

their own breathing system to solve problems and answer questions such as:

What is an Adam's apple? and What do first- and secondhand smoke do to

the lungs? (Author/JR) ENC-016031 & ENC-016085

Promises & Penis of Biotechnology: Genetic Testing
Wincing Your 14/ay Ihrougn DNA Series

Grade 10 and up
1998
Arator: project erector and recuthre
produce; vats t "mows

Orideg Neonate
UM Spring Hata Monday Press
Fultiiknent Depantent
11) Rye

nviem
*. ChM

Pti NY 11803

1518) 349493084
34388

/ Fax (518)3494948
Tokree: PO)
Etat =Women:atm
vrivaoshlarg

970.00 per video are teaner's guide

This video and teacher's guide, designed
for high school and college biology classes

as well as public education programs,
provides insight into the personal, profes-
sional, and ethical issues in human genet-
ics and genetic testing. The video high-

lights two cases, one involving
Htmtington's disease and the other, famil-
ial hypercholesterolernia. Viewers can hear

the conflicting factors related to the deci-

sion of whether to find out if a person is a

carrier of an incurable genetic disorder.

The processes involved in genetic testing such as electrophoresis and poly-

merase chain reaction (PCR) are discussed. Geneticists are seen analyzing

DNA in the lab, conferring with patients, and educating the public about

genetic disorders. The goals of the Human Genome Project are outlined, and

the issue of genetic discrimination is explored.The teacher's guide contains

questions to be answered before and after viewing the video. Seven activities

are included to help students understand the biological and personal aspects

of genetics disorders. In one activity. students rdle-play to explore the dilem-

mas of testing for late onset disorders. Handouts, related resources, and a

glossary are included in the guide. (Author/ jSR) ENC-014556
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Watching the Weather
Nhzt

Grades K-2
1299
/4stes Strands Admen and An* Often

Odielngmen
Iter atm Library
PO 80x 1850
Crystal Lan IL 60332
Fax OM) 8444029
Tol-trew (898) 454-2279
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This book presents topics related to
watching the weather, including the
need for weather prediction, how certain
types of weather are measured, and how
weather patterns are observed. Each book
in the series explores a weather condition
and how and when it happens, as well as

how people, plants, and animals live
through different kinds of weather. It also

explains why it is important to watch the
weather, who does it, and how. This book
explores such topics as what a red sky at

night means, what a rain gauge is, and what weather balloons do.Throughout

the book, students are also introduced to explanations for the weather facts

behind weather stories and how things that happen on Earth can change the

weather.The book it illustrated with Inge, fun color photographs that depict

examples from wood the world to show different countries and climates,

and satellite photce of stones. A glossary, a list of suggested readings, and an

index are included. Also avallable from this series isWind, which presents

the causes and effects of wind, such as what a hurricane is, where the windi-

est place in the world is, and how lions use wind to hunt. (Author/YK)

ENC-01588S & EN C -01 S886

Primarily Earth
AIMS activities.

Mos K-3
MPS
Adst Win Hoover, SUM Mew

Oidering hdontalon
Educabon foundation Orders

PO Box 8120
Ream, CA 9370
(559)255-41794
Fax
Toll-tee: (888) 233-2487

SULK pa acridly boot tspettedd

SWAM BeridursoM it Situ
Lamy (12932 Haddad &We
Edualon Sin:tads (Dewed 102*
50159 Cmicdorn and Evakedyt
Standards (1982)

This book contains hands-on activities that
encourage students to use their senses to
make observations leading to a better
understanding and appreciation of the

world around them.The series integrates
mathematic and science with other cur-

riculum areas including language arts,
social studies, physical education, art, and
music.Twenty-three activities are catego-

rized into sections dealing with the
geosphere, hydrospbee, and the atmos-
phere. Each section pnivides background
information to help explain that portion
of the biosphere. Each activity lists the

key questions, corresponding standards,
and integrated diciplines as well as

the procedures and materials. Otte activity in the geosphere section asks stu-

dents to observe soil samples to help them see that soil it made from small

bits of rock and things that were once living. The teachers are given back-

ground information oboist the ccenpositionof soil and danroom manage-

ment tips. Students record observations in booklets made front reproducible

handouts in the book. As an extension, students see what happens when

rolls are placed in a can and vigorously shaken. They compare their experi-

mental results to what happens to rocks exposed to wind and water. Tables

elaborate how the Project 2061 Benchmaksfor Science Luray, National Science

Education Standards, and National Council ofTeachers of Mathematics

(NCTM) Standards are met. Reproducible handouts are found throughout

the book. A bibliography is included. (Author/jR) ENC-015921
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Water

Grades 3. 4
1663
Ps !Mbar. Lawrence Hat b Sono.
University of Caidontia wan

ErzYdoosedia Efriannica Educational
Corporation and Deb Educates Inc.
ParescrIpted by Robot:4ga; Debi-
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Oda Education. leo.
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Matte per compete module
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851.00 per teacher preparation We*
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FOSS is an activity-based elementary cur-
riculum designed to provide students with
silence experiences that arc appropriate

to their cognitive stages ofdevelopment.

The series consists of instructional mod-
ules organized under four topic headings:

Life Silence, Physical Science, Earth

Science, and Scientific Reasoning and
Technology. This Earth Science module

comprises four activities in which students

investigate surface tension and density,

freezing and expanding, evaporation and
condensation, and water quality and the

water cycle. The videotape provides an

overview of the equipment and prepara-
tion required for each activity, then takes

viewers into the classroom to sec students at work with the materials.

Students become familiar with the properties of water, discovering ways to

alter surface tension and exploring factors that change the rate of flow down

an inclined plane. Students observe what happens to water as it is heated,

cooled, and frozen and investigate the phenomena of evaporation and con-

densation.They also test water samples using their senses and chemical indi-

cators and simulate the natural interaction between rainwater and two earth

materials, gravel and limestone. The teacher's guide contains an overview of

the module, a set of activity folios, and duplication masters for the student

sheets as well as a reference list of
additional readings and videos. Each activ-

ity folio provides an overview of the activity, a list of science concepts cov-

ered, background information for the teacher, materials lists, advance prepa-

ration notes, and step-by-step procedure. The procedure is also summarized

on learning center cards designed to help parent volunteerswork with the

students.. n equipment kit is also available. (Author/LCT) ENC-015805

Hidden in Rocks
Science Seekers Serves

Grades 5-8
2000
A iosk Tom Snyder Productions and the
Amerban Metewn or Usual History

Onewing Ibertsbles
Torn Snyder Productions. Me
80 Coolidge MS Rd
Wail:doom, MA02172
Fax (617) 9263222
ToHree: (800) 304-1254
watibeachesncom

MA on CO-8041(Kbalksotlows)
wan bathets guide and poster
Nob: Contact watt Ire boat de-
cants site license for me i* CO%
and hands-on opbobl science

This CD-ROM package features an inter-

active and game- oriented format, in
which students &arch for potential fossil

sites is a remote area of the world called

Vastland. Science Seekers is a series of

CD-ROM packages that combines multi-

media, cooperative learning, and hands-on

activities to engage students in core sci-

ence content. in each Science Seekers

title, students role-play a teamof science

problem solvers on a special assignment.

Through an introductory video, students
receive a message from the Center for

Science Seekers that sets up a problem they Geed to solve. Students then

work away from the computer in cooperative teams, using information

sheets and han.; s-on activities tocomplete a series of questionsilisCD-

ROM package includes a CD-ROM, Satellite Imagery Posters, and a

Teacher's Guide with a complete set of reproducible student investigation

sheets, Science Labs, and Satellite Analysis Log, where students can make

notes and guesses about the sites. This CD -RCM consists of five steps of stu-

dents' investigations, during which students research information to help

them achieve their mission. Each Investigation takes about one clan period

to complete. In addition, there is at least one science lab associated with each

investigation. MI that studentshave to work with an satellite Images of six

possible fmsil sites in Vastland.Topick the best fossil-hunting site, students

4. VI

Distributed by DynEDRS

must learn all they can about landforms, rock types, plate tectonics and ero-

sion, and also discover they can use the satellite imagery to help them solve

their problem. Throughout the first four steps, students learn about related

topics through text, video clips, and lab activities in order to continue their

Investigations and ultimately choose the best location to find fossils. A video

reveals whether they have chosen the correct site. In the final step, students

hear how a team of paleontologists from the American Museum of Natural

Histofy is actually using satellite imagery tohunt for fossil sites in the Gobi

Desert in Mongolia. (Author/YK) ENC-016702

Solar System
Interfect Series: The Book and Disk That Work Together

Grades 5-8
This CD-ROM and accompanying text

tear provide information about the solar sys-
Pelisha; World Book Int and Two-can
Purgistono

tern through an illustrated book and inter-

mem Two Punned/el UD. active, multimedia activities. Students can

Medic letembien
read about the solar system and apply the

Pingo Modiacla
Po Box 1707

readings to games, pennies, and expert

balm is 66762 Malta on the CD-ROM:flit book fea-

Fat Mb 5344794 ernes detailed Etas, colorful photographs,
wise moo) 162.48011
wwwpilsonnegoSacescoref

and hhtorical background of solar system

slats per tit bandowsittenntosh
acplotatiOn, as well as a glossary and an

CO-ROM and
irniess.The book Is strucuued In tax Ice

Now Contact IMO*, fee sections In which students discover the
:rte raesrecrecas. planets and their relationship to the Sun,

leans how the Sun provides us with the energy we need, and discover the

unusual features of the planets.The main menu of the CD-ROM features

seven sections including Rocket Mission, featuring a fact finding mission;

Here Comes the Comet, when students examine why comets burn and

what people have thought of them in the past; and Shuttle Secrets, in which

students explore an interactive space shuttle to discover how its parts work.

TheTime Line shows how ourunderstanding of the universe has changed

throughout history; Out of World features some cosmic questions; and

Lost in Space features a quiz on the solar system. Meteor Madness is a quiz

in which students can save Earth from a storm of meteorites by answering

the questions correctly. (Author/ YK) El4C.016708

The Topsoil Tour: The Hands -On Test Kit & Mini

Curriculum for Exploring Soil

Grades 8-8
1993
Mean Waft ConnallY

WW1 lobreidlion
tikes moony
PO Box $23
Chltertbm. MD 21820
(410) 7784100 / Fee
Tollireel (8001344-3100

(410) 7784334

Erne UMoneESEtholoom

taus rer

This mil test kit introduces the underlying

*dentine principles of idd science v.hlle

stimulating curiosity andenthusiasm by

Waiving students in hands-on investiga-

tion of r. own soil sampleeThe kit

includes background dorm:Ilion for

teachers and the same cheinical tablets

soil scientists use to test pH, nitrate,

potassitun, and phosphiens.The activities

for each test include a materials check

list, procedure, data sheets, and a word

scramble or crossword pock.
Reproducible masters of worksheets are

also provided. (KSR) ENC-002734.
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Oceans Climate Explorer
Earth Station Library Courseware

Grades 5-10
1990
Wee EOA Wrongs Sistems. inc.

Ordorfog Women
EOA Sant* Systems. Inc.
Ill Herring Cue Road. Sine 200
(urns 83P IK9
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$99.00 per CD-PLLY paces.
(MarArredows)

This CD-ROM presents the scientific fun-

damentals of modern oceanography, cov-
ering topics of the physical, chemical, and
biological characteristics and dynamics of

the water planet. Each CD-ROM in this

series features lessons using interactive
multimedia such as satellite images, digital
video, and original animations on different
aspects of earth science. The CD-ROM

aims to give students an understanding of
the key processes that occur in the marine

environment. The main menu includes four options: Topics of the Lessons,

presenting scientific information and theories; Movies, featuring movies and

animations to enhance conceptualisation of main lesson topics; Interactive

Exercises and Projects, featuring hands-on activities; and Advanced Topics

Appendices, designed for in-depth research on such topics as chemical prop-

erties of seawater, types of waves, and the ozone hole. Each main lesson pro-

vides ten to 20 screens, and each screen contains test along with a photo-

graph, diagram, and animation, as well as an interactive exercise. Topics cov-

ered in the lessons include Structure of theOceans, Ocean Heating and

Coculation, and Waves and Tides. Throughout the lessons, students leans

about how the ocean is composed of different layers, how sunlight causes the

oceans to circulate, and how remote sensing by orbiting satellites helps

oceanographers chart the oceans. Students alsoexplore what causes waves,

tidal waves and tides; investigate what makes seawater such a special sub-

stance, capable of sustaining the great diversity of oceanic life; and examine

how Earth's atmosphere circulates. Also available from this series is

Astronomy Explorer which presents what we know about the origin, evolu-

tion, and structures of stars. The CD-ROM features sections on how to leans

about the universe, showing how scientists have learned about stars, planets,

moons, and meteorites. (Author /YK) ENC-016510 & ENC-016538

Changing Shorelines
FACETS Series

Grade 6
ten
mist anaiosed as a oro)ad of So
Medan Iherracal Soddy (ACS)

Orden' Inks mice
Keetaluni Roma° Company
4050 Westrult Mho
PO Lbx 1840
Dubuque. IA 52004
Fu (803) 772-9185
Tog-tow : (800) 770 -3544
onmabasdagerd corn

Stie material hoot

The Foundations and Challenges to

Enosurage Technology-based Science
(FACETS) series of activity books for mid-

dle school students, designed by the
American Chemical Society, provides
hands-on learning in science that involves
cooperative group inquiry and aitical
thinking skills. In this module designed for

grade 6, students investigate what happens
where land and water meet on sandy

S1L99 pet teacher eaten shorelines. Throughout the course of the

module, students model and investigate

barrier islands; explore the effects of waves and wind on particle erosion;

and use laboratory work as well as library research to build a case either for

or against recreational derelopnarit on barrier islands. A teacher's guide and

a station activity book are provided for each module. The teacher's guide

describes the objective and the time line for each activity, provides teachers

with background information,
materials needed, and illustrations and guide-

lines on how to run cads acthity.The student book consists of several activi-

ties with background informatir procedure, and questions for discussion.

Also available from this series i -cid Substitutes, a module for grade 6 in

which students investigate so . of the effects of choosing to cat and cook

with food substitutes rather than theirreal counterparts. (Author/RA)

ENC-004953 & ENC- 004943

Distributed by DynEDRS
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Water, Water Everywhere

Grades 7-12
1931
Warr. Cie Jaotson

Meng bereft
HACH Orders
5600 Lindbergh orris
PO 8rer 600
Laniard CO 80539
070) 6694050 Fox (970)669.2932
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This curriculum ids features a range of
hands-on experiments using simple test

kits and integrates reading, discussion,
and hands-on activities that can be con-
ducted in the classroom or in the field. it

focuses on issues affecting water quality

such as pH and acid rain, groundwater
contamination, wastewater treatment and
drinking water quality. This kit includes a
Student Reading Untt, featuring new

vocabulary explanations; Water Quality
Factors Reference Unit, clescsibing chem-
ical, biological, and physical attrilutes of
water; and a teacher's guide that contains
a selection of nine simple experiments, a

guide to field testing a local waterway, and supplementaryactivities.The

teacher's guide also offers guidelines for reporting field test results to the

class, directions for writing the lab report, reproducible students' work

sheets, and exams and answer keys. Sampie topics covered include measur-

ing disolved oxygen, thermal pollution,and Coliform bacteria in water.

Each activity indudes a statement of purpose, focus questions, and badc-

ground information, as well as a list ofmaterials, step by step procedures,

and data sheets. Sample exams in the teacher's guide include Student

Reading Unit questions, multiple choice vocabulary tests, and Parent Cr. vied

Take Home tests. (Author/YK) ENC-016695

Stars and Stories
Bigger World Series

Grade 7 and up
1907
haw Lowe a Yfidege
Mart hie

Mottos Idoensatien
e* Software M
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PO Box 61
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This CD-ROM provides a comprehensive
background in the science of astronomy

through seven multimedia exercises.The
CD-ROM consists of Print Materials,
which are included on the disc, and
Multimedia Exercises. Print materials

include a textbook, a teacher's guide, and

myths related to the major constellations,

as well as a student guide, an assignment

checklist, and study questions with
enrichment problerniThe textbook pro-
vides reading material upon which every

investigation of the CD-ROM is based. As

.
students study each Salon in the text-

book, the multimedia exercises helpthem understand and apply what they

have learned.The main menu of the CD-ROM provides seven exercises, a

slide show, a list of related Internet site, and an explanation of connections

between astrammy and mythology. It also includes challenge tests that draw

upon the textbook and the multimedia exercises, progress reportsthat track

students' progress through the multimedia exercises, and a glossary. The

multimedia exercises further the work of the texts in Involving students in

math and science activities related to understanding astronomy. Exerdses

cover angles, trigonometry,graphing, scientific notation, and three types of

motion (linear, rotary, and oscillatory).
These concepts are applied In such

activities as measuring latitude and
longitude; determining the distance to

and between certain stars; and investigating
constellations and related myth:.

In a sample project on motion, students simulate Venus's rest:grade motion

by marking on the wall where Venus appears to
be among the stars until a

person who is representingVenus has passed a person representing the

Earth. (Author /YK) ENC-016720
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Fun With Physics:
Real -Life Problem Solving for Grades K-3

Fun warn Physics Series

Grades K.3
1999 -
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Series Is Fun with Physics: Real-

uses a similar format and conttn

This book provides students with hands-

on activities to solve real-life physics prob-

lems. The book focuses on concepts and

process skiffs that haw been identified in

national standards and that are measured
by state proficiency tests. The book is

divided into three sections. The first pro-
vides information about how to start using

the ideas found in the book.The second
section presents information and insights

about relevant learning theories and their
practical application, such as inquiry-based

learning, process skill development, and

gender equity...The Learning Activities sec-

tion is divided into physics categories:
simple machines, electricity, heat, and liq-

uids. For each activity section, the book
provides materials lists, background infor-

mation, and procedures for activities,
from engagement to extension. These are
accompanied by connections to other sub-
jects and resources for teachers and stu-
dents. Reproducible student worksheets
and datasheets are also provided. The
appendices provide a variety of support

materials such as references, basic scien-
tific principles, and a matrix of learning

activities, proficiency outcomes, and

process skills. Also available from this

Life Problem Solving for Grades 4-8, which

t for more advanced students. (Author/YK)

ENG-014463 & ENG-0)4462

Gravity Rules?
AIMS Activities

Grades 5-12

same Betty Cordd. John (Mn. Ronald
19X43. Tracey Llede. Renee Mason.

M a n n Met Jim Yaw maths
orokeetRonedti000

Orderleg Informed:a
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This book and videotape uses the sport of

skydiving to study force and motion.The

video portion of the package provides stu-

dents with footage of people skydiving
and instrument readings within an air-

plane in flight from which they collect
data. The data are then used to compute a
physical characteristic of a real -world

object. The standards-based, bands -on
activities in the book use paper models to
duplicate what the students observe on

the video. The series integrates mathemat-
ics and science with other curriculum

areas including language arts, social stud-

ies, physical education, art, and music.

Both the video and the book explain the

design of the equipment and the instru-

ments that the parachutists and the pilots

use. Students explore the mm a ments th the parachutists make to under.

Visit BESTCOPYAVAI4VLE
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stand how changes in their arm and leg positions relate to specific maneuvers

and laws of physics. They make mathematicalcalculations to determine aver-

age velocity, terminal velocity, and glide ratio. Each activity lists the key

questions, corresponding standards, and integrated disciplines as well as pro-

cedures and materials. Reproducible pages are found throughout the book.

On the video, teachers can find additional technical information, such as

how to set up the computen and graphing calculators involved in a comput-

er-based lab. (Author/JR) ENC- 016167
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This curriculum module presents the
physics of music and king distance com-
caurdcsions. Active Physics, an activity-
based curriculum with limited math and
reading skips prerequisites, is designed as

an introductory physics eciutie for high

school students, or an altarriarive for
those who would not akinally enroll in
physics. Each Module In the course uses a

thematic apply:sada in which students

learn about physics as they explore issues

in Sports, Medicine, Home,
Transportation, and Predictions. This
module contains three chapters that focus

on the applications of iotmd and light,

were theory, and the elktrornagnetic
spectrurn. Each &mita presents students

with a problem or task that they will complete using the knowledge they

gain in the chapter. Students begin the module by using a &by to observe

pulses, periodic and standing waves,and to establish the relations hips among

wavelength, frequency, and speed of the wave. In other activities, students

use waves to communicate by =ring a simple code of pulses to send mes-

sages; amide the use ofpixels in binary coding and electronic images; and

explore the Doppler effect through an experiment in which they toss an

oscillator embedded in a Nerf ball.Theactivities conclude with reflective

readings that relate the activity to the larger challenge, homework problems,

and extensions. The teacher's guide provides an overview of Active Physics

and its correlation to the National Science Eilocralon Swan& (1995). For each

chaff, the guide provides a dupter organize; a summary of physics con-

cepts addressed, and equipment lista an well as annotated student pages,

assessment rubrics ,a traditional chapter test and answer liya. The compan-

ion videotape demonstrates how to any out each activity & the &mom.

(Author /LCI) ENG-0151168

Soda Science: Designingand TeSting Soft Drinks
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This book contains recipes and experi-

ments that introducestudents to the

dtemical makeup of Soft drinks as well as

to some of the chemical techniques used

to manufacture them.The book is divided

into four sections that approach three MS

remit aspects of soda pop. The first part

presents a series of investigetions that



show how colors and flavors are extracted

from natural materials. Each experiment
includes directions for taking samples at
intervals throughout the process and sug-

gestions for compring them and organiz-
ing the data. The se-ond part of the book
presents three methods for adding Tuz to

soft drinks through yeast fermentation,
adding sodium bicarbonate, and dissolving
carbon dioxide gas into water. The third
section provides systematic strategieS to

help students combine ingredients to

make their own soda. This section also describes how to design a survey to

test the recipe on other people, how to collect the data, and present it in

charts and graphs.The fourth part describes how the ingredients in commer-

cial sodas can be measured and helps readers compare their home product to

commercial drinks. Each experiment begins with an introductory discussion

and contains a list of household ingredients, an illustrated procedure, and

suggestions for other experiments to try. Additional scientific information is

provided at the end of each set of experiments. (Author/LCT) ENC-016480

Chemistry With CBI. Chemistry Experiments Using
Vernier Probes and Sensors with the CBL System and
TI-82, 83, 85, 86, 89 and 92 Graphing Calculators
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Chemistry II
with CBI:

This lab manual and accompanying soft-
ware provide 36 chemistry experiments.

All of the experiments incorporate the
Texas Instruments (Ti) Calculator Based

Laboratory :BL) System (not included)
and Vernier sensors, which are used to
collect various kinds of data. These data

are then retrieved directly into all graph-
ing calculator (not included) so that stu-

dents can generate graphs, analyze the
results, and model the experiment. The
experiments cover topics in endothermic
and exothermic reactions, fractional dis-
tillation, and energy content of fuels, in

addition to chemical equilibrium, add
base titration, and lead storage batteries.

Each experiment includes student hand-

outs with instructions as well as a

teacher's information section. The accom-
panying software coned= the word pro-

ceuing files for the student handoutsand

the CHEMBIO data collection program

for then graphing calculators. The stu-
dent sheets Include sections on back-

ground information, set up diagrams, and detailed instructions on how to

use theTI-82, 83, 85, 86, 89, and 92 graphing calculators and the CBL, as

well as data and calculation shcets.Thc
teacher's information section that fol-

lows each experiment has sample results, answers to questions, directions

for preparing solutions, and other helpful hints regarding the planning and

implementation of a particular experiment. With the accompanyingVernier

software, students an collect data using probes such as a temperature probe,

a pressure sensor, a voltage probe, and a colorimeter.The software also

enables students to download activity programs and sample data using the TI

Graph Link software and cable package (not included). Appendices provide

information about how to calibrate probes, how to use the T1.82, 83, 85, 86,

GEST COPY AVAILABLE-
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and 92 graphing calculators with the CBL system, and how touse the

Vernier Graphical Analysis software with the CBI- Also available from this

series is Physical Science with CBL: Physical Science Experiments Using

Vernier Probes and Sensors with the CBL System and11-82/T1-83 Graphing

Calculators.This resource provides 40 physical science laboratory activities

that cover topics in properties of matter, simple machines, and electricity

and magnetism, in addition to chemical reactions, acids and bases, and

energy alternatives. (Author /YK) ENC-016094 & ENC-016092
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This magazine and accompanying
teacher's guide contains four ChemMaueti
issues from October 1998 to April 1999.

Chen/Arun a dmmistry magazine, is
issued four times a year for chemistry
students by the American Chemical
Sodety. Chemrifirm explores the basic

chemistry behind commercial and con-

sumer products through articles, puzzles,

and dorms. Each issue features articles

that demonstrate hoie, cheinktry is all

around us and tells stories of how drem-

istry affects our lives. Many issues also contain a section on Mystery Matters

that describes real-life mystery stories solved through chemistry. Sample

topics include how to take the caffeine out of coffee using superaitical fluid

extraction, the development of biodegradable polymers, and the chemical

components of the colors produced by fireworks.The teacher's guide pro-

vides an overview of each article, a sample lab activity with detailed proce-

dures and review questions, and ideas for further investigation. (Author/YK)

ENC-016648

Chemistry in the Marketplace

Grade 10 and up
toe
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This text provides students with every-
day chemistry information to help them

connect the theoretkal with the familiar.

The book features sample experiments
and demonstrations to further darify the

topic, interesting mecdotes, and exercise

questions. It also relaxes critiques of
popular misconcepdons of the green-

house effect, the ozone layer, and viabili-

ty of alcohol as a motor fuel.The text is

'endured in 16 chapters thatprovide an

introduction to the bngliage ofchem-

istry, an approach to toxicology and risk assessment, anti dentistry inthe

kitchen. Subsequent chapters explorechemistry in the garde's, home safety,

and the thernisny of energy, as well asthe controversy associated with food

irradiation. In a sample chapter on dentistry in the Holten, students learn

about what effect pasteuristdOn has on the nutrients in milk, why

microwave ovens are so efficient for cooking, and why dieting can be cotm-

terproductive in terms of the metabolic rate of the body. In sample experi-

ments, students demonstrate the existence of iron in breakfast cereal using a

strong magnet, and test for the presence of starch by adding asmall drop of

iodine solution to a starch solution made from a piece of potato. An expand-

ed glossary and an index are also provided. (Author/YK) ENC-015982
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This five- to six-week unit uses hands-on

games and experiments to help students

explore the likelihood of events, make

predictions about outcomes based on

data, and determine whether games arc

fair. Each unit in the Math by All Means

series integrates the primary topic with

the rest of mathematics by including ideas
from other strands. (This unit on proba-

bility also incorporates ideas from the

strands of number, computation, geome-

try, and statistics.) Writing isincorporated

as an integral part of children's mathemat

its learning. Each bOok is comprised of

four components: whole class lessons,

menu activities, assessments,and home-

work. Menu activities allow children to

work independent of the teacher in

groups, pairs, or indiridually.These activi-

ties do not build on each other, but rather

pose problems, set up situations, and ask

questions.Woven through each unit are

descriptions of what happened when the

material was taught to an actual class.
These vignettes provide a view of how the

lessons were organized, how children

reacted, and how a teacher responded in

one classroom, but are not intended as a

standard of what should happen. Ideas for

informal and formal assessment are pro.

vided. Teacher materials includeblackline masters, tips for calculator use,

samples of children's work, a
suggested daily schedule, and a sample letter to

parents. Also available from this series is Probability Grades 3 to 4, which

provides a broad range of problem-solving
experiences. Use of materials

such as number cubes, spinners, color tiles, and two-color counters is

described. (Author/GMM) ENC-007727 & ENC-007728

Between Never and Always: Probability
investigations in Number; Data. and Space Ser es

Grade 5
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This teacher's resource book focuses on a

few fundamental ideas about probability.

The Investigations in Number, Data, and

Space series provides a complete K to S

mathematics curriculum that offers

students meaningful mathematical prob.
lems emphasizing depth in mathematical

thinking In contrast to the usual text.

book-based program, the curriculum is
presented through a series of teacher

828.25 per book
books, one for each unit of study.
Reproducible resources for students are

provided, but the curricahnn does not include student hooks. Students work

actively with a variety of manipulative materials and techno/ogr. Between

Never and Always moons two Investigations. One takes five, one -hour

Visit enctoz,
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sessions, while the other takes seven.

Activities include pair and small group

work, individual tasks, and whole class

discussions. The opening pages d each

Investigation present a synopsis of each

session, an overview of the most impor-

4k tint mathematical ideas that studentswill

encounter, and a list
.1/4 of materials to gather. One Investigation

emphasizes how probability can be relat-

ed to games. In Sessions I and 2, students

play a three-person version

of Rock, Paper, Scissors that is not fair. After collecting data, students

enumerate all the possible ways for each player to win and discover the game

is indeed unfair. Groups then modify the rules of the game to make it fair.-

In other sessions, students discuss games that involve chance only, skill only,

and a combination of the two.They are introduced to a new game, and dass

results are used to prompt a discussion of what it means fora game to be

fain Homework assignments and extensions appear at the end of each

activity A variety of embedded assessment activities are recommended

throughout. (Author/CMS/KFR) ENC.010725

Probability
Task Card Series
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1996
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This book contains 28 reproducible stu-

dent activity cards to Involve students in

the matheMatics of chance and the science

of analysis. Activities include miming,
permutations, tallying combinations, and

plotting frequency distributions. Students

work alone or In cooperative groups to
complete activities at their own pace.

Each student is responsible fora brief,

individual write up explaining the how

and why of the activity. In one activity, students flip a coin In a marathon bas-

ketball tournament and try to answer the question: Is Heads or Tails really

the better team? In another activity,
students turn a cereal box into a penny

pinball machine based on PasearsTriangle and determine the probability of

hitting each pin. Included in the book are answers to all questions on the

Tisk Cards along with suggestions for assessment and use of other sets of

activity cards In the series. (Author/JRS) ENC-016124
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This twelve-inch, multi-layered ruler is

designed to help students learn the frac-

tional parts of an inch and build skills

using half to one-sixteenth inch me asure-

ments.The ruler consists of five dear
plastic layers that arc color coded and

index tabbed for easy identificadon and

separation. Each colored layer is marked

to measure a different fractional pert of an

inch. All layers are attached with plastic

rings and can overlay eachother. Included

with the ruler is a booklet with activities

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



that begin with elementary measuring sldils and progress to more difficult

concepts, such as equivalent fractions. In sample activities, students use the

ruler to measure dressings o: flowers growing in pots to the quarter inch, to

measure pictures of pencils to theone-sixteenth inch, and to interpret scale

drawings and maps. All answrs to the activities are included. (Author/IRS)

ENC-01S648

From Paces to Feet Measuring and Data
Investigations in Number. Data, and Space
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General information about the

Investigations in Number, Data, and

Space series is available on page 74. This

book on linear measurement contains

four Investigations, each consisting of

three to seven one-hour sessions. One
Investigation, Measuring with Paces and

Steps, emphasizes measuring with non-

standard units and analyzing and compar-

ing different measurements. In Session 1,

students use baby steps and giant steps to

measure distances in the classroom,and in

Session 2, students compare the number

of units that arc needed to cover a particu-

lar distance with different -sized steps. In

later sessions, pairs of students take turns

giving each other directions from one

point to another involving a number of
steps and turns, that focus on the advan-

tages of standardizing their paces for more

uniform measurements.

(Author/CMS/KFR) ENC-010490

The Right Angle
New Adventures rat Jasper Woodbury Series
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SloWerds: NODS Cuntufam and
&Amen Standards (1989)

This laserdisc with teacher's manual con-

tains the story of a young Native American

who is challenged by her grandfather to

find the cave where a family heirloom is

hidden. As the story unfolds, students

learn about topological maps, triangles,

and the usefulness of geometry for mea-

suring The series is intended to develop

problemsolving skills in contextual, real-

life settings. Each of the nine JASPER

episodes is on a laserdise and comes with

related teacher's manual that includes stu-

dent materials and a computer software

disk. At the !teeming of each episode,

students view a 1 S- to 25-minute movie from the !ascribe introducing the

fundamental concepts, the original story with characters, and the challenge.

They then view several shorter movies that present directions, questions,

and data. To solve the challenge, students apply mathematics concepts and

skills; in this Right Angle episode, for instance, students decode the direc-

tions to the cave given in the story, use their geometric knowledge to locate

the cave on a map, and prepare dear and accurate directions for the rescue

squad to find the fastest way to reach the cave. The mathematics involved in

this activity includes whole number, fraction, and decimal operations; ratio,

proportion, and percents; and similar trIang16. The teacher's manual pro-

vides an activity preview, an overview of the solution, teaching suggestions,

Distributed by DynEDR5
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and a sample lesson plan. Also found are analogous problems and extensions

into other content areas. Student materials include pictures of characters,

print copies of data from the story, frame numbers of specific scenes, and a

story surnmary.The software disk provides anoptional function that allows

viewers to select particular story scenes. (Autior/CCC/IRS) ENC-013834

Through the Eyes of Explorers:
Minds-On Math and Mapping
AlMS Activities

Grades 54
19114
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This rparivor resource book introduces

mapping with interdisciplinary unite based

on historical themes. Themathematical

focus includes reasoning, measurement,

and geometry in the real world.The AIMS

series provides integrated mathematics

and sdence units for all grade levels. Unit

activities can relate to other arriculum
areas including language arts, social stud-

ies, physical education, art, and music. In

this book the activities are divided into

five units. The tmdtetnatical concepts of

the units grow progressively urn complex, allowing students to enter the

material at a level that is appropriate for them. Four of the five units begin

with historical context that deals with the mapping of the United States for

its westward expansion. In a sample activity, students read a series of histori-

cal journal entries and develop an itinerary of the tarok of a fur trapping

expedition that occurred In 1832. From the journal entries, students calcu-

late distances traveled cads day and for the entire trip, their determine the

path of fur trappers on a map. Through the Eyes of Explorers includes corre-

lations for each activity to Project 2061 BenchrnarJi and NCIM Curriculum

and &alumina Stemfardifor &Imo! Mathernalcs.All activities come with

detailed background Information, teaching suggestions, and classroom dis-

cussion questions, along with illustrated student activity sheets and ideas for

extending the activity. (Author/JRS) ENC-016207

Measurement
Authentic Learning Activities in Middle School Mathematics Series

Grades 6-8
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The Authentic Learning Activities in

Middle School Mathematics series con-

tains lessons designed to capture the spirit

and intent of the draft of NCTM Principles

and Standorrbfor School MazIremmicr

(PSSM). Each book in the series addresses

one of the five content strands found In

PSSM. Part One of each book outlines

the mathematical underpinnings, and Part

Two provides a brief Instruction on the

new content or approaches found in that

strand. PartsThree and Four provide two authentic learning tasks, each con-

sisting of a set of four activities with reproducible work sheets. Each harming

task includes background for the teacher and detailed classroom instructions

along with an answer key and samples of student work. Measurement eon-

aim student activities exploring the
relationships among die arms of trian-

gles, rectangles, parallelograms, and
trapezoids. hi the first unit, students

join Gulliver on his traveh to Laputa, the land of mathernaticiatu. Students

read brief, modernized excerpts front Garda lurch and rewrite a pan -

graph that confuses the names of tsro-dhnensional and three-dimensional fig-

ura. Students estimate and calculate perimeters and areas of triangles and

quadrilaterals shown on a grid and decompose larger shapes into simple

lierfOCUS YeL7, no.3 ,



shapes such as right triangles. They then compute perimeters using the

Pythagorean relationship and apply area formulas. In later activities, students

help the mathematicians escape the King's tax on right angles by transform-

ing rectangles into trapezoids ofequal area. This book includes a selected list

of r:lated print and media resources and Internet addresses. (Author/RS)

ENC-616680
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The Number Sense series is designed to

promote reflection about numbers with

primary through middle school students.

Each volume is divided into six sections

that explore the major components of

number sense: estimation, measurement,

and mental computation along with multi-

ple representation, number relationships,

and relative size.The underlying philoso-

phy is that number sense is often devel-

oped from visual experiences.Teacher

notes explain the intent of each section,

while each experience lists the number

focus, provides the needed mathematical
background, and suggests ways to use the

activities in the classroom. Solutions and

extensions are provided. The book for

grades 6 to 8 contains 40 experiences,
each broken into several five- to fifteen-

minute activities. In one experience, stu-

dents engage in four activities that encour-

age them to think about doing computa-

tions mentally and to reflect on appropri-

ate computational alternatives.The four

activities become progressively more
difficult, moving from the four opera-

tions to finding percentage. Students look at twelve similar computation

problems and consider whether each
calculation can be performed mentally

with ease, with great difficulty, or in
between. Students then pick which

computation in the set is the most difficult for them to do mentally and dis-

cuss their choices. In an
extension activity, students make up two new com-

putations, one that is easy to do mentally and one that is hard, and explain

their reasoning All activities in this book are reproducible; references are

included. (Author/IRS) ENC-016338
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The Investigation Units series was con-

ceived and designed by the Investigations
Mathematics Curriculum Project as a part

of the EQUALS, a teacher education pro-

gram designed to help elementary and

secondary teachers acquire methods and

materials to attract minority and female
students to mathematics. The series sup-

ports a problem solvingapproach to

mathematics; students work in groups,

and teachers use active assessment meth-

ods and incorporate a broad mathematics
curriculum presented to students in a

variety of contexts. Each unit has a range of entry levels that allow students

of varying experience to be challenged.The units integrate language, writ-

ing, and hands-on work in cooperative settings and are designed to be used

in bilingual or multilingual settings. Student pages are in English and Spanish.

Flea-Sized Surgeons is a four- to eight-week unit addressing the topics of sur-

face area, volume, and scale. Students build mathematical models to help

them question how scale changes affect measurements of physical properties

(such as lightness on feet, heat transfer, respiration, strength, and stability of

form) in animals and people. Also available from this series isTelling

Someone Where to Go, in which students explore the mathematics of navi-

gation in the spirit of the wilderness sportof orienteering. (Author/GMM)

ENC-008619 & ENC-008618

A Fractals Lesson for Elementary
and Middle School Students
math.rke.eduNanfus/frac

Grades 4-8 This web site describes how to makefrac-

knee Open tardus
Sbudilm NCTM Cancan and

rays by iterating within an equilateral tri-

Eveustion Saver* (1963) angle.The goal of the site is to explore

mathematics and to find real-life objects

similar to fractals, such as ferns, coastlines, and mountains.The lesson plan is

designed so that students can work independently. Alternative assessment

methods are suggested. Links to otherfractal sites are available by clicking

the appropriate word or phrase. Winner, ENC Digital Dozen, August 19%.

(Author/LDR) ENC-002032

Infinite Windows Classroom Instructional Resources
Interactive Mathematics Series

Grade B
1999
hest Caved Foster. Sande &Ram. Act
Riot Kay McCktk Barney Martinez
Linda Mae

Outing trtfonsalion
ClencoesnAceerepHill
PO Box 543
Maddick OH 43004
011W 4)8904M

m:
nee (814) C804877

(800) 334-7344

MA per kft
Note includes teachers edition trans-
perencies, menu station posters, and
cooper UNe group discussion atilt Pace

ale/ yam MS ate is for leachers Wa-
ft Math their schools. Cooing pub-
Ostrer for addrtiond ordered tart

Miulmet KIM Contedum
ErMation Sand= (1019)

The interactive Mathematics series con-

sists of 18 units that help students con-

struct their own mathematical under-

standing by using activities, projects, and

investigations in a problem-solving, coop-

erative learning setting. Each unit opener

is the story of a teenagerwho uses mathe-

matic in a real-life situation. Infinite

Windows is a five -neck Mitt containing
activity-based materials for Introducing

iteration, fractal geometry, and chaos the-

ory.The unit is introduced with the story

of a successful student with high aspira-

tions who was killed In an autoaccident.

Students complete seven activities and

two investigations in which they explore

repeated reflections with mirrors and

ovate fractals by folding and cutting

paper and by plotting random numbers.

They also use computers to investigate

chaos theory and fractals. in another

activity, students apply chaos theory

through a simulation of the spread of a

forest fire using a probability factor, graph

poper, and throws of a number cube to

simulate changing wind patterns. Included

in this set of material , are the student text

pages, lesson plans, materials for home-

7 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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work, a letter to parents with a family activity, and suggestions for assess-

ment. Hardcover student texts are also available in Spanish. (Author/ J RS)

ENC-011580

Fractals: Exploring Its Simplicity, Beauty,
and Mathematics
www. best come ejadlJavalfractals

Grade 9 and up This web site is maintained by Jacobo
Bulaevsky, an electrical engineer and math

hobbyist.The site presents information

and interactive Java Applets on I I types of fractal., and the mathematics

behind them. Graphics show how each type of fractal is generated, then

Applets help students visualize the iteration rules by allowing than to per-
form each iteration at the touch of a button. For example, in the Koch

Snowflake App/et, students are shown a line. By clicking a button, students

see how the line is changed after the first iteration; students can then per-

form successive iterations until their computer runs out of memory.Alter

producing the fractal, students are asked how the number of iterations

relates to the number of line segments in the Koch Snowflake. Students are

also given information about fractal dimension and ether fractal concepts,

such as the initial conditions and the algorithms that determine their shapes.

To encourage student exploration, the site has windows that hide answers to

the questions. These windows cannot be opened without a password, which

teachers can receive from the webmaster. (Author/RMK) ENC-013353

71'=7
Statistics Pgavori,r.t.:-

hair. Jambe Butuvsy

The Graph Club with Fizz & Martina
Grades K-4
19M
Maw Peggy** Stearns

OrdeeIng Infontsadea
Tom Snyder Prolactions, Inc.
80 C,00fidoe Hit Re
Viatirtorm. MA 02172
Fez (617) 926-6222
Too -bee (800) 304-'254
uvntbiachts,..om

amits per CO-ROM wine
Rate Network versions and site 5c:easing
alio available In NM or blliwal
(SVIHNSPantsli) educes. Spey com-
NW type and aids or CO-ROM.

=Maids: RCM Gordan= and
Evaluation Standards OMER

This CD-ROM Is designed to help stu-
dents develop toe ability to interpret
graphs and to use graphs to communicate
information and solve problems. The pro-
gram is intended to assist students in mak-

ing the transition from graphing with
manipulatives to graphing in the abstract

and to help them understand the relation-
ship between different representations of

the same data for example, picture
graph, bar graph, line graph, circle graph,
and table. Students learn that data conic
from many sources and that they are used

for a variety of purposes. EXPLORE

mode generates a pair of graphs that lets students investigate graphing in an

open-ended environment. MATCH mode generates arandom graph and

challenges students to create a different type of graph representing the same

data. CREATE mode permits students to enter collected data for graphing.

GUESS mode encourages critical thinking skills and helps students to under-

stand that there are often many good answers to aquestion. Other options

allow students to label and even write about their graphs in a text box.The

teacher's guide includes blackline masters of sample graphs and activities as

well as suggestions for how to introduce and assess graphing concepts in the

primary grades. (Author/LDR/GMM) ENC-014421

Distributed by DynEDRS
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Survey Questions and Secret Rules:
Collecting and Sorting Data
investigations in Numoet Data, and Space 5enes

Grade 1
iota
POILMer: Dale Seymour Pubtcado.ii
Nair. Tracey Wright Jan Moluos

Naiad Want*
Scott Foresaw kktison Wesley
PO Box 2649
4350 63uily Orfve
Ccturnbus OH 43216
Fire (600) 64F8439
Toe-frer. (877) 260-2530
vioncroMomunarmom

12516 cm towhee% guide

Data Explore:-

Oren 4-8
use
Most desitm Lets Edwards: engineer-
ing. Infonuaton Technolow Design
lersoolabs

Ordebto leformation
saturst ComrrsinatIons
101 Castiston Shot
PO Box 100
Fisimentale. NY 10570
(914) 747-3310 Fax 0114) 747-4109
bikes (803) 321-7511Ernalk mean
WIRSUflbtrAllred.0011

18113 per CD-ROM sacs:0ot inCD-

ROM Lab pack
Nogg Please contact Hitter for hubs
Irtionntlicsi r,dlasysbm requltarre401.

See a general description of the
Investigations in Number, Data, and
Space Series on page 74, This book, which

focuses on understanding, categorising,
and representing data, contains four
Investigations. Each includes three to six

one-hour sessions. One Investigation,
Birthdays, emphasizes becoming familiar
with calendar features as well as grouping,
describing, and ordering data about birth-
days. In Session I, students use calendars

to make cards showing their birth dates,
then organize themselves in groups
according to birth month. In other ses-
sions, pairs of students try different ways
of organizing the class birthday data, and
the whole class listens to a month-by-
month story and then creates a group
timeline to tell a similar story over one
year. Recommendations for homework
assignments and for extensions appear at

the end of each activity, and various
embedded assessment activities are rec-

ommended throughout.
(Author/CMS/KFR) ENC-010481

This CD-ROM allows students to create
and administer surveys as a form of data

collection and then analyze that data
graphically and with basic statistical tools.

The survey tool allows students to create
multiple-choice surveys that can then be

administered online. As the survey is
completed, results are stored in a spread-
sheet.The data analysis section allows stu-

dents to explore data from their surveys

or from other solaces, such as the 02111-

pies included on the CD-ROM. Students
can analyze interval, numerical, or cate-

gorical data using many types of graphs,

including scatter plots, box plots, pie

charts, histograms, and stem and leaf plots. Data Explorer also calculates

basic column statistics for numerical data. Each time a graph is produced, a

menu specific to that type ofgraph allows students to do further explo-

rations. For instance, on the scatter plot, students have the option of

including a least squares fitted line or lines having formulas entered by the

students. A notebook feature allows students torecord observations as they

look at a graph, spreadsheet, or survey.The teacher's guide includes a

detailed tour dell of the faunas of the software, aswell as a section on

teething data analysis diet provides suggestions of various activities. A refer-

ence section gives brief operation notes and a bibliography of instructional

resources. (Anthor/RMIC) VC-013370

enefOCUS vela, no.3



Data Analysis, Statistics, and Probability
,... : Msna.r. rr:(1. A

Grades 6-8
201:0
Pa /Mr. Brendan Kern.

One:rise IntorrorDen
Brendan Kelly Publishing
2122 illgtniew Drive
Burlington. Orr 1.7R 3XI
(966) 335-33'.0 / Fax (905) 335-5104
nwoolueralanaelypubishing porn

OSA per edify book (paperb266
NOM Bulk erldnaavasaass contact ven-
dor for further Intomutton,

The Authentic Learning Activities in

Middle School Mathematics Series is
described on page 75. This teacher
resource book from the series contains
activities that challenge students to use
data and probability to determine if the
African elephant will become extinct in
their lifetime and to'decide if the World

I Series is rigged. In the first unit of the
book, students estimate the number of
elephants in a herd using an aerial photo-

graph on which a rectangular grid is superimposed. Students count the num-

ber of animals in a random selection ofrectangles and estimate the number

of elephants in the entire herd. By pooling their results, students learn how

the estimates become more accurate as the sample size is increased. Students

use appropriate graphs to show various information about elephant popula-

tions. Finally, they visit web sites to investigateopinions of Africans about the

ivory trade, then write a report with quantitative information to support or

refute the assertion that the African elephant will become extinct in the stu-

dents' lifetime.The book includes a selected list of rested pint and maiii

resources and inter..et addresses. (Author/JRS) ENC-01668 I

Data: Now Do You Get It?
Math Vantage 1995 Series

Grades 6-9
1996
Pareion Mirada Mal/whim and
Science Coalition

Welty Iniennallon
Great Plains Nallana3
PO Box 80669
Unmet NE 68501
(402) 472-2C(17/ Fax (600) 306-2320
Tol-free: 0100) 223-4630
Ernst gpnalutledu
gummier/a

2143.00 per kh

*too per
ss.se per teachers outdo

The Math Vantage series aims to motivate

pm-algebra students with high-energy

footage of real-world situations illustrating
key mathematical concepts and applica-
tient This videotape, the first in a four-

tape unit, introducesstudents to the study

of statistics; the emphasis is that data col-

lection and analysis are important skills

for modern Ltfe.The tape shows how sur-

veys, observation, analysis of past records,

and expaimentation are used for data col-

lection. Examples include how a survey is

constructed to gather data about the

appeal of different toothpastes, why the

observation of traffic patterns is an impor-

tant source of data, and how past records

are helpful to a women's college basket-

ball coach when making game playing

decisions. The material also shows how

experimentation in a controlled environ.

ment can be a source of useful data. In this

segment, a scientist desaihes how a repli-

ca of minnows' river environment is used

in experiments investigating the relation-

ship between an independent variable, a

predator, and the survival of minnows, the

dependent variable. Another segment of the video illustrates how dataresult-

ing from crash tests with dummies are used by civil engineers to make safety

recommendations. A teacher's resource book includes lesson plans, assess-

ment ideas, and student worksheets. (Author/JRS) ENC-014557

Visit enc.onlr,o, "76-

Distributed by DYnEDRS

Statistics. Polls: What Do the Numbers Tell Us?
www.learnecorglexhibitsIstatistics

Grade 7 and up
1007
nether: Janine Hadfield. Ellen Rauch. !

Henry Thane: ern-ct managers, unaa 1

This web site, part of the
Annenberg/CPB Exhibits Collation,
opens with a four question survey about

W. Braun. Jenntle Heeling the visitor's views on the polling process

and what the visitor looks for in a political

candidate:The site then follows a year in a fictitious election campaign and

offers an inside look at the mathematics behind the polls and the news heard

everyday. The information is designed to answer the question,What do

polling figures mean and where do they come from?The site, with politically

related vignettes as background, describes the useof such statistical tools as

random samples, margins of errors, and confidence intervals. included is a

Java Applet to help students understand confidence intervals. Also found are

explanations of the sources of survey errors and of how numbers are used in

daily life for such things as taking a census, evaluating climate data, and cal-

culating income - related information. Links to related resources and the

results of the initial survey are also provided. Winner, ENC Digital Dozen,

November 1998. (Auther/JRS) ENC- 013626

Rice Virtual tab in Statistics
ruirke.edul-laneltyls.html

Grade 9 and up
UAW Rice UnNemity
AA*: David tans

1

This web site offers statistical content for

high school students. It includes an online
college-level statistics textbook and links

to other statistics resources on the Internet. Java Applets demonstrate statis-

tical concepts including mean and median, confidence Intervals, and regres-

sion analysts. Case studies offer examples of real data from research studies

along with analysis and interpretation. One case study, Instructor Reputation

and Teacher Ratings, addresses the following question: Does an instructor's

reputation affect ratings of the instructor's lecture? Statistical tools applied in

this case study include boxplots and stem and leaf displays, two-sample t-

tests, and analysis of variance. (Author/JRS) ENC-014001

Addison Wesley Longman Internet Projects

for Elementary Statistics
heog.awl.cornlweistsle_fprofectslindex.htm

Made 10 and up

Paige*: Mason WeVey towns
(AWL) Mg**. WU
War. tun Amokl

This web site is designed to complement
chapters in an Addison Wesley elementary

statistics textbook, but It contains project

activities that are useful to anyone inter-

ested in statistics and in exploringreal.

world data with elementary statistics
techniques.The site is divided Into 14

chapters offering projects based on assortment of Internet data sources

along with interactive graphical tools and simulations for analysing the data.

Projects range from investigating the survivor data from theTitanic to using

regression analysis to interpret the results of Assisted Reproductive

Technology. One project, Global Warming,begins with online references to

help the user understand the mechanisms
behind the phenomenon of global

warming. Resource materials include a timeline that traces the global warm-

ing phenomenon, graphs of temperature over the last 100 years, and infor-

mation links offering opposing views held by scientists about global warm-

ing.The project supports use of confidence intervals to analyze the tempera.

turc data collected by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

Winner, ENC Digital Dozen, January 2000. (Author/IRS) ENC-016350
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Tracking Graphs
tath,:q--r. C.: I eXt Setter

Grades 6 and 7
1998
Astkor. &maw n collaboration with
the Nisconsn Center for Education
Resew:h. School cd Education: Unhersity
of IMsconsinMadiscin and to
Freudenthal Institute at the university ol
Utrecht, the netneranas

Ordering Intormigne
Entyslopela EtritannIca Inc
Mathematics in Contest
310 South Miclugan Amos
maw, IL 60504
roc M21347-7903
Tofrec (800) 5549882
www.brrtanrikacom

15.15 per student book
$21.65 Der teachers guide

Standard': NCTM Pinta= and
Evaluation Standards 11989)

The Mathematics in Context series offers

a complete middle school curriculum
encompassing ten to per grade level;

each unit is designed to place mathemati-
cal content into a variety of real-world
contexts. The program's content is divided

into the strands of number, algebra,
geometry, and statistics. For each unit, a

teacher's guide includes lesson overviews
explaining the purpose of the unit and
teaching strategies, student materials, and
blackline masters for a letter to families,

student activity sheets, and assessment.
Tracking Graphs, a student book with
teacher's guide, contains a 13-day unit in

which students produce line graphs, read

data from graphs, and learn to analyze a

graph's essential features. In a sample lesson, Graphing ofTides, students

investigate data about tides and use the information tomake decisions on

whether ships can enter a harbor or not. They also produce and examine a

vertical translation or shift of a graph.Teacher materialsfor this unit, part of

the algebra strand, include suggestions for informal assessment, extensions,

and journal writing, and formal assessment activities using data related to r

presidential campaign, trends of women in the work force, and the

Olympics. Also available from this series is Growth, designed for grades 8

and 9. This unit introduces students to mathematical modeling as they

explore linear, quadratic, cubic, and exponential formulas and graphs.

(Author/ j RS) ENC-012882 & ENC-012983.

Patterns, Functions, and Algebra
Authentic teatnmg Activities in Middle School Mathematics Series

This book, part of the Authentic Learning Activities in Middle School

Mathematics described on page 75, contains activities that develop algebraic

conc..pts in the context of searching for patterns. In the first unit, students

Gtet;ft 6-8 I are introduced to the idea that mathemat-

2003 ics is the accumulation of intellectual con-
mem stow Kay tdautions from many societies and cul-

tures. Students explore the sequence of
triangular numbers, first with maniputa-

tives and then using tables, in later activi-

ties, students work with Pascal's triangle
and learn about its relationship to Chinese

culture of the 14th century'. In other his-
toric connections, students learn of Arab

and Hindu contributions to mathematical
development and learn of Gauss's method
to find an expression for the sum of the
numbers from one to n.This brings them
to an alternative way to derive an algebra-
ic formula for the nth triangular number.
In the second unit in the book, students
use linear functions to find the most eco-
nomical of three potential locations for a
fund raising party.The book includes a

selected list of related print and media

Tr resources and Internet addresses.
Ag (Author/IRS) ENC-0166$2

Def *ring InforrnaUen
BMW Kelly Publishing
2122 Highvlew Wive
81118141011: ON L7R 3(4

(905) 3353359 190$) 335-5104

wwebrendankeilypubbsbing.com

$16.15 per atm book (paperback)
Note: Butt pncingradabta. Contact ven-
dor for further trans:bort

Distributed by DysEDRS
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Thinking With Mathematical Models:
Representing Relationships

Grade 8

Pablfalin: Cate Seymour Publications
kidter: Glenda Lappart, Janie' 7. Fey.
Watiarn M. Attgerakl. Susan N. Friel
Diabetic Ottani' Preps

Ontario tritennetlec
Scott Foreman When Wesley
PO 8012649
4350 Equity Drive
Columbus: 011 43215
ice (2OO) 841-8939
Tolgtee: (877) 260-2530
anntscottforestrancom

$6.66 per student book
S16.15 pet mews nude

Illeederdt I1CTM Curneaurn and
Eskation Sanduda (1989):
Professional Standudt (1991)

The Connected Mathematics Project
(CMP) series is a complete middle school
mathematics curriculum that emphasizes

connections among the core ideas of
mathematics, between mathematics and
other subjects, among classroom activities
and student interests, and to applications

to the outside world. Each CMP unit con-

tains investigations supporting problem-
centered teaching. Instruction is divided

into three phaseslaunch, explore, and
summarizea model that encourages
leer -level thinking, problem solving,
and making sense of mathematics and its
uses. This student text and teacher guide

focus on constructing mathematical mod-

els, both algebraic and graphic. Students use data from experiments with

paper bridges and teetertottert as they learn to use graph and equation mod-

els to represent trends in data. In one investigation, students read a story

about a bus trip gone array and analyze graphs representing different aspects

of the trip. They also create stories that interpret eventsmodeled graphically.

in other activities, graphing calculators are used to graph quadratic equa-

tions. In a mathematical reflection for the unit, studatts look at relationships

associated with real-Iffe situations that can be represented by graph and

equation models.The teachers' guide explains the mathematics a teacher

needs to understand to teach the unit; also induded are lesson plans, black-

line masters, and suggestions for using embedded assessment,journals, port-

folios, and testing materials. (Author/jFtS) ENC-01188E

Algebra Experiments 1: Exploring Linear Functions

Grades 8-10
1993
PAItaber Addison Wesley PubAshIng
Gomm
Aram Mary Jean Water. Ronald J.
Carbon

Diming leteratettee
.44 Seymour Pubitattra Orders
43,:0 Equity ChM
PO Box 2649
Columbus OH 43218
(800) 237-3142 Fare 393.3156

(030)231-3100
wmimarstessammtcom

WI pet took

Itattsrdt NCT1A Curried= and
faraioation Standards (1989)

This teacher resource book, intended for

use with any algebra textbook, contains
17 experiments in which students gather

data and construct mathemnical models
of real-world experiments that can be

represented as linear functions.The
twerimenta introduce, develop, and rein-

force basic algebra concepts such as slope,

intercept, and equation da line; indepen-

dent and dependent vkiiables; the proper-

ties of a linear function; and the Mtereon-
nem:Ions between the equation Gra fume-

doe and its graph. Each expert:neat

includes teacher notes explaining Inc
experiment, an equipinent list, procedur-

al directions, and suggestions for organizing and analyzing class malts. for

example, in ViewTtibes students measure the viewable vertical distance in a

wall (the independent variable) and consider it to be a fimetion of the dis-

tance that the student is standing from the wall (the dependent variable).

Working in pairs, students select a tube and take three trial measurements

for viewable length on a wall, while standing at six different distances from

it. On the data collection worksheet, students draw a diagram of the experi-

ment indicating variables, describe
the procedure, organize data on a chart

with three trials for each distance x, and ensue afinal x-y table with the trial

x- values avenged.The studentsplot the data and draw a straight line through

two points that best fit the data, then find the slope, the ritercept, and the

'focus woo.



equation of the line. To interpret the data, students answer a series of ques-

tions, such as how the graph would be different if the viewing tube they used

were longer or wider. The resource book includes an overview of the use of

experiments in the math classroom, reproducible student pages, evaluation

and assessment suggestions, and samples ofstudent work. Also available from

this series is Algebra Experiments 2: ExploringNonlinear Functions, which

contains 14 experiments in which students gather data and construct mathe-

matical models of the real-world experiments usingnonlinear functions and

graphing calculators or computers. (Author/IRS) ENC-012451 & ENC-

012405

Real-World Math with the CBL System:
Activities for the 11-83 and TI-85 Pius

Grades 9.12
1999
karet: Chris erueningsen, ail Bow.
Uncle Mtironik Elise erueninctscli-Kems,

Ordering hilarmatlon
Tens Inomments. Inc.
PO Box 650311 3952
Nam TX 75265
(972)917-6335/ Fax (972) 917-0747
Tollense: (WO) 942-2737
Ernst tl-caresCR1 corn
hwittl.conVoPc

822.60 pe activity book (includes coin-
flutar crises: calculators and sensing
devices an not included)
Note Suggested retail prita. Can 1-4C0-71
CARES for vendor referral end pricing 01
Whites list dukes set prices). Corded
publisher for system reetosments.

This teacner resource book contains 31
activities designed to provide math stu-

dents, from algebra through calculus, with

a way to explore real-world applimtiom
of mathematical concepts. All of the activi-

ties require use of the Texas Instruments

(II) Calculator-Based Laboratory (CBL)
System. Probes and sensors used in data

collection indudell's light, temperature,
and voltage probes, and Venier's motion
detector, student force sensor, micro-
phone, pressure sensor, and pH meter sys-

tem. Functions studied include linear, qua-

dratic, exponential, sinusoidal, and piece-
wise-defined. Each activity is presented in
worksheet format with background infor-

mation, set-up diagrams, general instructions, and space for students to

record data and complete exercises. Theactivities feature CBL programs

with onscreen menus and procedures to aid students, especially those with

limited knowledge of graphing calculators or the CBL. Each program has an

option for retrieving and viewing sample data sets. Diskettes for Macintosh

and MS DOS computers allow activity programs and sample data to be

downloaded. Students can ust one of the programs to link calculators and

transfer collected or sample data for individual analysis. Extensions included

in most activities allow for independent investigations. Teacher reformation

sheets supply s-u Kestions for completing
the activities, as well as sample data

plots and answers to student questions. (Author/MPN/IRS) ENC-014537

Physics and Calculus Problem of the Week (PCPOW)

www.kentwednetedu/pcpow.

Grade 11 and up

lesee twee* Nigh School ; Dave
Wright Tom Robinson

This web site is designed and m ,intained

by an AP Calculus and an AP Physics

teacher as a way to foster an increased

enjoyment of advanced math and :dente

concepts through problem solving with a competitive twist. The contest is

open to everyone. New questions are posted on the first and third Mondays

of each month. At the same time, solutions to the previous week's questions

are posted. Prizes include pencils and certificates, a tshirt winner drawn

from the group of entries gettingboth questions correct, and a yearly grand

prize award of all 89 graphing calculator, One calculus problem,The 100

Meter Dash!, considers the placement
of a camera near the finish line of the

100 meter ra a at the 2000 Olympia. The goat is to capture on film the pre-

dicted winner,Thearcius Functionius, at the historic moment of victory.

Using a diagram and further
details, contest participants must write an equa-

tion Gtr the lens angle (y) In terms of the distance (x) the camera is from the

Visit enc.org 78

Distributed by DynEDRS

finish line; find dy/ dx in terms of x; and determine at what distance from

the finish line should the camera be placed. Music and graphics are featured

with each problem's statement. Winner, ENC Digital Dozen, March 2000.

(Author/IRS) ENC-016771

Iflack ground Information
for Teachers & Students

Powerhouse: inside a Nuclear Power Plant (ENC-o16308)

Grades K-5
tamer Publications Company. toll-free.
(8001328.4949 922.60

This text explores the benefits and hazards
of nuclear power and covers topics such as
what nuclear power is, what radiation is,

and how a turbine turns heat into electricity; as well as the problem of

nuclear waste, and the future of nuclear power.

Smoking: A Risky Business (ENC-o16413)

Grades 2-7 I This hook examines the history behind

5
vralammtn" 9g cm19.00 °11rw. t'll4f": tobacco use and its ramifications for per-

43-9399 =al health and society, looking at the

contradictions and controversies resulting from decisions that have been

made by individuals, the government , and privateindustry.

Moon Landing: The Race for the Moon (ENC o16548)

Grades 3-7
DX Publishing. Inc. takes' (888) 342-
5357 $14415

This reference book, part of the DK
Discoveries series, presents an illustrated

account of humanity's exploration of the

moon, from our first observations and attempts to land to the first landing

and later expeditions.

InVentiOneerialg (ENCo16637)

Grades 3-7
insegIns Visual Productions toStrer
mom 942-0528 $79.00

This video is an entertaining introduction
to the process of inventing new products

or processes. It features interviews with

adults and children who have had ideas for inventions and are presenting

them at professional or junior invention exhibitions across the country.

Spill the Beans and Pass the Peanuts: Legumes (ENC-o15961)

Grades 4.7 This book, part of the Plants We Eat

Lnror Puhications ComiliallYi WPM' Sails, contains information about
(800) 328-4480 526.25 leguminous plants (including peanuts,

lentils, peas, and beans, with a special emphasis on soybeans) that pack

seeds into pods,

Science in Your Shopping Cart (ENC-016p5)

Grades 5.8
Soncettural Research Service Momenta

orders. (3011504.1860 FREE

This booklet, produced by the
Agricultural Research Service of the

United States Department ofAgriculture,

describes the ways that agricultural scientific research improves the quality

of products that are used daily in the United States.

life is No Picnic (ENC-o156561

Grads 6 and up This video, volume five In theThe

"braooresm63tr'clw Pu 'tne
.13e- P21441 Learning Clututel (TLC) CONNEC-

TIONS 3 series, explains the connections

that link instant coffee, early libraries, and jellyfish. Host James Burka shows

how war times have catalyzed the expression
of creativity in forms such as

nylon stockings or the composition ofthe Star Spangled Banner.
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Envie° Health Link (ETVC-osee.so)
:mwmpt orrpenithome.r;:rm

Grades 6-8 j This web site, sponsored by Maryland

4 Public Television and the johns Hopkins

School of Public Health, is designed to provide science and health teachers

the resources they need to promote science and health literacy in their class-

es using today's technology. The site features the mystery of the declining

frog populations as the students' inquiry topic.

The Five Biggest Ideas in Science (ENC-o16152)

Grades 7.12 This book provides a humorous look at

,rote WA, and SOO& ux.. tes4ree rem", the process of science and how ideas in
225-5945 fit: major scientific disciplines have

changed through history. The ideas that the author considers the biggest are:

the model of the atom, the periodic law, the Big Bang Theory, the plate

tectonics model, and the theory of evolution.

Triumph of the Nerds (ENC-oi 6387)

Grade 7 and up This set of videos provides a humorous

Ambrose Video Pubranka. Mo.. ton-free: lo.k at how the personal computer indus-
Oa 5264663 4275.00 try has grown from a hobby for people

who like tinkering with electronics, math, and computer code, into a billion

dollar business.The narrator describes the way that mensuch as Steve

Wozniak, Steve Jobs, and Bill Gates started as young men and built large

companies, Apple and Microsoft.

The Human Genome Project Cracking the Code Virrthin

(ENC-o16414)

Grades 7-12 I This book describes the Human Genome

Classroom Publishing Company. Project, the process of gene mapping, and
503- nee (800) 621.1115 $8.95 concerns voiced by the Project's critics.

The text follows the activities and thoughts of researchers as they sequence

the human genome in order to determine the genetic bases of chromosome-

18 syndrome and caste fibrosis.

Influences of Sun and Moon (ENC-cet 5890

Grade 7 and up
Ambrose Video MMeshrx). Inc.. to8-trce:
(800) 528-4863 699.116

This video, part of the Forces of the Wild

series, illustrates how Earth's revolution

and tilt cause seasons to change on Earth,

and how the moon's revolution produces the patterns of tides and the phases

of the moon depending on the relative position of the sun, the moon and

Earth.

Explorers of iltarricanes, Oceans and Space (ENC-co 5693)

Grade 7 and ep
Part of the series described above, this

Ambrose Yaw suerctine. roc.. tot-see video on explorers of hurricanes, oceans
(800) 526-4663 571.6.5 and space introduces students to the

marine biologists, filmmakers, and meteorologists in the National Hurricane

Center, who study and explore environmental issues, ongoing change in

Earth's systems, and related human actions.

Alcohol and Alcoholism (VC-oven

Grade 7 and up This video, part of the Video Encyclopedia

tiaraynctroOanXere fue4fer fee°, of Psyrhoactive Drugs, presents the
843-3620 MA effects of alcohol ..0d the muses and treat-

ment of alcohol abuse. It begins a ith the statistics of al, . hul use in the

I Inited States and eategorires alcohol use into social drinking, octasiuna)

misuse, and repeated abuse and dependence.

Distributed by DynEDRS

84
4.

Life by the Numbers: Educational Modules (ENC-o141 y8)

Grades 7-12 I Thu video contains 13 short modules that
Texts Instruments. Inc.. toe -free (c3) illustrate the underlying importance of
912-2737 34.50 mathematics to everyday life.

Mathematical applications as diverse as the way statistics is used and misused

in making election predictions and why an ape could never grow tobe the

size of King Kong are explored.

Prom A to B, Without C.: The English Channel Tunnel
(ENC-o14733)

Grade: 8-10
Institute of Becolcat and &croft
&winners. totl-tme: (303) 7014333
$23.95

This video and resource booklet provide
infcantation and activities that help

explain the construction and operation of
the ChannelTunnel.The video uses the

format of a conversation between a nineteenth century French scientist who

conceived of a tunnel across the English Channel and a present-day English

scientist who works in the control room of the Channel Tunnel.

Strength in Numbers: Discovering the lay and Power
of Mathematics in Everyday Life (ENC-cneasep)

Grade 9 end up This book uses short historical accur-
ate way se Sees too-l4 OM written in a ccnversational style, to
225-5945 $11.16 introduce the reader to die discoveries

and beauty of mathematics. The author's goal is that the reader learn to

understand the language of mathematics, have a dearer idea of its impor-

tance, and gain an appreciation of mathematical reasoning,

Explosion on the Lady Delia: The Fatal Shift (ENC-o16397)

Grades 10-12
Rims tot the Hurnaitirc & &Sam toa-
fret (800)257-5128 5140.00

This video, part of the Periodic Table and
the Human Element series, is an explo-

ration of the role played by the element

oxygen in the tragic fire on board the British cargo ship, Lady Delia, which

left several workers dead.This series uses a highly interdisciplinary approach

to introduce some of the characteristics of selected chemical elements.

Who Found the Missing !Ink? A Gift from Heaven (ENC-o16398)

Grades 10-12
Fitts for Me Iturnaneoz; & Sciences. toil -
free (600) 257-5128 8149.93

Part of the series described above, this
video explores the role played by Lise

Meitner in the crucial research that even-

tually led to the understanding of the radioactiveproperties of uranium and

the splitting of the atom.

The Strarete Story of Napoleon's Wallpaper (ENC-oi6388)

Grades 10-12
Part of the series described above, this

Res to the leurnarlem & Sciences. ton-
video examines the role played by the de-.

frer (WO) 2574125 fIALIO meet arsenic in the mysterious death of

Napoleon, whose hair was found to contain high levels of arsenic com-

pounds. The program explains some of the relevant chemistry of arsenic

sampotmds tic.. eventually led Investigators to the conclusion that Napoleon

was killed by the release of toxic arsenic compounds from his wallpaper.

The Atom That Makes the Difference.: A Scattering of Ashes

(ENC.os 6stlg)

Whin 10-12
Filrim for Pt Humans 8 Schenc-s to9
tar (8001257 -5125 518118

Part of the series drcribed above, this

video addresses the role played by the cle-

ment carbon in the complex organic mot-

ecukz synthesized by Carl Djerassi, who called himself the mother of the

oral contraceptive. Djerassi takes viewers intothe inner circles of synthetic

chemistry as he explains the profesdon's day-to-day workings.

'focus wt. noi ".A
--.1a0gf 79



The Human Gertome Project Biology, Computers, and Privacy

(ENC-o14057)

Grades 10-12
istotoosai Sciences Congo Study.
(719) 531-5550. 05.00

This software and teacher's guide, second

in a series of modules developed by the
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study

(BSCS), are designed to help students learn about the structure, uses, limita-

tions, and implications of genomic databases. The modules in the series

address the issues related to the Human Genome Project, the science of

genetics, and the genetic components of behavior.

Humans and Other Animals (ENC-o1 5455)

Grade 10 and up
The Ohio State Unleash, Press. tofl-fret
(800) 437-4439 $28.00

This book, a collection of essays that origi-
nally were published in a special issue of

the journal Social Research, addresses the

question of what humans' proper relationship with other animals should be.

It contains information about how those interactions have been handled

throughout history and in different cultures, andhaw they have been reflect-

ed in the arts, religions, and sciences.

Environmental Science: Global Ecosystems Under Stress

(ENC-os59o9)

Grade 10 and up
Kendal/Hunt Pubtedno Company. ton-

tree. (800) 770-3544 $55-86

This book is a guide to the mechanics of
ecology and human impact on the envi-
ronment. Topics discussed include the car-

rying capacity of the Earth, family planning, and the use of natural resources

such as air, water, and fossil fuels.

Ftly(ethylene) (ENC-01b441)

Grades 10-12
Ran for the flurnandles & Sciences. W-
hit (600) 257-5126 NIA

Th:s video, part of the Chemistry in Action

series, presents the polymerization of eth-

ylene at different pressures and in the pres-

ence of different catalysts, depending on the intended end use of the polyeth-

ylene. It shows the molding of polyethylene into commercial products, and

the testing and analytical techniques used to determine their properties.

Chemicals from Salt 2 (ENC-016440)

Part of the series described above, this video presents how the electrolysis of

Grades 10-12:
molten sodium chloride produ.x.s pure

8a.5 for the HUR4111563 Sdences. ten- sodium metal and chlorine gas in a Che171i-
free (MO) 267-5126 $16.45 cal plant.

Physics in the Real World (ENC-crt 5985)

This textbook presents the basic concepts and principles of physics. It fea-

Grades 10-12
tures numerous worked examples along

Cambridge (Iowa* Press. tOgfroo: with detailed solutions and practice prob.
(8OO) 072-7423 $24.96 !ems on the same principles, and sections

on the lives of famous scientists.

How Things Work The Physics of Everyday life tENC-oi6o16)

This text presents the basic prznciples of physics using everyday objects to

Grade 10 and up help students connect the theoretical with

John weee ens sons. Inc. tat-tea (foo) the familiar. Sample topics include
225-5945 it4.15 mechanics, heat, and resonance and

wares, as well as electricity and magnetism, light and optics, and modern

vhysirs.

Probable Tomorrows: How Science and Technology Will
Transform Our lives in the Next Twenty Years (ENC-o16370)

Grade 10 and up
St Mho% Prr..s. Si Itirtres Pres:. It:t.
free 1848)330-6417 124.81

Distributed by DynEDRS

This book is a speculative account ofthe

way that near-future advances in products.

85

services, and even-day conveniences might change the way we live and work.

The writers consider research under development andhistorical rates of

technological advancement to construct a timetable of likely industrial and

cultural breakthroughs.

Aluminum (ENC-ot 639o)

Grades 10.12
Mrs for the Homilies & Sdences. tog-
Me: 0001 257-5120 38915

This video, part of the Chemistry in
Action series, presents how aluminum
metal is produced from bauxite, an alu-

minum ore, through an decay ;etc method.The programshows how alu-

minum is extracted and purified from rocks at a British plant by purifying

bauxite ore to aluminum oxide and reducing this oxide to molten metal.

Fit to Drink tENC-o16394)

Grades 10-12
Flans we* Human & sciences. w-
het (800)257-512e 119.05

Part of the series described above, this
video examines the water treatment
processes of the English Lake District,

which uses simple redox and acid base reactions to produce good quality

water.

Professional Development

inntorteracy: Mathematical Illiteracy and Its Social
Consequences (ENC-o14531)

Grade Pre-K and up
This book, written by a mathematician,

Random House. me. rawest OM 753- aims to construct a sense of numerical
2605 $12.01 proportion and an appredation for the

probabilistic nature of life in a society where innumeracy (the mathematical

equivalent of illiteracy) is dominant.

Data: Posing Answers and Finding Questions (ENC- 0142o4)

Grades K-8
annentergorsoranon
for Pub% Broad:4.00g. tollger
(600) 532-7637 $24,16

This professional development video, the

second in the Mathematics: %Agues the

Big Idea series, explores the relationship

among situations, data, and graphs,

and illustrates why statistics and data are important in the mathematics

curriculum.

The Future of Mathematics: Ferns& &Aunties (ENC-o1421o)

(irides K4
Arrentergitorporgion to Peek
gtoarkastevx tos-tree: (800) 5324637

$24.(15

Eighth in the series deierthed above, this

video aims to Familiarize the teacher with

the impact of new technologies on what

and how mathematics can be taught. It

illustrates how discrete mathematics topics, such as recursion and iteration,

are becoming accessible to students at a younger age.

Maths in Context A Thematic Approach (ENC-oo69z7)

Grades K-8
This book is designed to provide guide-

Greenwood Pubethrepiesnemenn lines for implementing a thematic
Edo:Wend Ms ex.. tog-tree 53001
7934154 situ approach to mathenutics.The author

believes that the benefits of using a the-

matic approach include an Increase in students' motivation to learn, the

accommodation of students' individual differences, growth in children's con-

fidence In their mathematical ability, and a realization of mathematics applic-

ability to real-world situations.

How to Use Problem -Based Learning in the Classroom

(ENC-ot1848)

Grades K-12
This I book introduces problem-based

Asodetter ft4 Soheedn end /caning (P81.), a teaching tcchniqoP that
Cartcutra enormea. telifre IBM)
9132723 man



educates be presenting students with a situation that leads to a problem for

them to solve.The book also includes five sample PBL units for grades 3, 5,

7, 9, and UM.

Apple teaming Interchange: A Dynamic Online Community
Where Educators Share. Learn, and Communicate (ENC- o1673o)

a !Lap me.com

Grades K-12
This web site offers an online resource for

educators interested in professional devel-

opment, creating and sharing curriculum resources, and building a mot ld-

wfde commurity committed to finding even better ways to teach with tech-

nology.

To Hoff or Hoff Not Fractions, Decimals (ENC-o13,17)

Grades 2 and 3
Public Broadcasting Service. ton-fros

MO 8454727 1399.00

This video on teaching fractions, part of
the PBS Mathline series, shows the imple-

mentation of a lesson on equivalent frac-

tions that uses fun, hands-on activities to engage student's understanding of

the complex concept. Students use geoboards to discover the number of

ways to divide rectangles of given sizes into halves. Also on this tape is the

lesson entitled Food forThought Fractions, Decimals (for grades 4 and 5),

which covers estimation and problem solving, and the lesson Soak It Up:

Number Sense, Computation (also grades 4 and 5).

Roil out the Ban-el (ENC.( 337)

Grades 6-8
Pubils Broadcasting Souk& takes:
(800)13454727 $290.00

1

This professional development video for

middle school teachers, part of the

Magnifying Math Power series, features a

lesson in which students investigate the most economical storage arrange-

ment for storing 125 oil barrels. Also available on this tape is the lesson enti-

dedlle Smlthville Families (grades S-8), in which students generate the

number patterns in Pascal's triangle and investigate the probability of

girl/boy combinations in a family of five children. A third lesson on the

video,The Great Race, features a lesson about constructing number patterns

generated by a race between a tortoise and a hareand using these patterns to

graph the situation. ,

Guide to Teaching a Problem-Based Science Curriculum

(ENC-014782)

Grades 6-8
Kendal/1ton Pubhshing Company. ta-

boo (600) T/01544.132.95

This book, developed as part of the

Problem Based Science Units series, pro-

vides guidelines for the implementation of'

seven problem-based learning PBL) units. The text provides background

information about the PBL: approach and specific guidelines for implement-

ing it In the classroom.

Through Mathematical Eyes: Exploring Relationships

in Math td Science (ENC-o11369)

Grades 6-8 This book, from the Moving Middle

Crestwood Poisstorownerrwts Schools series, presents vivid, revealing
Educational 8003 Inc , to 4ree (80,

793-2154 it f.50
stones of how the teaching of the concept

of functions can play out in diverse middle

school classrooms ranging from rural Maine to urban San Francisco.

Toots for Understanding: A Resource Guide for Extending

Mathematical Understanding in Secondary Sdlcols

(ENC-o16351)
ww.v.ups.edukommui thy/tofu

Grades 7-12 I This World Wide Web site is intended to

help thterfnediate and middle grade math-

Distributed by DyeEms

ernatics teachers, including those who teach remedial math classes and sec-

ondary special educators, show students the connection between

and its application in everyday contexts. Winner, Digital Dozen 1/2000.

Dennis Kunkel's Miarscopy: Science and Photography
Through a Microscope (ENC -016731)
www.porc.hawaii.edulkunkel

Grade 7 and up ' This web site is the home page for

renowned microscopist Dennis Kunkel. It

showcases his commercial work, provides information about his publications,

and features resources for colleges, schools, or individuals who want tolearn

more about microscopy.

High School Mathematics at Work Essays and Examples for the
Education of All Students (ENC4,12661)

Grades 8-12 This book of essays examines how high

Nacos Academy Pram NM. tor-tree school mathematics can and should help
1803) 6246242 $77.95 students deal with situations they

encounter in their everyday lives. Thisbook is organized into four themes.

Connecting Mathematics with Work and Lffe,The Roles of Standards and

Assessments, Curricular Considerations, and Implications forTeaching and

Matcher Education.

aurces of Real Data :

..11;116W412..v.s.

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adrninistradon (NOM
Home Rage (ENC-oo9874)
www.noaa.gov

wades K-12
Worm Ocealk and Annospbsric
Administration (NM)

Maintained by die U.S. Department of

Commerce, this web site provides infor-

mation about the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Adrednistration, whose mission is todescribe and predict

changes in Earth's environment and to conserve and manage the nation's

coastal and marine resources to ensure sustainable economic opportunities.

WhaleNet (ENC-oo4126)
whir le.wheelock. ea u

Grades K-12
This web site, funded by the National

Colatoraticn ot the Wow Datiaitimail Science Foundation, enables students to
at Mohr* Coffee end Sinn=
College

collect and analyze data on many whale

spedes right from their classrooms.

WhaleNet offers curriculum resources and support, a source of data for

interdisciplinary classroom activities, and interactive informational support

through WhaleNet/EnvIroNet. Winner, Digital Dozen 4/1996.

Government Information Sharing Protect USA Counties 1996

(ENC-oo2237)
govin fo.kercorst. eau hndex. html

Grades X-12 I Part of the Government Information

Oregon state universtr j Demonstration Project web site, this site

provides access to information from the United States Census Bureau data-

base on USA Counties.The database compiles demographic, economic, and

governmental information spanning several yearsand Sources. Winner,

Digital Dozen 10/1996.
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Explore the GLOBE Program (ENC-oo93o4)
,Dcroe.iss.noaa.gov

Grades K-12
Global Laming and Obsernboris to
Benefit the Undreamt (GtO8E)
Program
Prtiensfac National Daunt and
Atmospheric Admastragan (NOM)

Global Learning and Observations to
Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) is a
worldwide network of K-12 students,

teachers, and scientists working together

to study and understand the global envi-

ronment. GLOBE students make a core set of environmental observations at

or near their schools and report their data via the Internet. Winner, Digital

Dozen 9/199S, 11/1996, 5/1998.

National Weather Service (NWS) (ENC -014698)

vwww.nws.noaa,gov

Grades K-12 I This site, maintained by the National
National Weather Service (NWS1 Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's

(NOAH) National Weather Service
(NWS), provides direct access to U.S.

official weather forecast information. Users have access to national weather

data including radar summary charts,
weather conditions for the past 24

hours, weather maps, and international weather conditions.

Online with Accts-VVeather: Instructional Modules in Meteorology

(ENC-014419)
http://www.accuweathercomlweetherffindex_corp

Grades 7-12
issrt
Ma Abrams, Janes lavirn Elany Lee
Mars, Alfred Painter, Fred Wham

Wade Minster
Waal frtlennedes
rtendallhant Pulsating Cornpany. (800)

770-3444. wrtalandadhurncom/
311.75 rerstadenteanan:S2S.60 yet

This book contains 10 instructional mod-

ules in which students access real-dine

weather data and information from Accu-
Weather's online darabace of radar and

satellite information, computer forecasts,

and guidance prepared by many of the

tasters NMI federal government emergency-prepared-

ness information agencies such as the

National Hurricane Center and the National Severe Storm Center.

Boa, Boil, Toil and Trouble The International Boiling Point Project

(ENC-o15776)
c 2scienc e.stevens. tech.eduicurricu tun boilproj

Grades Eel
developed and managed by the Center tor

improved Engineering and Science
Education (GIESE)
Slistarec National Sclence Edixtrtan
Standards (Decanter 1995). NCIM
Garda:gum and &gotta samaras
(1908)

This web site is designed to allow students

to participate in an international inquiry

to discover which factor (room tempera-

nce, elevation, volume of water, or heat-

ing device) has the greatest influence on

boiling point of water. In order to partici-

pate, students boil water,record their

information, and send it via email to be included in the database ofresults.

Winner, Digital Dozen 10/1999.

Six Billion and Beyond: Population in the New Millennium

(ENC- °, 649o)
www. pbs.org/sixbillion

Grade 6 and up
CAM. dreCdOMSeStn. AMY Wit*
Cadent diVe0011Mt. Magas CAW&
PBS Canine
Priest" r D85 WAY

This site explores population issues as they

affect peoples' lives and countries. A click-

able world map serves as the entry to
population information about China,

India, Italy, Kenya, Mexico, and the

United States. A counter keeps track of world population and notes how

many hahies arc born during a visitor's tour ofthe site. Winner, Digital

Dozen 1/2000.

Visit enc.ort 82

Distributed by DynEDRS
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WINW Resources for Teachirsg Statistics (ENC-o1244b)

rt srlawu.edui-rrotobsegg

Grade 6 and up I This site is designed to direct browsers to

Robin H. Lock I web sites that typify the various online

resources available to support statistics instruction. Sections include the fol-

lowing: online course materials for introductory statistics, Advanced

Placement preparation, and multivariate statistics courses. Winner, Digital

Dozen 7/1998.

The Global Water Sampling Protect (ENC-or 6655)
k 12science.sr evens - tech. edulcurricu/umhvarerprojlindex.html

Grades 6-12
This online project provides a format for

Cava Rogers. In conluncton trith the students around the globe to collaborate
Steams Institute of Technology, Cartier
for improved Engraving and Science

in fresh water testing.ThIs project has

Educauts ONSE1
Scam Education

three primary purposes: to identify
Sandarda National
Standards Member ISM

organisms in the water and see if they are

present In other, more distant, water

sources; to assess the quality of water based on physical characteristics,

chemical substances, and biological indicators; and to look for relationships

and trends among the data collected by all project participants.

The Data and Story library(DASD (ENC-o12429)

1ibstat.cmu.edu/DAS1.

Grades 7-12
This web site is an online library ofdata

Madam Nada:rat, Mae Mays Flee and stories that illustrate the use of
basic statistics methods. It is designed to

provide data from a wick variety of topics so that statistics teachers can find

real-world examples that will beinteresting to their students.

DNA for Dinner/ (ESC-atom)
www.gis.netl-peacewplwebquest.htraIntroduction

Grades 9-12
VANiam E. Pace

This web site is intended as a structured

activity or lesson plait that intrcrluces stu-

dents to the practical mechanics and sod-

dal implications of the genetic engineering of plants grown for human con-

sumption. the site also encourages students to learn about publicpolicy and

shows how ordinary citizens can become part of the decision malting process

for issues that are important to them. Winner, Digital Dozen 10/1999.

43'
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Like what you see MilWant to -

see more? The full-length catalog

records for these materials and

more on the same subject can be

found by searching ENC's (Milne data-

base of more than 16,000 curriculum resources.

Each record contains
informatiOn such as

descriptive abstract complete table of con-

tents, information on funding sources, and

where availablelinks to third-party reviews.

in many cases, you can also access the web site

of the resourc publisher and place orders

directly. Go to ENC online (unc.org) for more

information.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Feedback and Subscription Form
To get on ENC's mailing list and receive your free subscription to ENC Focus: A Magazine for Classroom Innovators,

please provide all of the Information requested.

v7b3-3

Name:

School or Institution:

Preferred Mailing Address:

Oty

Telephone Number:
Area Code

Fax Number. 1

Area Code Number

Email:

SW* Zip

Work
Number

Are you willing to be contacted by ENC staff at a later date to provide your impressions of our products and

services? (Check only one.)

Yes No

My primary role in education is: (Check only one.)

Ci teacher
administrator
college/university faculty

My area is: (Check only one.)

.L17 librarian/media specialist

Q computer specialist
.1..7 curriculum specialist

parent
Q student

other

elementary education
mathematics education
science education

TEACHERS, circle those grades you teach:

math /science education

educational technology
computer science

0 library science
other

Home

ADMINISTRATORS, circle those grades for which you have responsibility:
Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

TEACHER EDUCATORS; circle those grades for which you prepare teachers:

I work in a (choose one): public institution private Institution Years of K-12 teaching experience:

How did you initially hear about ENC products/services? (Check all that apply.)

Read.about ft In:
PamphieVFlyer/Brothure
ENC Publication

Educational Journal

:....." Newsletter
World Wide Web Sites

ENC Online

7 Other

How did you obtain this publication? (Check only one.)

Learned about ft through:
0 Conference Presentation

Conference Exhibit

ENC Dame Site Session

Training Session

Television Advertisement

Other

it was mailed directly to me by ENC.

" i received it from a school administrator.

I received it from a district administrator.

I received it from My department or grade level chair.

What suggestions do you have for improving this publication?

Distrabuced by Dynzaas

Was told about ft by:
P-7 Teacher(s)

Administrator(s)
e".3 Curriculum Specialists)

--- Librarian/Media Specialist

Technical staff

ENC staff
Eisenhower Consortia staff

Other

I received it from another teacher.

/"."' I picked it up at a conference.f
I received it at a professional development meeting.

Other



What type of computer do you use most often? (Check only one.)

Macintosh PC Other I do not use a computer

How much memory capacity (mega bytes) does your computer have? (Check only one.)

, .' 16M9 --.. 24MB 32MB 64M8+ Do not know
..-

How do you generally access the Internet?

I do not have Internet access
modem - 14.4 kbps or slower

modem - 28.8 kbps

modem - 33.6 kbp.
modem - 56 kbps or faster

cable modem

direct connection (ie, LAN)

I do not know

Paperwork Burden Statement

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are hawed to respond to a collectionof information unless such collection displafs a valid0MB control number. The valid 0MB con-

trol number for the infomtabon collection is
111110-0529. The tea required to comptete this information

collection n esdmated to average 3 minutes per response, including the time to armw moue-

norm search existing data resources, gather
the data needed. and complete and review the information collection. If you have any commentsconcerning the *curtsey of the dm estimate or

suggestions for Improving this form please welts to:U.S. Department of Ede-aeon, Washington, DC
20202-4651. If you have comments or contents regarding the status of your WM&

ual submission of this form, write directly to: Evaluator, Etsenhower National Clearinghouse. 1929Kenny Road. Columbus, OH 432101079.
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Tb receive your free stavicription to ENC Focus: A Magazine for Classroom Innovators, please complete the entire form,
or call toll-free at (800) 621-S785. You can also go to cnc.erglsrder to get on our mailing list.

Name:

v7n34

School or Institution:

SUM ACILIms

Q Work Q Home

My primary role in education is (Check only one):

(7 teacher
Q administrator
0 parent
0 student
0 other

librarian /media specialist

computer specialist
college /university faculty
curriculum specialist

City Stab

Fax Number: ( )

ZIP

Are you willing to be contacted by ENC staff at a later date to provide your impressions

of our products and services? (Check only one.) Q yes C3' No

My area is (Check only one):

elementary education
library science
educational technology
computer science

math/science education

mathematics education
science education

other

TEACHERS, drde those grades you teach:

ADMINISTRATORS, circle those grades for which you have responsibility:

TEACHER EDUCATORS, circle those grades for which you prepare teachers:

Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

I work in a (choose one): C7 public institution Q private institution Years of K-12 teaching experience:

Pepped; edoes Ofelefeeet
Atompoo woo evereete eedueCee And 19n no potters MO mound to mooted to a &Sock., al ntemotionwan toch adedee efeeern mad CM femme webs. The veb101111 wad Away twit* lollotioodat adoedon d 11401.

The Ow mind to compote gib Inkftoolloo coOlction o ettcnrsd to mirage 1 album pot respceotedam the th. to TIM klarICIONI. so leaky dua masa* peer the date fee /d cowed) rd Meedlt Inkehetion Weer

tee 11 ref hero smy prenefele emeemeln. Ito =wee, of O. Mee eseeeee gempleedefe far leereeleg Ids ism Own meet Ire Uf. Oftewleeme Of MAIM% lifelPOMPok OC3113114151. Mrw twlweY OF

mothe. tee soles se pew ledeldei melandmhie of IMO OM. smile away Iv Ineele3 C000llow Memel ChereVemea 1139 tow bed 03hvamee OM 41311111073
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To receive your free subscription to ENC Focus, A Magazine for Classroom Innovators, please complete the entire form,

or all toll-free at (890) 621-5785. You can also go to enc.org/order to get on our mailing list.

Name:
School or Institution:

Preferred Mailing Address:
Number

Telephone Number (

Street Address City

Q Work Q Home Fax Number:

E-mail:

My primary role in education is (Check only one):

0 teacher
C7 administrator

parent
student

O other

Distributed by DynEDRS

librarian/media specialist

computer specialist
college/university faculty
curriculum specialist

still by

Are you willing to be contacted by ENC staff at a later date to provide your impressions

of our products and services? (Check only one.) Q Yes Q No

My area is (Check only one):

elementary education ntatithcierme Mutation

library science mathematics education

educational technology sdence education

computer science other

TEACHERS, circle those grades you teach:

ADMINISTRATORS, circle those grades for which you have responsibiSty.

TEACHER EDUCATORS, circle those grades for which you prepare teachers:

Pre-K K 1 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

I work in a (choose one): C.") public institution Q private institution Years of K.-12 teaching experience:
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Making Schools Work
for Every Child

Featuring practical articles that will help you make
educational equity a reality in your classroom.

Paula Out how to...

...Increase girls' interest in
mathematics, science, and technology.

...Structure your lessons to serve
students with disabilities.

...Meet the needs of students
with limited English proficiency.

And many other strategies to make
your classroom a place where
all students can succeed.

Sign up for your FREE
_subscription today!

See inside front cover for details

Distributed by DynEDRS

Descriptions of materials
from ENC's Collection that will

help you celebrate student diversity

in your classroom and many other
articles and features...
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